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This study is concerned with sene of tbs praeesseo that oeeur 

during the development of behaviour, and these ere examined in the 

nontext how predatory behaviour develops in domestle eete, Initially, 

sees of the problems that have beleagured the study of behavioural 

development ere exmnined end euirent issuee in this field are outlined.

The experimental deelm «f the study, the definitions of reeorded behaviour 

and the netball of date enelyeie ere then discussed.

The study then focusses en the multiple effects that experience 

in development sen here en adult behaviour• It shows that seta wire 

better able to eeteh prey ae adults if they bed had experienee ef it 

as kittens, that eete epeeiellsed en the type of prey with which they 

had had prior experienee, end that little generalisation to ether prey 

types oeeurred in eete with experienee ef one prey type, everul ether 

ffcetore likely to affect adult predatory behaviour were then examined, 

both the presence of the mother luring kittens* exposure to prey, and 

experienee ef prey ee adulte were found to improve adult predatory 

competence, Object play had no effect en predatory behaviour.

The study went on to relate the development of social play in 

kittens to the development of predatory behaviour. Seme aspects of play 

beeame mere aeseeiated with predatory hehavieur ae eete grew elder, 

others lees ee, Different patterns ef plsy appeared te increasingly 

seme under separate types ef centre! ee kittens developed.

One of the factors affecting the develepnsnt of predatory behaviour, 

the effect ef the nether, was then examined in detail, tans of Hie wye 

in which mothers encouraged their offspring to interact with pray ware 

outlined together with the ways that offspring responded te the mother's
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Finally, the relationship between predatory behaviour in kittens 

and their subsequent prefatory behaviour aa adults was investigated.

Many aspeets of kitten predation ears found to eoxrelate with adult 

predatory aetlvlty, one individuals that ware poor predator* as kittens 

showed eewpotent predatory behaviour a* adults.

The iaplieatlcna of these findings were dlaeuaeed in relation 

te the devolopwsnt of predatory behaviour, the develepswnt rt play and 

the timing of events la kitten ontogeny.
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May your hands always be busy
May your feet always be swift
May you have a strong foundation
Shen the winds of ohanges shift
May your heart always be joyful
May your song always be sung
May you stay forever young

Forever young
Forever young

May you stay
Forever young

(Bob Dylan 1973).

You’ve read of several kinds of Cat,
And ay opinion now la that 
You should need no Interpreter 
To understand their oharaoter.
You now have learned enough to see 
That Cats are much like you and as 
And other people whoa we find 
Possessed of various types of Bind.
For soae are sene and sons are oad 
And eoae are good and some are bed 
And soae are better, sone are worse 
But all may be described in verse. 
You’ve seen then both at work and gaaee, 
And learnt about their proper nenes, 
Their habits and their habitat:
But how would you ad-drees a Cat?

(T.S. illot 1%C)
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V

THE DEVKLOPlfcOT OP PREDATION IN CATS

SUMMARY

This study is concerned with sods of the processes that ooour 

during the development of behaviour, and these are examined in the 

context/how predatory behaviour develops in doasstio eats* Initially, 

sons of the problems that have beleagured the study of behavioural 

development are examined and current issues in this field are outlined.

The experimental design of the study, the definitions of recorded behaviour 

and the methods of data analysis are then discussed.

The study then focusses on the multiple effects that experience 

in development can have on adult behaviour. It shows that eata were 

better able to oatoh prey as adults if they had had experience of it 

aa kittens, that oats specialised on the type of prey with which they 

had had prior experience, and that little generalisation to other prey 

types ooourred in oats with experience of one prey type. Several other 

factors likely to affect adult predatory behaviour were then examined.

Both the presence of the mother during kittens* exposure to prey, and 

experience of prey aa adults were found to improve adult predatory 

competence. Object play had no effect on predatory behaviour.

The study went on to relate the development of social play in 

kittens to the development of predatory behaviour. Sobs aspects of play 

beoaas more associated with predatory behaviour as cats grew older, 

others less so. Different patterns of play appeared te increasingly 

oooe under separate types of oontrol as kittens developed.

One of the factors affecting the development of predatory behaviour, 

the effeot of the mother, was then examined in detail. Soaw of the ways 

In whioh mothers encouraged their offspring to intoraot with prey were 

outlined together with the ways that offspring responded to the mother's 

predatory behaviour.
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Finally, the relationship between predatory behaviour in kittens 

and their subsequent predatory behaviour aa adults was investigated*

Many aspects of kitten predation were found to correlate with adult 

predatory aetlvlty* «a Individuals that were poor predators aa kittens 

showed ooapetent predatory behaviour aa adults*

The laplloatlons of these findings were discussed In relation 

to the development of predatory behaviour, the development of play and 

the timing of events In kitten ontogeny*



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION



THE DEVELOPMENT <F BEHAVIOUR

Although the conclusions reached at the end of the "nature-nurture" 

debate hare been acknowledged and aeeepted by the majority of scientists 

studying animal behaviour, they are easily forgotten. The growth of 

soeloblology In recent years has been soeoapanled by an emphasis on the 

genetic determinants of behaviour, Although It Is often stated that a 

gene Is necessary for a particular behaviour, say a selfish act, to occur, 

the statement Is frequently shortened to read "the gene for selfishness". 

Per example, Wilson (1975) In the first page of his book, writes about 

"the genes causing altruism". Even though genetle models are unaffected 

by this loose phraseology, It Is important that neither author nor reader 

believes that "one gone causes one behaviour". Another problem concerns 

the adaptiveness of behaviour. It Is obvious that there are other sorts 

of behaviour that hare adaptive consequences apart from those that are 

primarily genetically determined. Animals may eome to occupy a habitat or 

feed on one type of food beoauao they hare learnt about It early on In 

development (Calef 1976, Partridge 1978) and predispositions to learn the 

characteristics of one's siblings may ensure that an individual maintains 

an optimal degree of outbreeding (Bateson 1979)« These types of behaviour 

are eleerly adaptive (Lehman 1955, Borens 196$) and It is Important to 

recognise that such behaviour oan be passed on to fixture generations 

without inferring genetic transmission, This was Just one of tho pointe 

to emerge from the "lnnat*»leamt* oontroverey, Until recently, Issues 

of this sort have clouded thinking about the way behaviour develops, so 

sons of the other Important points are briefly summarised below.

Firstly, any polarisation of views Into an innate or learnt diohotoay 

takes attention away from another source of variation In tho differences
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between Individuals, namely experl anew* (Attributing a proportion

of the variance to that whioh la genetlo or environmental is a different 

Issue whioh oarrles with It Its owi problems concerning how the data 

are saapled (Feldman d Lewontln 1975))* Numerous examples ean be found 

of the ways In whioh experience ean affeot subsequent behaviour Including 

learning. For instance, the effect that the maternal environment can 

have on hormonal levels of rat pups (Thoman d* Levine 1970) or the effects 

that patterned light has on avoidance learning In chicks (Cherfaa 1977), 

to name but two. There Is no dear distinction between learning and 

experience and It may be more helpful to distinguish between specific or 

as In the two examples, general determinants of behaviour, be they 

Inherited or environmental (Bateson 1976a).

The second point concerns the definition of ”Innateness”. Lorens 

(1965) defined It as that part of behaviour that was left unaffected 

by a deprivation experiment. However most researchers would reinterpret 

the negative definition by saying that lad of difference between groups 

Indicated that the environmental variable that was being wltheld had no 

effect on the behaviour In question (eg. Hlnde 1968). It Is impossible 

to be sure that all relevant sources of variation have been exoluded from

the Isolation experiment. For example self-stimulation may provide the 

animal with relevant experience, as In the calls made by Peking ducklings 

before hatching (lottlieb 1976a). In addition there may be more than 

one way of arriving at the same behavioural endpoint (Bateson 1976b).

In short, genetic determination oan only be established by manipulation 

of the genetlo variables themselves.

Finally behaviour should not be seen as made up of a patohwork of 

elements some of whioh are environmentally and some of which are genetically 

determined. -aoh element will have arisen as a result of a number of such
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determinants and the interactions between them (Schneirla 1956,

Lehman 1970). Kor ahould behaviour be seen as developing from a 

blueprint on whieh building blocks are laid to form the adult behaviour. 

Both these ideas foous attention on the end produets of behaviour 

rather than on examining the way behaviour develops. It is the isolation 

of faetors affecting development and their interactions that are of 

interest to the student of ontogeny. Such faetors oan affeot behaviour 

in a number of different ways. They oan initiate a behaviour, hasten or 

facilitate its appeatanoe, or be responsible far maintaining it once it 

has appeared (Gottlieb 1976b). It is important to remember that the 

factors responsible for the development of behaviour oannot be oongiared 

to the behaviour they influenoe nor do they correspond to it in any way. 

With these points in mind, this particular study of development is 

oonoerned with the process of change that occurs during ontogeny.

TO: AIMS OP TO: STUDY

This study then, examines some of the prooeesee occurring during 

development. This is done in the context of the development of predatory 

behaviour in oats. The study is not oonoerned with showing that either 

a genetio or an environmental determinant is more responsible for the 

development of predatory behaviour than another, but is oonoerned with 

outlining some of the environmental faetors that have speoifio effects on 

predatory development. It does this in two ways. Firstly it examines 

the effects that a number of experiences during development have on the 

behaviour of adult eats. Suoh experiences range from exposure to prey 

to object play in kittens and each experienee oan have a number of 

ef foots. The study then switches attention to the prooess of ohange
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that occurs during kitten development while two of these experiential

factors are operating. One of these, the influence of the mother on . 

predatory behaviour is examined in detail during the course of .

development. Finally the process of development of predation in kittens 

is related to the predatory behaviour of adult eats.

In addition, the mechanisms underlying the oontrol of another 

important aspect of kitten development, social play, are investigated.

This Is done by relating the development of play in young eate to developing 

predatory behaviour and to adult predatory aetlvlty. Detailed end speolfio 

aspects of play and predatory behaviour pertinent to each chapter are 

explored in the introduction to each seotion, and so the remainder of thia 

chapter is primarily eonoemed with the general issues relating to the 

development of these types of behaviour.

y~hagt.gr The HffeeU of -x-pertwoe on the Prototonr Fetterne of Caf

Experience in development oan have a marked effect on adult behaviour 

in a number of says. Experience may be necessary for a process to occur 

at all and seoondly, and independently, the prooess may be modified by 

experience. Experiments in thia chapter are concerned only with the latter, 

facilitating effects of experience. A speolfio experience oan have a large 

number of distinot facilitating effeota, for example, filial imprinting 

not only increases the likelihood that one particular objeot will be approached

but it decreases the ohanoee that an unfamiliar one will be followed

(Bateson 1579)* This chapter examines the effects of experience of prey 

in young oats on three main aspects of adult predation. Firstly, it 

determines whether experience with one prey item affects subsequent 

predatory behaviour of the same prey type. It then investigates the offset 

on other aspeots of predatory behaviour, namely the oat's ability to deal 

with other prey items. Finally, it examines whether the effects of

hagt.gr


experience oauee individuals to apoolalloo la their predatory
behaviour ae adults* .

Traditionally in studies of predation, ethologists have been 
involved in reoerdia* detailed pattens of behaviour while pqpohOlo- 
glsts have been primarily ooaoensd with the consequences of predatory 
behaviour rush as latoaoy to kill or wbar of prey eaten, Bolshy (1975a) 
gives aa oaeeUent summary of the developnontsl factors affecting 
aaawlisa predation taken fron studies using both of these approaches, 
m another paper (Bolshy 1975b), the factors that affeot aanaalian 
uredatorv behaviour once it has aooearad are outlined. A detailed account 
of too of these, hangar and pray aiae, is discussed in relation to adult 
predatory behaviour in cate (Mben 1979). Cn the basis of temporal 
associations, oho found that oat predatory patterns fell into three 
distinct groups, end ****** ohapter nets out to examine her oaoh pattern 
are effooted by experience during development, However it done net net 
out to shorn that eons oatterne are affooted by enerieaoe ufry^^oe otherswuew mwrw Amanovs ^ssso^sv ^^laia^^^^^^sssoa^ni^Bn^uv v^^a^^^^as^^^^Bnav

■ra w>t (•.«. UgtaM 1*5, UmW«« * Hftiam 1972, lut 1973). 
Battwr, it _ ndwa tte poaalUlUgr that azparlMM* of >ngr la
development is Just one ef the sources of variation, admittedly on 
important one, that gives rise te differanooa in adult predatory activity#

Clwttr 4! -ffOAta Of the Mother, ObJopt ?lay. apd Adult frptrlaw op

Prodatlen In Cato

Behaviour la multiply determined not simply because a gene interacts 

with an environmental determinant to produce behaviour but because something 

as complex as a behaviour pattern is likely to ba affected by a number of 

polygenes and a number of environmental factors during its ontogeny* 

Interactions between these determinants will affeot the course of develop

ment too. This chapter exaMnes some of the other possible sources of 

variation that are likely to affeot adult predatory behaviour apart frost 

experience of prey as a kitten. These are the presence of the mother 

during kittens* exposure to prey, object play in kittens and the effects 

of adult expezienoe of prey on adult predatory behaviour. Demonstrating 

that any one of these factors affeeta adult predatory behaviour does not 

mean that it la neoecsary for adult predation to occur, nor that it is 

required to facilitate or maintain the appearance of such a behaviour.
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Behaviour may be overdetermined (Tees 1976) or there nay be a number 

of developmental routes leading to the sane endpoint (Dunn 1976),

These are not quite the same thing. Overdetermination means that a 

number of faotors may, for exasqple, facilitate the development of a 

particular type of behaviour. So ducklings not only have a preference 

fbr their mo tiler's call at birth, but they learn to her characteristics 

by means of imprinting (Gottlieb 1976a). To take a simple case,

"arousal" is mediated through a number of modalities. It makes good 

functional sense for behaviour to be overdetermined. An environmental 

trigger required for a given behaviour to develop may not be present in 

every habitat. Indeed, it may be that behaviour la overdetermined on the 

genetic side too. Alleles that regulate other genes may not always be 

found in every daughter cell after recombination.

The aeoond problem is oonoerned with the different ways an organism 

can arrive at the same behavioural endpoint (see Bateson 1976b and Dunn 

1976 for the problem of defining endpoints). In other words, in one 

environment behaviour may develop in one way but in another, it takes a 

different course. To take an analogy involving a nunber of individuals, 

aphids oan reproduce both sexually and asexually (e.g. williams 1975)*

If the endpoint is arbitrarily defined as the next zygote, then soma 

individuals may arrive there after several asexual generations, others 

after none; which route is taken may depend on the number of other 

aphids in the population. Examples of cases where frequency dependent 

selection influences the way behaviour develops are likely to be found 

in the future.

In conclusion then, this chapter examines several likely environmental 

faotors that could affect the development of predation in both young and 

adult eats, but these may have greater or lesser import depending on both
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the number of other determinants and the environment in whioh the

kitten develops.

Chapter 5: Predatory Bahariour and Social Play In Kitten*

Chapters 3 and A were concerned with the effects of specific

environmental factors on development. However only the end product was 

examined, namely adult predatory behaviour. This chapter examines the 

development of that behaviour in detail, in what is effectively the most 

natural combination of these factors, experience of prey with the mother 

present. This is done by documenting the development of predatory 

behaviour in kittens using the same measures of behaviour as were used for 

adult predatory behaviour. This allows comparisons to be made between 

kitten and adult predation (see Chapter 7). It is not always easy to be 

sure that one item of behaviour at a given age is the same as that at a 

later age (e.g. Caro et al 1979). Behaviour may change In form, function 

and in its control. Nevertheless, behaviour patterns in this study are 

defined in terms of their physical characteristics which remained similar 

throughout the study.

Aa separate motor patterns are examined, it is possible to determine 

any ohanges In association between measures of predatory behaviour as 

kittens grow older. Classical thinking in development has assumed that 

there is some form of continuity between behaviour seen early on in life 

and that found later. Recently such views have been challenged by a new 

body of evidence which suggests that some aspects of behaviour at least,

are not predictive of behaviour later on in development. Examples include
r&uect i*~ ^ctsv(. pevr-

thereoovery of abnormally treated children XClarke A Clarke 1976) and
a-c&dtg

the early social attachments in birds y/flmmelraann 1975).

These discontinuities in development however oan also arise for methodological

and environmental reasons. For example, individuals1 scores would converge 

thereby producing a discontinuity, if raapy failed to show a behaviour
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at one point in their development (Bateson 1978). Also, If only

sone Individuals reacted to an environmental change, a discontinuity 

would be seen that was not related to a developmental process (Kagan 

1978), In addition, a developmental discontinuity does not necessarily 

imply Instability between Individuals* scores (Sackett et al 1900),

With these caveats In mind, the associations between elements of 

predatory behaviour are examined In order to determine whether they 

change with age,

Social play is also observed ae kittens grow older. Changes in 

association between measures of social play are examined in the same 

way as are the predatozy measures, Recently attention has beeame 

increasingly focussed on both descriptive and functional aspects of play 

(e.g. Fagan d George 1977, Poole d Fish 19761 and Pagan 1976, Hill d 

Bckoff 1977 respectively) but aoant regard has been paid to the oausal 

mechanisms Involved in play, Speculations on the Amotion of plsy 

cany with them the danger of arriving at similar conclusions about 

causality, functionally related units of behaviour need not be oausally 

connected although natural selection might easily favour suoh a principle 

(Bateson d Hinds 1976) • V,hat Is store, little attention has been given to the 

way play might change as the young develop (but see Pagan 1978), Not only 

might the function of play alter as the animal develops, even though the 

meter patterns could remain the same, but the mechanisms underlying its 

appearance might ohange too. This Idea Is similar to the one of changing 

overlap In the control of behaviour over a short period of time (Pantress 

1973) and it Is not difficult to envisage overlap In the control of play 

as well as a ohange In that overlap as the animal develops. Thia 

particular problem of control of play Is examined In this chapter by 

determining the ohange In association between measures of social play and 

predatory behaviour as kittens grow older.
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Tn addition, the tine that both play and predation began is 

Investigated in order to characterise the onset of stages In kitten 

development.

Chapter 61 Predatory B»havlour in Dowatto Cat Mother,

Chapter 6 examines one of the specific environmental determinants of 

predatory behaviour In detail. This factor, influence of the mother, tes 

already been studied In Chapter 4 In oonneotlcn with Its effeot on adult 

predatory behaviour* Thia present ohapter la ooncemed with the short 

tern rather than the long term Influence of the mother on her offspring* s 

predatory behaviour. This environmental or social factor la of particular 

Interest aa it changes during kitten development. Qualitative descriptions 

of predatory behaviour of mother oats have suggested that the fora of the 

mother’s predatory sequence alters as her kittens grow older (Ewer 1969). 

For this reason It seems iinportant to find out how the kittens responded 

to such a change In mother’s behaviour. Thia Is done by scrutinising the 

way In which mothers* bouts spent Interacting with the prey Interdigitate 

with those of her kittens. Tn addition, descriptions of predatory behaviour 

In moth ere have suggested that some form of maternal encouragement la 

Involved In getting the kittens to Interact with prey (Ewer 1969). 

Encouragement la a particularly difficult concept to define In terns that 

do not Impute intention. Up to now, studies Involving encouragement In 

animals have been anecdotal and formal definitions have not been attempted. 

As the degree of encouragement provided by mother oats is likely to be 

qualitatively different from the “tutoring" provided by human mothers,

It seems unwise to use definitions taken from the child literature 

(toed, Bruner A Rosa 1976). An emphasis on classifying behaviour oan 

take attention away from the behaviour itself and hinder systematic
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investigation (G-alef 1976) and for these reasons a formal definition 

of enoouragemant was not used in this study. Instead, attention is 

focussed on what mother oats aetually do with prey and the relation

between their behaviour and that of their kittens.

Competition between siblings over prey is observed as well.

This has, on a speculative level, been assumed to be another factor 

responsible for facilitating the development of predatory behaviour in 

kittens (e.g. Leyhausen 1965). Although no tests are carried out to 

test suoh a hypothesis, quantitative descriptions are made of what 

influence the kitten in possession of the prey has on the predatory 

behaviour of its siblings.

Chapter 7: Relations between Kitten Behaviour and Adult Predation

The final seotion brings together data presented in Chapters 3 and 

5. Few studies have examined both the outcome of a developmental process 

and the prooess of change that occurs during the development of a behaviour 

itself. In this study, observations were made of predatory behaviour when 

individuals were kittens and when they were adults and behaviour during 

these two time periods is compared in this chapter.

Workers laying emphasis on continuity in development might assert 

that behaviour of young oats would predlot that of older animals whereas 

those more inclined to endorse discontinuities in behaviour might expeot 

there to be little correlation between the two time periods. Because the 

discontinuity theory predicts a different outcome from the established 

viewpoint, it is worth examining the reasons that underlie this relatively 

unorthodox view.

Different types of behaviour do not appear or vanish at the same 

time in development for a number of reasons. This point is highlighted
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in Chapter 5, when the timing of the onset of social play and predatory 

behaviour was examined. Differences In the advent of behaviour within 

an individual may be due to developmental constraints, perhaps beoause 

Internal processes have not yet been primed by genetic or environmental 

factors or because the appearance of a behaviour may be contingent upon 

behaviour during an earlier part of development. These Ideas focus on 

the concept of stages, as separate, identifiable phases in development 

(e.g* Piaget 195U). Another reason for a particular stage to be found at 

one period In development Is beoause Its function Is to acquire information 

from the environment, Information available for only a short period of time. 

An example of thia would bo filial Imprinting (Bateson 1979). Alternatively 

the timing of a stage might be beoause the eoology of the young animal 

changed radically at that time, as in the switch to Independent feeding In 

sons species of birds (Davies d Green 1976). In sum, behaviour seen at 

oertaln times during development may bear little resemblance to that seen 

later on. An extreme example is the difference between tadpoles and 

frogs. Thus the concept of stage underlies thinking about discontinuities 

in development. It le stating the obvious to say that the length of the 

time periods chosen for any comparison between two points in development 

will make a large difference to the results of suoh an investigation.

Not only are stages likely to disrupt associations between two points 

in ontogeny, but correlations will also be affected by one of the Issues 

to emerge from the "nature-nurture" controversy. This ooneems the process 

of development and the outoome of that process. the behaviour Itself. It 

la unlikely that the nature of the ohanges occurring as an organism 

develops will bear much resemblance to the final outoome of those ohanges. 

The way a house is created oannot be compared to the finished building,
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or to use a biological analogy, sub-song Is unlike adult bird song* 

Coaparing behaviour with the way it develops is therefore unlikely to be 

rewarding* Nevertheless, predatory behaviour, of kittens is compared 

to that of adults, bearing these points in mind.

As an adjunct, social play in kittens is compared to the predatory 

behaviour of the sane individuals when they are observed as adults*

This is done In order that the control of social play could be further 

investigated and that a cheek could be provided for the results presented 

In Chapter 5 In which kitten play and kitten predation were compared*

The introductory ohapter commented on the residual confusion 

that still hinders the study of behavioural development, and went on 

to outline the main conclusions arising out of the "nature-nurture" 

controversy* The aims of the study were then set out and a number of 

issues currently central to the study of behavioural development were 

examined* These included the diversity of effects that experience 

can have on behaviour, multiple determination of behaviour, discontinuities 

in development and the oontrol of behaviour in ontogeny* Maternal 

encocragement was also discussed* Finally, ths concept of stages in 

development was examined together with the problem of oomparing the 

behaviour of young animals with that of adults*
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MgiHQpr

THE SUBJECTS

The oats were divided into 5 separate groups* Two of these,

Croups 1 and 2 were exposed to prey as kittens when their mothers were 

present, at least sone of the time. Croup 3 was not exposed to prey 

at all when young. Croup 4 kittens were exposed to prey hut with their 

mothers absent and Croup 5 was exposed to objects in the plaee of prey.

Mothers and kittens lived in standard metal cat oages (120 x 60 x 

60 ems) (Scott 1972) from birth until about 12 weeks of age. They were 

fed on ’kiticat fish and liver dinner* and purina oat ehow to avoid any 

establishment of food preferences during prenatal or postnatal nursing 

periods. Cto days of observation the morning feed was reduoed by half.

EXPERIENCE CP KXTTKNB

Kittens in Croup 1,(M£) were exposed to live white adult laboratory 

mice only, kittens in Gx*oup 2, (BE) to live canaries only. Kittens were 

assigned to the groups at random, with the proviso that their mothers were 

adept prey catchers of the type of prey involved. Croup MR oonsisted of 

3, three»kitten litters (N«9) and Croup BE oonsisted of 4, three-kitten 

litters (N»12), two animals in thia group subsequently died. Kittens in 

these groups were exposed to prey as follows. At 26 or 29 days of age, 

each litter was placed in the test room (345 x 245-295 x 525 one) in their 

nestbox. They were familiar with this room having been in it for an hour 

a few days earlier. The room had a series of platforms and tree trunks 

attached to the wall on which oats could sit and climb. One prey item, 

mouse or bird depending on the litter was then introduced Into the room 

for 30 minutes. Eollowing this session, this prooedure was repeated for 

40 minutes but with the mother present. This regime was repeated a total
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of 17 times, twice per week until the kittens were about 64 days old.

Thus each kitten was able to Interact with prey on 34 occasions, 17 of 

which were with their mother. Cats therefore, were not reared with prey 

but exposed to it 4 times per week (a total of 140 minutes per week), 

experiments involving rearing predators with prey (e.g. Kuo 1960, Myer 

1969) often result in tolerance of prey.

Croup 3 (C), the control group (N«6), received no exposure to prey 

as kittens. This group was made up of the fourth kitten of 6 other littere. 

Two individuals came from a seventh litter. Group C cats were not 

introduced into the teat room when they were young, however they were fully 

familiar with the room prior to testing as adults; all oats had spent 

at least an hour in it before testing began. Of course these kittens had 

contact with their mother and littennatee in the home pen.

Group 4, (NM) was con^osed of 5 litters (N*d4) of kittens which were 

exposed to live white mice when young but without their mother present.

They were exposed to prey in exactly the same way aa was Group ME but their 

mothers were absent from the test room in both sessions.

Kittens in Group 5, (OP) only experienced objects, not prey. These 

objects were a black table tennis ball (diameter 3.7 cm) and an eliptioal 

black woolen ball (10 x 6 eras) filled with sand weighing 35 gna. Cats 

were exposed to these objects under the same regime as Group ME was to 

nice, l.e. one 30 minute session without the mother being present and one 

40 minute session with the mother, twice a week between the ages of 26 to 

29 days and 64 days, a total of 34 exposures. At the beginning of each 

session the two objects were always plaoed in the same position, near

the nest box, in the test room. As in the other groups, kittens lived 

with their mothers in the home pens when they were not being tested.



Figure 2,1 The above apparatus was used to provide refuges for all types 
of prey when cats were tested at 6 months* It measured 244 x 161 x 70 ems 
and covered most of the area of the test room.
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TKSTIH& AS ADULTS

At the age of ebout 6 months (168->191 days), 3 months after their 

last exposure to prey, the oats were tested singly on their ability to 

handle prey. Testing was oarried out at 6 months for two reasons* Firstly, 

feral domestic oats are independent and capture prey for themselves at this 

age. Secondly, the experiments would not be confounded by sexual behaviour, 

female oats may show their first behavioural oestrus at about 8 months*

Kuo (i960) showed that rodent killing was enhanced in oats that had been 

isolated* To oontrol for this, kittens were housed with litterraatee, 

their mother, adult oats and other kittens from the age of 3 to 6 months* 

Subjects were tested in the same room as before but now two wooden 

platforms had been plaoed on the floor. These platforms (2U4 x 161 x 70 ems, 

see figure 2.1) were covered with a variety of boxes, jars, screens, 

perches and water dishes to provide refuges for the prey items and co 

make prey catching more difficult* Tests lasted 20 minutes during ^xioh 

observations were made on the oats1 behaviour* All oats were aoeustoaed 

to the observer’s presence in the test room* Twenty minutes was chosen 

because most oats interacted with prey within this time end longer periodo 

of exposure might negate differences between groups (Polsky 1978).

Individuals in Groups ME, BE, C and OP were each tested on four 

different prey items: a live white adult laboratory rat, a live white 

adult laboratory mouse, a live canary and a live goldfish

which were presented to eaoh oat by itself* Fish were always plaoed in the 

large rectangular water trough (see figure 2.1 )* Over several days, eaoh 

subject was tested four times on eaoh prey item when it was 15 to 2U hours 

hungry. Although oats might receive a maximum of three tests following

ah other, they were never with the prey items. In order that
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Figure 2.2 Hypothetical representation of the bouts that mother (M) and 
kittens (B, C and D) had interacting with prey. The mother initiated the 
sequence with a 30 second bout, D interacted with prey after 10 seconds 
while the mother was still on it, B followed his mother on the prey in 
less than 10 seconds after her bout had terminated etc.
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latencies could be standardized, tests were not begun until subjects 

had attended to prey. Group KM was only tested on mice at this

®g®«

RECORDING BEHAVIOUR

During both adult and kitten sessions, behaviour was scored 

continuously by hand by the observer who sat on one of the platforms 

In the room. In kitten sessions, all behaviour directed towards prey 

and other oats by both mother and kittens was soared on a focal animal 

basis (Altmean 1974), using oheokaheets divided into 10 second intervals. 

Attention was focussed on an indivi&ial for JO seconds at a time. 

Simultaneously all behaviour directed towards the prey by any cat other 

then the fooal animal was recorded by speaking into a tape recorder.

This was subsequently transcribed on to cheoksheet. In adult tests only 

prey directed behaviour could be scored.

DEFINITIONS OF BEHAVIOUR

(i) Predatory be tJur.VllL of mother and klttena

The behaviour of both siother and kittens in Groups ME and BE was 

reeorded each tine they were observed. Records were taken of the number 

of bouts kittens spent on the prey. A bout was defined as a stream of 

behaviour directed towards prey that was not interrupted by a gap of 10 

seconds or more. As oan be seen from figure 2.2, it was possible to 

calculate the total time that individuals spent interacting with prey as 

well as their mean bout length by dividing the aeoond measure by the 

first. In addition, the number of times that a bout waa started while 

another Individual was already interacting with the prey could be 

determined (twice in figure 2.2), as well as the number of bouts started 

in leas than 10 seconds of a previous bout's termination (twice in
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Sniff Approach Paw

Hold Carry Rolled

Chase

Figure 2r,-> Sketches to show the motor patterns performed by cats* 
Definitions are in the text. •
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figure 2.2, B following mother and Q following B). These two

categories were combined together when calculating the number of times 

kittens* bouts followed for example, those of their mother in less 

than 10 seconds.

Records were made of which individuals killed prey, defined as the 

tins at which prey ceased to breathe, and which Individuals started to 

eat prey. Subsequently the percentage of both mothers and litters that 

killed the prey was calculated at eaoh age. The percentage of sessions 

where offspring started to eat prey earlier than their mothers was also 

determined at each age, as was the percent of sessions where mothers 

started to eat prey before their offspring, latencies to kill prey and to 

eat it were recorded but the latter measure only referred to the first 

individual to eat prey in a given session. Latencies were accurate to the 

nearest 10 seoonds. If an individual failed to perform these activities 

during a test session, it was assigned ths maximum score of JO or 40 

minutes depending on whether the mother was present in the session.

Hating; prey started when individual bites were no longer distinct for a 

period of 20 seconds or mors; its duration was recorded.

Behavioural events were also reoorded. Relative frequencies were 

calculated by dividing the number of times a behaviour occurred by the 

length of the test, or if prey was eaten during the test, by the number 

of 10 second units before no flesh remained on the carcass. Items of 

behaviour directed towards prey were defined as follows (see figure 2.3). 

Approach: locomotion of any sort towards the pray. Sniff: bringing the 

nose within less than 2 ems of the prey. Paw: bringing the forepaw into 

eontaet with the prey. Hold: bringing the two forepaws or forearms 

simultaneously into contact with the prey. Bite: bringing jaws into
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contact with prey and closing them. Carry: biting and moving

simultaneously. Contact patterns refer to the combined pew, hold,

bite and carry scores. Rolled contact: lying on dorsal or lateral

surface and employing any of the above contact patterns. Rear: standing 

or vertical leaping on the hindlegs, with forelegs raised and splayed.

Time prey was attended to: the number of JO second point samples that 

cats -watched prey divided by the number of JO second point samples before 

prey was finished.

Itothers held, reared and had rolled contact with prey so little that 

these measures were not used in nnalysis. However a further behaviour 

was recorded: Vocalisations: any sound other than hissing or growling that 

mothers emitted while prey was present.

(11) ilflT te XtVhM
during test sessions with the mother, behaviour patterns direoted 

towards siblings and mother were reeorded on a fooal animal basis. This 

was called social play although a small percentage of these patterns oould 

have been •serious*, (see Barrett A Bateson 1978). These patterns 

oonsisted of approaohlng, sniffing, pawing, holding, biting and having 

rolled contact with siblings. These items were defined in the sene way 

as the predatory patterns. In addition, two further motor patterns involving 

siblings were scored. Arch: a marked upward bending of the spine while 

standing still, leaping upwards or moving sideways} and chase: running 

after a moving kitten. In some analyses chasing and being chased were 

combined together (see text).

Kitten plsy occurred both while prey was present in the test room, 

and after it had been oonsumed. Frey however, had an inhibitory effect 

on social play. When eight of the motor patterns used by kittens in social
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play were considered, all frequencies were significantly higher after 

prey had been finished than before (Table 2.1). For this reason, 

analysis was limited to play that ooourred after prey had been eaten.

Reliability between observers was^hlrh on all measures of behaviour

(sae Coro e$ aj. 1979), M

e^cb fyp'W as't •
(ill) Adult predatory behaviour

During adult tests, measures were taken of the latency to perform 

motor patterns towards the prey. If an item of behaviour did not occur 

during the test, it was assigned a maximum soore of 120, 10 second units.

As before, behavioural events were also reoorded. The relative frequencies 

were calculated in two ways: either by dividing the number of times a 

behaviour occurred by the length of the test or if the eat ate prey during 

the test, by the number of 10 second periods before eating (a bout of 20 

seconds or more) started, Tn order to be consistent with latency measures, 

rates were expressed as the number of occurrences per 10 second sj rate per 

minute ean be calculated by dividing through by six. The percent of tests 

In which pxwy were killed or eaten was also recorded.

Approach, paw, hold, bite, carry, rolled contact, kill, eat and 

time prey was attended to were scored using the same definitions as in 

kitten sessions. In addition, the following Items were also recorded,

Latency to first behaviour: the time it took to direct any item of 

behaviour, Including an approach, towards the prey. Crouch: belly on the 

ground with all limbs by the side of the body, oriented towards and attentive 

to prey. Backlogs often treading (see figure 2,3), Attempted bite: bringing 

jaws into contact with prey but not dosing them. This measure and bite 

were oombined and called bite In analysis. Later the number of attempted 

bitea was expressed as a ratio of the total number of bites, finish: the 

time at which no flesh was left an the carcass. Although this definition
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was somewhat ambiguous for bird remains, it was usually possible to 

tell whether any flesh remained attached to feathers. Rearing ocourred 

very rarely in adult testa end was not recorded.

Not all of these items occurred in every sequence nor did they 

occur in a particular order. The latency it took to perform a motor 

act was treated as the oat's readiness to perform that item of behaviour. 

The frequency at which it was employed reflected both readiness to perform 

the behaviour and the oat's ability to perform that act, the latter 

especially at higher frequencies. Although it might be expeeted that 

ooapetent eats would dispatch prey immediately (see Adameo d Himes 1978), 

Biben (1979) has show that the amount of predatory play in adults depends 

upon hunger and prey aise. In adult testa both these variables were 

oonstant and held at intermediate levels; subjects were quite hungry 

prior to testing and prey was of moderate else. The same was true of 

kitten sessions, however kittens were growing larger making prey relatively 

smaller. But aa the time to finish eating prey (the denominator) was 

fairly constant over the period kittens were watched, frequencies were 

relatively unaffected by any changes In killing latency. In analyses 

where individuals at different ages were compared (Chapter 7), differences 

between subjects at a given age rather than absolute frequencies were used. 

In these eases, results were unaffected by changes in the else of kittens 

aa they grew older, or by any differences in the level of hunger at 

different ages.

CHAPTER 3» THt. EPPSCTS OF EXPERItHCIS ON THE PREDATORY PATTERNS OF CATS

(1) Th«-tx»g* of AXPTlwao* of on» cr»y typ« on prxUUon of the

tit* °r*T
In thia experiment adult cats from the two experimental groups were

compared to the oontrol group on their ability to eatoh familiar prey.
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Thus Groups MS and C were tested on adult white aloe and Groups BE

and C on live oanaries.

Although Group C experienced no prey, subjects were fSoLllar with 

the test room when tested as adults. They were unfamiliar with the prey.

If the effects of unfaaillarity of novel prey were to be eliminated, 

then the members of the oontrol group should have reoeived passive 

experience. This would have allowed then to see and smell the prey 

(Polsky 1977a) but not contact it. However Group C kittens were not only 

acting as controls in this experiment but also in the experiment concerning 

general predatory behaviour, so they would hare had to be exposed to four 

different types of prey twice per week. This length of exposure oould 

have had the effect of asking control animals tolerant of prey (Kuo 1930) 

or habituating then to prey, thus depressing their scores. The experimental 

design used has the disadvantage that subjects might be fearful of novel 

prey and so fail to exhibit their predatory skills, however when eats were 

tested as adults, medians were calculated over four tests which would help 

override any effects of novelty.

Median rather than mean scores were calculated for latencies and 

frequencies over the four adult tests. This was because low scores on the 

first test would affect median scores far leas than they would means.

As data were not normal, non paraaetrio two-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests 

(Siegel 1996) were used to oompare median scores obtained by experimental 

and oontrol groups on all measures of behaviour. In addition, they were 

also used to compare Groups ME and BE to determine whether adept prey 

catchers used different techniques on mouse and bird prey.

Finally, eats were tested for any sex differences on all measures of 

predatory behaviour. As the only difference was that Group ME females 

approached sd.ee more often than males, it was disregarded.
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(II) The «ffaot of experience of one prey type on general predatory

behaviour

In thia experiment, the same groups of oats were tested on 

unfamiliar prey items that they had not previously experienced. Group 

Mr; was tested on live canaries, Group BE on live white mice and 

Groups ME, BE and C were tested on live white adult rats and live gold

fish (small to medium size). Data from the previous experiment concerning 

control oats tested on mioe and birds were used as well. Effects of 

novelty were balanced as all groups were unfamiliar with the prey.

Groups were tested for sex differences in behaviour. Experimental and 

control groups were oompared on all prey items using Mann-Whitney U two

tailed teats, as were Groups ME and BE on how they interacted with rats

and fish.

(III) Tht affeot of »ip»ri«nc« on speolflo wfwno— and atell3j

Data from the two previous experiments were reexamined in two ways 

in order to determine whether eats were specialising in relation to other 

prey. Firstly, Group ME was oompared to Group BE on how it behaved towards 

unfamiliar prey, in order to see whether these groups were specialising 

in relation to birds and mice respectively. Thia was done by calculating

the ratio of the soores obtained on the mouse teste to the scores on the 

bird testa (M/KH-B) for both groups of oats. Ratios were calculated for 

each subject by dividing the soore on mouse test 1 by that on bird test 

1, mouse test 2 by bird test 2 eto and then taking the median ratio over 

the four pairs of tests. This wee performed on eaoh measure of behaviour.

Secondly, to determine whether Groups ME and BE were specialising 

in relation to rats and fish, each group was oompared to the oontrol group. 

This was accomplished by taking the ratio of soores obtained on mouse

tests to those obtained on rat tests or fish tests for mouse experienced
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cate, and the scores on the bird tests divided by scores on ret

or fish tests for bird experienced subjects. Each of these ratios 

was then compared to the came ratios for the oontrol animals, using 

Uann-hitn«y U two-tailed tests. Each oat's score was the median over 

the four tests. There were thus four comparisons on each measure of 

behaviour, mouse:rat and mouse:fish for Group ME compared to Group C, 

and bird:rat and birdtfiah ratios for Group BE compared to the oontrol

group.

Small sample si sea in this study would not permit multivariate 

analysis of all the variables et one time, and as a large number of 

comparisons vers made between groups in this study, some of the significant 

results oould have arisen by chance. However the main points to emerge 

are baaed upon significant results that are clumped together whieh reduces 

the likelihood of ohanoe effects.

CHAPTER 4: EFFECTS OF THE MOTHER, OBJECT PIAY AMO ADULT EXPRINCK

OK PREDATION IN CATS

W effect of the mother

In this experiment, Group MS adult cate, called WM here, mere 

compared on adult mouse testa to oats from Group KM on the asms tests. 

Group NM had been exposed to mica ae kittens but without their mother 

being presort. Group C, the oontrol group, though not essential to the 

study, was included to add a sharper focus to some of the comparisons 

between Groups VM and NM. Median scores over four adult teats were 

compared using Hann-Whitney U two-tailed tests.

(11) CT>j«ct plwr

Tn this experiment, Group HP, the object playing eats were eompared

to Group Cf the control eats, on their ability to oateh four tyoes of
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prey, rats, mice, birds and fish* On each prey item, Mann-ihitncy 1) 

tests were used to compare the medians of the four tests of each group*

(ill) A*»lt CTix-rlenf

Groups MK, BE and C were used in thia analysis but only two pray 

types were considered, mice and birds* The analysis was oonoemed only with 

behaviour towards prey that eats had not previously experienced, consequently 

it foeussed an four groups of tests: Group MB tested on birds, Group BE 

tested on mice, Group C tested an mice and Group C tested on birds* The 

same items of behaviour were analysed as before* for each individual, 

the analysis compared the median of scores on the first two tests with 

the median on the last two testa, for each measure* All comparisons were 

made using Wileoxon matched pairs two-tailed tests (McCall 1970).

In these three analyses oats were tested for sex differences on all 

measures of behaviour* As the only difference was the same as in 

Chapter 3, Group ME females approached mice more often than males, it was 

disregarded*

(iv) Indeomdwce

As behaviour of litterraates may be dependent on each other (Barrett
a

d Bateson 1978), litters were tested for differences using/Kruakal-^allis 

one way analysis of variance test on each measure* This procedure was 

applied to all scores in all the teats in Chapters 3 and A, although it 

was not spoiled to the control group as they consisted of 8 oats from 

7 separate litters. If litters differed significantly from each other, 

then Individual oats were behaving more like their llttcrmstes than like 

other cats in the group, and litter medians were used to oomoare groups.

If no differences were found between litters then oats were behaving as 

much like other group members as they were like their litterraates, and 

individual eats were used in comparisons between groups*
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CHAPTER 5? PREDAICO BEHAVIOUR AND SOCIAL PLAY IN KITTENS

(i) AfiL-atem

Changes In predatory and aoelal motor patterns of kittens of 

Groups MS and BE (K«9 and 12) are shown graphically by plotting median 

litter seores against age. Median soores were used as there was 

considerable variation between litters In early weeks when some litters 

had begun to predate whereas others had not. Data from each kitten 

were oombined with those of its siblings. This was because one kitten 

often monopolised prey and so scored higher on predatory patterns than 

its littermates. Combining soores enabled trends with age to be more 

easily discerned.

£>lgnlfloant changes In frequency of a motor pattern were determined 

by combining data before and after 7j weeks. In order to standardise 

the data, results presented hers were only taken from 1he 40 minute 

session with mother present. Seven end a half weska was chosen because,

In an Independent study, Barrett A Bateson (1976) had found a masked 

change In the form of kitten play at thia age; play with objects suddenly 

increased. Splitting the data at 7i weeks produced an almost equal 

number of observation sessions before and after this age. On each measure 

of behaviour mean frequencies were calculated for eaoh litter across the 

first 8 sessions with prey and the last 9 sessions. Mean frequenelee 

were used te enable direct comparison to be made with ths results given 

In Barrett A Bateson (1976). Litter means were then compared across the 

two time periods using two-tailed hileooton matched-pairs testa. Aa 

significance levels are shown on the figures, inter-quartile ranges are 

omitted for the sake of clarity.

Mouse and bird litters were tested for differences an each measure 

of behaviour both before and after 7^ weeks, using Mann-tfhitney U two-
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tailed teats* Ob the few measures where mouse and bird litters

behaved independently of eaeh other, the two groups were correlated 

with each other over increasing kitten age (see figure legends). If 

no significant positive correlation was found, this measure was 

excluded from further analysis.

During the first 3 weeks of testing, several litters failed to 

finish eating prey during the test and so were unable to score any social 

play. Nevertheless this had little sffsst on testing of significant 

ohanges over the period of observation because means were calculated for 

each litter over the first 8 and last 9 sessions, aa for predatory 

behaviour. However low numbers at some ages did produce variability In 

the data and for this reason *running means* were calculated when plotting 

age changes. This involved calculating the mean frequency of the two 

sessions either side of the one considered, for eaoh litter. This wss 

performed for all behaviour patterns at each age. The first point was 

calculated from the first and second ages only.

Unfortunately the social play data were not completely independent 

cf the predatory data even though it was always sampled after prey waa 

consumed. For example, in young litters, an exhausting struggle with 

prey might have reduced a kitten’s participation in awe strenuous playful 

activities suoh aa chasing siblings. However In analysis, data over 8 or 

9 sessions were averaged for both play and predatory behaviour, thereby 

diluting these effects.

(11) Correlations

both predatory and social measures were correlated with eaoh other 

using Spearman rank order correlation coefficients, y^fcank order for eaoh 

measure was calculated by taking the mean of each litter's score over 

the first 8 sessions for the 4 to 7? week period end the mean scare of 

ths last 9 sessions in the 8 to 12 week period.
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Figure 2,4 Median weight of litters plotted against increasing age. All litters
contained 3 kittens
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In the analysis, predatory behaviour of litters rather than 

that of kittens was examined. This was done in order to min ini as 

ohanges in varianoe between the first and second time periods. One 

individual in a litter would often monopolise prey as kittens grew 

older, some kittens therefore showed lower rates of behaviour than 

others (Chapter 7). This produced significant increases in variance 

between the two time periods as measured by F-tests (Sokal & Kohlf 

1969), when kitten frequencies were used. Significant ohanges In varianoe 

make explanations of correlational ohanges more difficult. For example, 

a decrease in varianoe may cause correlations to break down because ranks 

are more likely to be reordered when there is little spread of values 

within the population. Although all three kittens in a litter showed 

similar frequencies of social play, litters were examined to be consistent 

with the predatory comparisons. However in order to provide a check for 

the results using litter scores, kittens were also rank ordered on both 

predatory and social play measures. In all eases, taking variance 

changes into aooount, the results were the same as those using litter

scares.

(ill) differences

All litters contained at least one male kitten, but no differences 

were found between sexes on any measure of predatory behaviour or social 

play whan averages over the A to 12 week period were oompared. Male 

and female mean weights did not differ significantly from each other 

either before or after 7i weeks of age. Littero showed significant 

increases in weight over the period of observation (uilcoxon two-tailed, 

K«7, i«o, p <0.02, see figure 2^).
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CHAPTER 6: FR3DATORY BEHAVIOUR IN DOMESTIC CAT MOTHERS

In thia chapter the behaviour of aethers in groups ME and 32 

was examined aa their kittens grew older. Two mouse exposed litters 

and two bird exposed litters had the same mother. However these 

mothers appeared to behave aa differently towards their two litters 

aa did other mothers towards theirs, so the mother of each litter was 

treated separately.

Soores of mouse exposed and bird exposed mothers were tested 

for differences using !ann-hitney U two-tailed tests, No differences 

were found on any measure except vocalisations.

To minimise variation in the data, median soores were calculated 

for each measure at each age of testing and were subsequently plotted 

against kitten age. In order to determine whether mother’s behaviour 

altered with kitten age, the data were divided into two: sessions 

occurring before weeks of kitten age and those occurring after, 

Matched-pairs comparisons were made between mean soores in the two 

periods using Vilcoxon two-tailed tests. Significant differences are 

shown on the figures.

Mother and litter behaviour were correlated with each other using 

median scores from each age of observation,

CHAPTER 7: RELATIONS BETWEEN KITTEN BEHAVIOUR AND ADULT PREDATION

In this chapter, predatory behaviour and social play in kittens in 

Groups ME and BE were compared to the adult predatory behaviour of 

individuals in these groups. Only 19 individuals were compared as two 

cats in Group BE died between the ages of 3 and 6 months.

Frequencies, durations and latencies of predatory behaviour were 

oaloulated for kitten sessions with and without the mother presmit.
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These were added together and means were taken over the 17 sessions.

IXeans were used as. In many sessions, kitten seores in the mother’s 

absence were lower than when she was present, ‘’ediana would have 

overrepresented sessions with the mother. Adult scores were calculated 

from the aean of the first 2, or in one oaae, of all 4 test sessions 

(see text). As kittens played more after prey was finished, average 

play frequencies over the 4 to 12 week period were obtained using records 

only from the time after prey wee eaten. Only sessions in which the 

mother was present were used because kittens played little in their 

mother’s absence.

louse and bird litters were separated when correlations were made 

between kitten and adult predatory behaviour beoause mouse litters scored 

significantly higher on a few measures when they were young.

yjMMxor

The first half of thia chapter reported on the different types 

of experience that subjects reoeived as kittens end the methods by 

whieh they reoeived suoh experienee. Discussion then focussed on how 

the predatory behaviour of adult oats was examined. Definitions of 

behaviour patterns together with the methods of recording those patterns 

were then discussed. These definitions included the predatozy behaviour 

of kittens, adult oats and domestic oat mothers ae wall aa the soolal 

play of young oats. The second part went on to survey, chapter by 

chapter, the ways in which data were analysed.



CHAPTER 3
THE KPTKCTE OF SXPrJQhJCB OK THE PRISATCRY

PATTERNS CF CATC
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INTRODUCTION

Predatory behaviour involves a number of behavioural components 

which orientate the predator towards the prey, bring it into contact 

with the prey, manipulate, and finally dispatch the prey. These 

components appear to be highly skillful and are organised into particular 

sentences. For these reasons they are likely to require experience 

for their perfection. Some studies have shown that experience is not a 

prerequisite for dealing with prey (loggerhead shrikes, Smith 19731 

American kestrels, Mueller 1974). Nonetheless experience may improve 

predatory behaviour? Jor example in the way great tits handle mealworms 

(Vince 1964), in how rate perfect mouse killing techniques (Myer 1971, 

Adames A Kimes 1978), how hamsters capture locusts efficiently (Polsky 

1977b), or in how polecats dispatch rata (Kibl-Kibesfeldt 1963J 

Polsky 1975* for a review).

Berry (1908) investigated the problem of whether domestic oats 

require experience to kill mioe end showed that experience of prey was 

neoessary for predation to ooour. However Yerkes and Bloomfield (1910) 

showed that oats needed no prior experience to dispatch mice. The studies 

of Kuo (1930) demonstrated that experience of prey was neoessazy for some 

individual oats to kill but not for others, 9 out of 20 of his isolates 

group had killed by the age of 4 months. In addition, he showed that the 

type of experience, such ae the length of time spent with the prey, was 

important as well (Kuo 1938, I960). Unfortunately his results oould be 

attributed to other sources of variation beoause some of the kittens 

lived in isolation, some lived In close contact with the prey, and some 

were exposed to the prey for longer than others. Experiments with other 

predators have shown these factors to be important In the development 

of predation (e.g. Kibl-Slbesfeldt 1963j Polsky 1978). Baerends-van
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Rood A Baerends (1979) showed there were few differences in the

percentage of mice that were caught, killed and eaten between kittens 

that had experienced mice when they were less than 8 weeks old and those 

that had never seen idee before. However the latter group took longer 

to eat the prey. But these results were confounded by the different 

ages at whieh kittens were tested, and were not subjected to statistical 

analysis •

These data point to the feet that soae eats do not require 

experienee to become killers but they fail to determine how experienee 

of prey improves predatory skills. Individual predatory components are 

likely to be influenced in different ways by experienee (see Polsky 

1977*), Most studies of predation focus on more gross aspeots of behaviour 

suoh as latency to kill or number of prey eaten (e»g, Myer 1969, Johnson, 

DeSisto A Koenig 1972), Other studies rank predatozy components and then 

use rating scales to compare differences in predatory behaviour. These 

may be misleading if statistical analyses are applied to the resulting 

seores. This study examines the effects of experienee on the individual 

components involved in the predatory behaviour of cats, Specifically 

ths hypothesis tested ees that eats exposed to a particular prey type as 

a kitten, would be more adept at handling the same prey as an adult, than 

oats with no prior experienee of prey.

Another problem involved with predation oonoema the use of differing 

predatory skilla, Some species of birds have been shown to employ different 

techniques for dealing with different prey items. For example, herring 

gulls use different methods for handling fish and shellfish (Shaffer 1971) 

and oystercatchers use different techniques for opening mussels and 

crabs (Norton-Griffiths 1968), Leyhausen (1965) described ways in whieh 

felids caught several different types of prey, and Sehaller (1972)
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showed that sehra and wildebeest were stalked and run at by lions

more of tea than were Thompson’s gazelle, (see Curio 1976 for a review)* 

Domestic oats have been show to use different techniques to oatoh 

aloe and fish (Baerends-van Roan A Baerends 1979), but these authors 

compared the abilities of young oats experienced with one prey item with 

the same animals’ abilities on a prey Item with whioh they ware 

Inexperienced* However oats’ behaviour towards novel prey changes 

with experience (Chapter 4). So in order to clarify whether domestic 

oats use different techniques to handle different Items of prey, the 

behaviour of two groups of oats experienced with different prey, mas 

oompared*

Not only might experience of one prey type improve subsequent 

predatory skills with the same prey item but It might aise influence 

general predatory behaviour* Experlenee could improve the predator’s 

competence on other types of prsy, whioh mould mean that experience had 

caused the predator to generalise to other prey Items* Alternatively 

it might make the predator leas able to handle other prey items In comparison 

to animals with no previous experience, whioh would mean predators were 

specialising In their predatory behaviour* Finally experience of prey 

might have no effect on how predators interacted with other types of prey*

Kuo (1930) had already shown that some oats mould kill kinds of 

rodents different from, and usually smaller than, those that they saw 

their mother kill* Baerends-van Roon A Baerends (1979) mere able to 

demonstrate that eats experienced In angling fish would become relatively 

skillful at predating alee, but mouse experienced eats mars Inept at 

angling fish. Unfortunately atatlatleal analyses mere not performed on 

the data partly because the number of Individual prey given to kittens 

mas not standardised and groups were tested at different ages* for these
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reasons the effeot of experience on general predatory behaviour in 

oats was reexamined. This was done by coopering oats that had 

experienced birds or mioe as kittens with animals that had received 

no prey expert me e* on their ability to handle unfamiliar prey items*

All these prey were known to be preyed upon by oats and differed widely 

in appearance. The first hypothesis tested then, was that oats with 

experience of one prey type would show improved general predatory 

behaviour.

In addition, one type of experience in development may allow eata 

to show greater improvement in general predatory behaviour than another* 

Arnold (1978) showed that groups of garter snakes with different feeding 

experiences differed in their responses to novel prey* This effeot had 

not been demonstrated for oarnlvores, so a seoond question was asked* 

Assuming developmental expertenoe does oauee oats to generalise* do 

oats experienced with one type of prey improve in their general predatory 

abilities more than those experienced with another prey item?

The literature contains numerous examples of animals in the wild 

specialising in their feeding habits* both between species suoh as 

British finches (Kear 1962, Newton 1967) or gulls (Harris 1969)* end 

within speoles* e*g. trout (Bzyan A Larkin 1972)* Laboratory studies 

have shown that American finches (Hespenheide 1967) and great tits 

(Partridge 1976) specialise on items of food that they were best at 

handling* by matching their feeding preferences to their efficiency at 

handling food items* The effeot of early experlenoe on subsequent feeding 

preferences and skills has also been demonstrated* For example* snapping 

turtles were found to prefer their original diet to a newly imposed 

one (Burghardt A Hess 1966)* food preferences oould be induced in some 

lepidopterous larvae by brief exposure to the food in the fourth instar
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Figure 5,1 Median scores and inter-quartile ranges of the percent of mice 
and birds that were killed, chewed and finished, the time spent eating 
prey in 10 second units, and the percent of time prey were attended to, 
over 4 tests® From left to right for each measure: Group C (control cats, 
N=8) and Group ME (mouse experienced cats, N=9) tested on mice, Group BE 
(bird experienced cats, N=10) and Group C tested on birds® Thus, for each 
measure, mouse tests are on the left, bird tests on the right; t|<p two 
inside histograms represent experimental groups. Significant differences 
between Groups ME and C, and BE and C are shown below the histograms. 
Significant differences between Groups ME and BE are shown between the 
histograms. They are represented thus: p^O.l*, p^0®05*, p^0.02**, 
p^O.Ol***. All tests are Mann-Whitney U, two-tailed®



(Jeray, Hanson <& Pethler 1967) and oystereatohors vara found to use 

different methods ftor opening mussels which depended on early experience 

(Norton-Griffiths 1967).

Kuo (1990) and Baerends-van Roon A Baerends (1979) provide 

anecdotal information on whether oats specialise in their predatory 

behaviour* Kuo’a cats tended to kill prey that they had seen their 

mother kill* and Baerends-van Roon*a mouse experienced oats were inept 

at angling fish* In order to critioally test whether oats were 

specialising on prsy with whioh they were experienced, the ratio of scores 

obtained with familiar and unfamiliar prey sms compared between two groups 

that differed In their predatory expert ence* Unfortunately this comparison 

only gave information about specialisation in relation to one other prey 

type* It could be that oats specialise in relation to some prsy types 

but not others, or that they specialise to different prey in different 

ways* For these reasons tbs behaviour of the experimental groups waa 

also oompared to that of oontrol animals in the way they interacted with 

two other kinds of unfamiliar prsy.

&KWLTS

(I) THE EFFECT OF HtPERIWCE CF ONE PREI TYPE ON ADULT PREDATION CF

TOE SAME PRE! ITEM

(1) Number of prey killed sn.3, «a.tgi

Figure 3*1 shows that both Groups ME and BE killed, ate and finished

significantly more of the prey type they were exposed to as kittens than
«rr

did the control group* There were^trenda (p<0*1) to chew prsy longer 

in the experimental groups because oontrol oats ate loss prsy* There was 

also a trend for mouse experienced subjeots to spend a greater percentage 

of their time watching mioe than controls did* This was not true for 

bird experienced oats perhaps beoause birds were so attractive that any
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LATENCY TO CROUCH

UTENCY TO BITE

LATENCY TO KILL

★ ★★ ★

Figure 5.2 Median scores and inter-quartile ranges of latency 
measures in 10 second units for Groups MS, BE and C. Notation 
as in Figure 3.1.
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offsets of experience were masked by the large amount of time that 

cats watched prey*

(ii) I.atanoy to oatoh prey

Although no signiMeant differences were found between the 

experimental and oontrol subjects on the latency to erouoh at the prey, 

controls crouched earlier (figure 3»2). This was because experimental 

subjects orouched very little and oontaeted prey almost isnedimtely 

(see latency to paw)* They appeared to have dropped crouching from their 

predatory repertoire, experimental subjects showed significantly shorter 

latencies to paw and hold prey than did control animals, a trend was found 

for Group MS pawing mioe. Latencies to bite and carry were signifioantly 

shorter in the experimental groups. These measures beet refleet the oat's 

readiness to handle a prey item. Prey oan be dangerous and the speed at 

whioh a oat plaoes its sens it ire faolal regions in a position where it 

oan be bitten or dewed by prey will refleet lower levels of fear and/or 

increased practice that it has had with prey (see Adamee 1975)» There 

was a trend for mouse exposed oats to have shorter latencies to perform 

motor patterns in a rolled position when compared to oontrol oats, i^gan 

(1972) considers this pattern to indicate a "relaxed attitude”.

Although latencies to kill and chew were shorter for the experimental 

groups than Group C, they were only significantly shorter for Group BS 

chewing birds. Eating may have beeome separated from killing as it 

appeared that oontrol oats did not recognise birds as food ones they had 

dispatched them (see Adamee 1976).

(111) Frequency of motor patten.

Cats that had been exposed to prey as a kitten direoted significantly 

more motor patterns towards the prey than oats that had never encountered
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Figure 5,3 Median scores and inter-quartile ranges of frequency measures 
for Groups ME, BE and C. Rates are measured as the number of times a 
behaviour occurred in 10 seconds. For ratio measures, see text. Notation 
as in Figure 3.1.
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it before (figure 3*3) • This was not beoause these oats were more 

Motive than the control subjects. Experimental subjects did not 

approach the prey more frequently than oontrol oats. However rate 

of approach depended to sons extent on the number of times prey moved 

away from the oat. A ratio of the number of approaches made by the eat 

divided by the number of 30 aeeond one-sero samples (Altmann 197U) 

in whioh prey moved was calculated. Thia was called the approaohtmove 

ratio. Figure 3.3 shows that only the bird exposed group approaohed 

the prey item more than the oontrol group when prey movement was taken 

into account. The difference between bird and mouse exposed groups 

with respect to the oontrol group on this measure probably reflects 

differences in the techniques used on these prey items (see next section). 

There were no signifloant differences between experimental and oontrol 

groups on the rate of orouohing at pray, nor on crouohing when prey 

movement was taken into aooount (crouch:move ratio). This latter measure 

was used beoause crouching often occurred in response to prey movement. 

Generally Groups MS and BE contacted the prey significantly more than the 

oontrol subjects as seen for the measures of paw, bite and oarxy.

Finally, a method waa devised to determine how wary oats were of their 

prey. The ratio of attempted bites to bites waa calculated (attempted 

blte/attempted bite ♦ bite). Mouse experienced subjeots had significantly 

lower ratios than oontrol subjects, showing that they bit mioe 

proportionately more than they attempted to bite them.

In short, early experience of prey altered adult eats* responses 

to that prey. Excepting approaches, crouches and rolled contacts, 

experienced oats employed motor patterns at shorter latenoles end higher 

rates than did the control oats.
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(II) DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MOUSE KXPrRlENCED AND BIRD EXFERI53NCKD

CATS TESTED ON FAMILIAR FREY

Results indicated that there were few differences between Methods 

of oatohing and handling ad.ce or birds when they were performed by 

experienced oats.

(I) NfflgB.ratJ.nBr. fcjlloa «nfl *«Ay

There were trends for bird expert eneed oats to kill and finish 

eating more birds than mouse experienced oats killed and finished cd.ee 

(figure 3.1). This was significant when the number of tines cats started 

to eat familiar prey was considered. Croup MS spent less tine ohewing 

aloe than Croup BE chewed birds, only because sone eats did not cat alee 

at all.

(II) to qatoh prig

No differences were found between latencies at whibh Croupe MS and 

BS interacted with familiar prey, except that nouse experienced cats bit 

and carried nice slightly earlier than bird experienced oats bit and oarried 

birds (figure 3.2). This latter group had significantly shorter latencies 

to ohew prey, partly beoause sone Croup MS subjects did not eat mice 

when tested as adults.

(III) Frequency of Motor p«tt»ra>

Only two differences were found in the rates at whioh behaviour 

patterns were directed towards faniliar prey by the two experimental 

groups (figure 3*3) • Firstly, bird exposed oats approached birds 

significantly more often than their mouse exposed counterparts approached 

nice, when prey movement was taken into aoeount. This was beoause birds 

were not allowed to escape once they had been captured and they moved 

less after eontaet with eats, whioh meant their soores an the approaehtnove



TABLE 3.1. Median aooree and interquartile ranges (braoketed) for Group 
oate, NMO) and Group C (oontrol oata, N«8) on all measures of 
Significant differences are represented thus: p(O.1\ p^O.O5*, 
oonpariaona). All testa are lann-.hitney U, two-tailed and

BEHAVIOUR GROUPS KB
RAT

BE c
HODSS

as

Percent tests 0 0 0 0
prey killed (0-0) (0-0) (0-0) (0-56.3)
Peroent tests eats 0 0 0 0
started to ohew prey (0-0) (0-0) (0-0) (0-36)
Percent tests 0 0 0 0
prey finished (0-0) (0-0) (0-0) (0-25)
Time spent chewing 0 0 0 0
prey (10 see units) (0-0) i (0-0) (o-o) (0-8)
Perosnt time prey 0.47 M 0.31 0.46 1.00
was attended to (0.41-0.63) (0.19-0*38) (0.26-0.56) (0.86-1.00)

Latency to first 1 1 2 1
behaviour (1-3.8) d-1.5) (1-3.3) (1-D
Latency to crouch 27.5 86 39 120

(7-60) (9-120) (16.5-75.5) (59.5-120)
Latency to paw 31.5 111.8 84.3 6.8

(18-120) (61-120) (72.8-120) 0.5-19)
Latency to hold 120 120 120 44.5

(64-120) (120-120) (120-120) (13.5-120)
Latency to bite 120 120 120 16

(35-120) (120-120) (120-120) (1.3-91)
Latency to oarxy 120 120 120 42.8

(120-120) (120-120) (120-120) (4-120)
Latency to rolled 120 120 120 116.5
oontaot (120-120) (120-120) (119-120) (69.5-120)
Latenoy to kill 120 120 120 120

(120-120) (120-120) (120-120) (106.5-120)
Lateney to ohew 120 120 120 120

(120-120) (120-120) (120-120) (112-120)

Frequency of all 0.26 0.13 0.20
behaviour patterns (0.12-0.66) (0.06-0.22) (0.15-0.26) (1.25-4.90)
Frequency to 0.12 0.09 0.14 0-47
approach (0.09-0.21) (0.07-0,14) (0.08-0.18) (0.36-0.76)
Approach smove 1.03 O 0.69 0.95 . 1.63
ratio (0.59-2.06) (0.J2-O.87) (0.61-1.76) (1.40-2.31)
Frequency to 0.03 xV o.oi 0.03 0.01
orouoh (0.02-0.05) ~ (0-0.03)(0.01-0.03) (0-0.03)
Crouch move ratio 0.21 0.03 • 0.16 0.01

(0.06-0.49) M (0-0.10)(0.05-0.23) (0-0.05)
Frequency to paw 0.08 0.01 0.02 2.04

(0-0.27) (0-0.02) (0-0.06) (0.56-2.37)
Frequency to hold 0 0 0 0.06

(0-0.02) (0-0) (o-o) (0-0.14)
Frequency to bite 0 0 0 0.29

(0-0.12) (0-0) (O-o) (0.07-0.49)
Frequency to oarxy 0 0 0 0.06

(0-0) (o-o) (O-o) (0-0.13)
Frequency of 0 0 0 0.01
rolled oontaot (0-0) (0-0) (0-0) (0-0.03)
Attempted bites 0.61 z z 0.17
bite ratio (O.53-1.OO) z z (0.06-0.35)



ME (souse experienced oats, N«9), Group BE (bird experienced 
behaviour for prey types that they had not experienced aa kittens. 
p^0.02*w, p€O.O1***, (open stars and circles show Group ME and BE 
scales are the sane as in figures 3.1-3.3.

MOOSE
C

BIRO
ME C MS

PISH
BE c

0 75 37.5 0 0 0
(0-18.5) (50-87.5) (6.3-75.5) (0-0) (0-0) (0-0)

0 75 • 25 0 0 0
«W>) (50-75) (0-68.8) (0*0) (0-0) (0-0)

0 50 ★★★0 0 0 0
(0-0) (25-75? ?0-0) (0-0) (0-0) (0-0)

0 18 0 0 0 0
(0-0) (8-25) (0-20.9) (0-0) (0-0) (0-0)

0.98 1.00 • 0.93 0.09 0.14 0.06
(0.78-0.99) (0.96-1.00)(0.80-1.00) (0.05-0.36) (0.02-0.15) (0.06-0.31)

1 1 1 20 20 38.5
(1-1.8) (1-2) (1-2.5) (1-90) (1-84.8) (7.5-82.8)
80 120 62.5 120 120 120

(16—12O) (12-120) (13-120) (83.5-120) (120-120) (120-120)
9 16.5 29 62.5 91.8 83.5

(3.8-19.7) (8.3-37.5) (8.5-57) (11.8-119) «(29.5-120) I(55.5-120)
28.5 16 61.5 120 120 120

(16-80.5) (8.8-76) (55.5-75.5) (120-120) (120-120) (120-120)
19.8 16.5 60.3 120 120 120

(7-100) (7-50) (68-66) (120-120) (120-120) (120-120)
68 9 66.3 120 120 120

(12.5-120) (6.3-60.5) (31-87.5) (120-120) (120-120) (120-120)
118.5 120 120 120 120 120

(80.5-120) (61-120) (96.5-120) (120-120) (120-120) (120-120)
120 51 96.3 120 120 120

(120-120) (19.5-80) (38.5-120) (120-120) (120-120) (120-120)
120 95.5 120 120 120 120

(120-120) (53-108) (92.5-120) (120-120) (120-120) (120-120)

2 A3 2.36 ★ 1.35 0.04 0.04 0.06
(1.29-2.87) (1.29-6.18) (0.60-1.79) (0 .02*0.19) (0 .02-0.20) (0-0.15)

0.29 0.07 0.12 0.02 0.04 0.03
(0.11-0,60) (0.05-0.12) (0.08-0.26) (0.02-0.08) (0.02*0.09) (0-0.05)

0.98 0.82 1.00 0.11 0.14 0.14
(0.65-2.76) (0.65-1.16) (0.86-1.89) (0.07-0.65) (0.09-0.31 )(O.M-0.27)

0.01 0 0.01 0 0 0
(0-0.03) (0-0.01) (0-0.06) (0-0.01) (0-0) (0-0)

0.05 0 0.05 0 0 0
(0-0.12) (CM>.20) (0-0.18) (0-0.02) (0-0) (0-0)

1.13 1.08 • 0A6 0.02 0.01 0.02
(0.57-2.01) (0 A1-2 A5) (0.08-0.85) (0.01-0.11) (0-0.12) (0-0.10)

0.06 0.17 ★ 0.03 0 0 0
(0-0.29) (0.09-0 .60X0.02-0.16) (0-0) (0-0) (0*0)

0.17 0.53 0.15 0 0 0
(0.01-0.52) (0.26-0.91 )(O.07-OA5) (0*0) (0-0) (0-0)

0.06 0.07 0.03 0 0 0
(0-0.11) (0.05-0.17)(0.02-0.07) (0-0) (0-0) (0-0)

0.01 0 0 0 0 0
(0-0.05) (0-0.06) (0-0.01) (0-0) (0-0) (0-0)

0.70 0.10 0.21 X X X
(0.59-0.90) (0-0.16) (0-0.58) X X X

x ■ insufficient data
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ratio wore Inflated, fecondly, mouse exposed cats pawed their prey 

significantly more than bird exposed oats pawed birds.

(Ill) ms EFFECT OF KXPIRIBNCK OF ONE PRE! TTPS ON GiiNERAL PREDATORY 

behaviour

Results showed that experlenoe of a particular prey In development 

failed to Improve adult oats’ predatory behaviour on other types of prey. 

The only improvement was seen in the rate at whioh mouse exposed eats 

direoted relatively safe behaviour at birds and the number of birds 

they finished eating.

(i) ;<uaber of cr»y klll>a «nd ««tw

Compared to control eats, no differences were found In the percentage 

of times mouse exposed eats killed, ate or finished rets or fish, nor In 

the percentage of times bird exposed oats killed, ate or finished any 

unfamiliar prey type (Table 3*1)* There was however a trend for Group KB 

to start to eat mors birds than oontrol eats and to finish eating 

significantly more of tills prey Item. Thia group also paid birds more 

attention than did the control group.

(II) L»t«ow to o»toh pray

No differences were found between experimental and oontrol groups 

on the latsnoies with whleh any measure of behaviour was employed towards 

unfamiliar prey.

(III) ?reaugnoy of aotor nett»ma

Mouse experienced eats direoted behaviour towards birds more 

frequently than did oontrol eats. Although most experimental subjeots 

did not approach unfamiliar prey more frequently than oontrol subjects,
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there was a trend for Croup BE to approach aloe zoore when the nouse's 

movement was taken Into aooount. Croup BE female oats approached mlee 

significantly less than males (V.enn-7.Thitney U, and 6, U«12, p*O.OU, 

twcwtailed), hut as there were only two significant differences between 

sexes out of a possible 276 comparisons, the result was disregarded.

There was a trend for Croup C to orouoh more often at the rat when Its 

movement was accounted for, than the bird exposed suggesting that the 

latter group had dropped this pattern from its predatozy ssquenoe and was 

not treating the rat as prey at all. Croup BE also showed low frequencies 

of other patterns suoh as paws and bites to the rat.

Wo other differences were found between experimental and oontrol 

subjects on the rates at which they interacted with rats or fish. V«hen 

mouse exposed cats were tested on birds they exhibited higher rates of 

pawing and holding than their oontrol counterparts. These patterns are 

not closely associated with killing prey (Biben 1979) and do not bring 

the cat’s facial area into close oontaot with the prey.

(TV) DO DIFFERENT KINDS OF EXPERIENCE AFFECT GENERAL PR).DATORY BEHAVIOUR 

IN DIFFERENT WAYS?

The last experiment had shorn that prior experience of mice and birds 

failed to improve the way these oats dealt with rats or fish. So it was 

unlikely that one kind of experienee would improve general behaviour 

much more than another. hen Croups MB and BE were eompared on how they 

dealt with fish, no differences were found (Table 3.1). hen rata were 

considered, it was found that mouse experienced oats spent significantly 

more time watching rats than bird experienced subjects. They also 

approached them slightly mare often when the rat’s movement was taken 

into aeoount end they crouched at them more often than Croup BE.
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Medians and interquartile ranges (bracketed) for Croup ME (nouse
experienced oats, N«9) and Group BE (bird experienced oats, N*10) of the 
ratio of their scores on the nouse tests to that on the bird tests (M/fc+B). 
Eaoheeat's score is the median from four tests* Scores greater than 0.5 
for frequency measures showed that oats behaved at higher rates on nouse 
tests than on bird tests. For latency measures, scores greater than 0.5 
showed that latencies were longer on mouse than on bird testa. Significance 
levels and soales as in figures 3.1-3.3. Tests are Mann-V.hitney U, two
tailed.
BEHAVIOUB GEOOP ME BE
Percent tests 0.33 0
prey killed (0.13-0.59) (0-0.36)
Percent test* cats 0.33 0
started to chew prey (0.13-0,45) (0-0.35)
Percent tests 0.25 0
prey finished (0-0.68) (0-0.33)
Tims spent chewing 0.04 0
prey (10 eec units) (0-0.76) (0-0.14)
Percent time prey 0.50 0.50
was attended to (0.49-0.51) (0.50-0.52)
Latency to first 0.50 . °«5° .
behaviour (0.38-0.50) (0.50-0.50)
Latency to crouch 0.50 0.50

(0*43-0.79) (0.33-0.54)
Latency to paw 0.14 ★★★ 0.57

(0.11-0.27) (0.50-0.86)
Latency to hold 0.29 ★★★ 0.90

(0.1O-0A7) (0.63-0.93)
Latency to bite 0.12 ★★★ 0.65

(0.04-0.16) (0.31-0.89)
Latency to oarry 0.16 ★★ 0.57

(0.06-0.29) (0.39-0.97)
Latency to rolled 0*47 • 0.63
contact (0.18-0.56) (0*45-0.82)
Latency to kill 0.56 0.74

(0.34-0.75) (0.59-0.78)
Latency to chow 0.56 0.68

(0.46-0.69) (0.54-0.74)
Frequency of all 0.58 ★★ 0.47
behaviour patterns (0.56-0.77) (0.38-0.55)
Frequency to 0.75 0.67
approach (0*47-0.79) (0.61-0.77)
Approach:more 0.55 ★ 0.51
ratio (0.53-0.64) (0.40-0.54)
Frequency to crouoh 0.50 0.75

(0-0.50) (0.38-1.00)
Crouoh: move ratio 0.50 0.75

(0.15-0.56) (0.38-1.00)
Frequency to pew 0.67 • 0.58

(0.61-0.89) (0.38-0.66)
Frequency to hold 0.38 ★★ 0.16

(0.37-0.79) (0-0.32)
Frequency to bite 0.56 ★★ 0.29

(0.38-0.76) (0.11-0 ,44)
Frequency to oany 0.64

(0.53-0.77)
★★★ 0.29 

(0-0 ,45)
Frequency of 0.73 • 0.38
rolled contact (0.41 -1.00) (0.06-0.50)
Attempted bito:bito 0.77 0.70
ratio (0.57-1.00) (0.64-0.84)
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It was therefore concluded that Groups MS and BE differed slightly 

In their behaviour towards rota aa a result of their developmental 

experience.

(V) THE lyPECT OF EXPERIfNCB OH SPECIFIC PREFERENCES AND SKILLSI

MICE AND BIRDS

Prior experience of a prey item had a dear effect on subsequent 

predation of other Items. Experience caused cats to perform several 

motor patterns significantly earlier towards familiar prey then towards 

unfamiliar prey, and several Items of behaviour were performed at 

significantly higher rates towards the prey of their experience*

(I) Hunber of prey killad and eaten

Table 3.II shows that there were no significant differences between 

Groups ME add BE on the number of prey that were killed, eaten or finished* 

Although mouse experienced oats killed, ate and finished more birds than 

aloe, the ratio of aloe killed to birds killed was greater than it was 

for Group BE. Ko difference was found between the ratios of time spent 

watching mioe to that spent watching birds for either experimental group; 

they both watohed mice and birds equally*

(II) Latency to patch prey

Nearly all oats responded to prey in ths first 10 seoonds of s test* 

Louse experienced subjects were aiffiifi oantly different from bird 

experienced subjects on latencies to paw, hold, bite and carry; a trend 

was scan In the latency to have rolled contact with prey* On all five 

measures the Group MS median soore was less than 0.5 Indicating shorter 

latsnoies on mouse than on bird prey* Group BE median soores were 

greater than 0*5* these eats were slower to perform motor patterns towards
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mice than birds. Thia reversal of latency ratios shows unequivocally 

that the oats were specialising towards the prey that they were experienced 

with, in their latencies to employ these motor acts.

Finally, the ratios of both latency to kill and ohew prey were not 

significantly different between the groups. This was beoause some Croup 

MS oata failed to kill mioe.

(Ill) Frtwng of motor pattorai.

Cats exposed to mice as kittens showed higher rates of behaviour 

towards mioe than towards birds, and eats exposed to birds in development 

showed higher rates towards birds than alee; the difference between the 

groups was significant. Both groups approached aloe more often than 

birds beoause aloe escaped more from the oats, ’Then differences in prey 

movement were removed, the groups were found to differ significantly, 

with Group MS approaohlng aloe more than birds and Group BE showing ths 

reverse. Bird exposed oats crouched at mioe more often than at birds and 

taken together with low rates of behaviour shown towards nice on other 

motor patterns, indicates that orouohing is associated with a degree of 

reluctance to oontaot prey.

Both groups pawed mioe more often than they pawed birds, perhaps 

beoause of the different techniques required for catching them (cce 

section II). Group MS showed a trend towards performing this relatively 

more often than Group BE. Although both groups held birds more than aloe, 

the bird experienced group did this significantly aore frequently than 

Group ME. Rates of biting, carrying and rolled oontaot showed dear 

reversals between the two groups, both showing higher frwquenolca on 

prey with which they were familiar. However Kruskal-Vallie testa 

performed on these ratios showed that that bird experienced litters were

significantly different from eaoh other on biting frequency and mouse
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experienced litters on rolled frequency. V.hen litter medians were 

eompared on these two measures, differeneea were not significant. Finally, 

no difference was found between groups on the attempted bite:bite ratio; 

ratios were greater than 0.5 meaning that all oata attempted to bite rather 

than bit aloe, more than they did birds.

(VI) THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON SPECIFIC PREFERENCES AND SKILLS!

RATS AND FISH

(i) Number of prey killed and eaten

Table 3.IH shows that hited refafire^ rvurv
ftr CtfhMit Ccl& IPM Cxk^_ \ They also

ate and finished proportionately more mioe and spent longer chewing them, 

simply beoause they started to eat more than controls. There was a trend 

for this group to eat and finish aore mioe than fish, than did Group C.

Bird experienced oats finished proportionately more birds than rats or 

fish and spent significantly longer eating them, when compared to oontrol 

animals. The second result was due to Group MS oats eating so few 

unfamiliar prey. In faot, groups differed significantly from eaoh other 

on these measures mainly because Group MB responded to aloe and Group BE 

to birds more than the oontrol group did.

(11) Latency to patch prey

There were significant differences between experimental and oontrol 

groups on their latencies to perform several motor patterns, and the data 

indicate that exposure to different prey as a kitten may restrict eats* 

latencies to oontaot prey in slightly differing ways.

No differences were found between the groups In the relative latencies 

at which they first responded to prey or crouched at it, all subjects

crouched at rats earlier than at other prey. Bird exposed eats pawed
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birds significantly earlier than rata or fish when compared to

oontrol oata. Both experimental groups held familiar prey earlier 

than rata or flah and proportionately earlier than did controls.

Differeneea were more significant on the Group BE and C comparison beoause 

control subjects held birds later than mice, nignlflcant differeneea 

were found on every comparison with oontrol oats on the latency to bite 

prey. However Group ME litters wore found to be heterogeneous on thia 

measure for the mouse:rat ratio and no significant difference was found 

between Groups MS and C whan litter medians ware oorapared. Mouse 

experienced oats differed significantly from oontrol oats on the latency 

to oarxy prey when ratios of aloe to rats and mioe to fish wexa eompared. 

This was beoause they oarxied mlee sooner than oontrola. Group BE differed 

from Group C on the bird:rat ratio but not on the bird:flah ratio as one 

bird exposed subject made consistently fast responses to fish. There 

were trends for Group ME to have rolled oontaot with aloe proportionately 

earlier than Gx*oup C when compared to unfamiliar prey, but litters were 

heterogeneous and a comparison of litter median revealed no significant 

differences between groups. A trend showed that Group BE killed familiar 

prey proportionately earlier than the oontrol group when compared to rats.

(ill) frequency of motor patterns

Bird exposed oats direoted behaviour towards birds at a higher

rate than oontrol eats did, when birds and rats were compared. They also 

approached birds proportionately more often than rats, than did Group Cj 

significantly more when the prey’s movements were taken Into consideration. 

Group ME cx’ouehed so little et mice that their mouse:rat ratio was aero, 

significantly less than that of Group C. Crouch frequencies were always 

low for experimental groups tested on familiar prey. No other differences



were found between groups on any other measure for my of the prey 

oooparisons. This was partly beoause all groups showed higher rates 

of behaviour on mioe and birds than on other prey items, and offsets 

of experience nay have been masked by the inequality in response to 

different prey*

To summarise, there was little evidence that experience had lowered 

the rates at whioh oats interacted with unfamiliar prey but it had affected 

the preferences of experienced groups, as measured by their latenoles to 

interact with prsy* It had also affected the number of prey killed and 

eaten in relation to familiar prey items*

DISCUSSION

(I) THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE OF ONE PRET TYPE OH ADULT PREDATION

OF THE SAME PREY ITEM

The results showed that experience is one factor capable of ensuring 

that oata are able to eatoh, handle and dispetoh a prey item efficiently. 

Nevertheless differences between groups oould have arisen beoause the 

oontrol group was fearful of novel prey. However Group C individuals 

showed relatively high rates of interacting with prey and medians wore 

oaloulated over the four tests, subsequent work (Chapter A) has shorn that 

oats do improve in their predatory behaviour over these four testa. It 

oould also have been that four tests were insufficient for Group C to get 

over the effects of novelty. But if more tests had been used developmental 

effeota might have been masked by the effects of adult experience. It 

oould also be argued that oontrol oats were tested at the wrong age.

The tendency to kill might wane in the absmoe of prey experience as 

they grew older. However Kuo (1930) was able to train his non-killing
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oats to kill after 4 months of age. It is even possible that the

oontrol oats were tested too young (see Polsky 1977b). For example, 

predatory behaviour might be influenced by changing hormonal levels, 

or only ooour if oats were much larger than prey. However Baerends-van 

Roon &. Baerends (1979) showed that oats of less than 8 weeks old oan 

kill mice, so these effects are likely to be trivial.

7<hat is the nature of this developmental experlenoe? All subjects in 

the experimental groups witnessed their mothers killing prey and all but 

one bird exposed litter saw their siblings kill. Seventy eight percent 

of Group ME had killed mioe when they were kittens and 80? of Group BS 

had killed birds when young. All oats killed their prey at 6 months 

except two subjeots in Group MS. These were not the same animals that 

had failed to kill mice as kittens. Indeed there was no correlation

between the number of kills made as kittens and the number made as adults 

for either experimental group (N«9, r#«0.08 naj N»10, rs«0.1 ns). So 

individual killing experience is not essential for ths development of adult 

prey killing.

Observing other cats kill Is important for prey oatohing to develop 

(Kuo 1930), and John et al (1988) showed oats were capable of observational 

learning. Although evidence comes from one litter only, kittens that had 

only watohed their mother kill birds and had not killed themselves, still 

became adept adult killers. Thia highlights the mother’s role in the 

development of prey oatohing (Chapters 4 and 8), and mothers have been 

shown to have a greater effect on observational learning than adult female 

oats (Chesler 1989)*

Possibly the most important facet of experience gained by Groups ME 

and BE was in handling the prey as kittens, not in killing it. Although

frequency of oontaot with the prey was markedly different between



different kit tone, all experimental animals contacted it at some

time during their development (Chapter A Handling prey would

serve to reduce levels of fear. Control oats appeared wary of unfamiliar 

prey on the first presentation at 6 months. Mouse experienced cats, for 

example, killed mioe on the first two 6 month teats significantly more 

than did control oats (Uann-’£hitncy U, N»9 and 8, U»12, p<D.O5 two-tailed).

Cats in Croups MS and BS that had handled prey relatively little as 

kittens seemed to ehow longer latencies to interact with prey aa adulte.

So oontaot with prey in development probably Increased the readiness to 

handle it as adulte. Handling prey when young appeared to

increase the amount of handling when the oats were tested as adults.

On some measures, individuals from experimental groups that had leas contact 

with prey ae kittens appeared to show lower frequencies of certain types 

of contact at 6 months (Chapter 7). Of course cate with long latencies 

might not exhibit Items of behaviour appearing later in the predatory 

sequence, before the end of the test. It might be expected that experienee 

would reduce the rate of prey handling if experienced oate killed and ate 

prey quickly. However oate were not particularly hungry when tested and within 

the limits of predatory play imposed by the degree of hunger (Biben 1979). 

frequencies increased.

It la possible that watching mother and siblings handle prey also 

increased prey handling skills but this was not investigated. In another 

experiment, some kittens that had watohed their siblings handle prey but 

had handled prey little themselves mere relatively efficient ae adulte, 

so this oould be another factor bringing about an improvement in handling

skills
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(TI) DIFFERENCES BETflO MCUEE EXPERIENCED AND BIRD EXP Sil ICED

CATS TESTED ON FAMILIAR PREY

There were few differences in dealing with familiar prey between 

the groups) however birds were killed, eaten end finished in greeter 

numbers than mice, suggesting that it was easier for cats to deal with 

them* Mioe were pawed more than birds suggesting that they were mors 

difficult to dispatch. Indeed some kittens were bitten by mice which 

made them wary of prey for some time (see Baerends-van Roon A Baerends 

1979). Alternatively it could have been that birds were more rewarding 

to eat than were aloe so that they were eaten earlier and finished more 

often. Nevertheless both prey items were dispatched using the same motor 

patterns employed at similar frequencies, although some sequences of 

behaviour may have been reordered between prey items.

(Ill) THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE OF ONE PREY TYPE ON GENERAL 

PREDATORY BEHAVIOUR

Surprisingly perhaps, the results showed that experience had little 

effect on general predatory behaviour, although It had a marked effect on 

predation of familiar prey items. The results of this experiment were not 

oonfounded by any predispositions that cats might have to deal with certain 

prey items, as the oontrol oats took this into account. In addition, 

effeota of fear of novel prey would be similar for experimental and oontrol 

groups. Medians taken over four tests would reduce these effeota.

These results oan be explained by two overlapping proeeases. Firstly, 

some oata exhibited playful responses to unfamiliar prey. They arohed 

(an upward curving of the spine) at rata (see Kuo 1930) and frequently 

crouched and ran at novel prey, Just stopping short of it and retreating. 

Biben (1979) has shorn that larger prey such as rats will elicit , more 

predatory play from oats for a given level of hunger. Seoondly, once oats
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had oontaeted prey they did not diapatoh it promptly. Cats often 

ohaaed mioe around the apparatus simply paving them without holding or 

biting (see Biben 1979) ; and fish were sometimes taken out of the 

water but left untouohed.

Ko subjeots benefitted from prior experlenoe of prey on their 

ability to deal with rats* These data are in line with Kuo’s (1930) 

results showing that eats experienced with one type of rodent will kill 

other rodents smaller in else* Although cate (males median weight 2.09 kg, 

females median weight 1 .93 kg) weighed considerably more th?in rats (about 

350 gma) It was possible that cats were fearful of rata, which would help 

to aeoount for only one rat being killed (see Adamee 1975)* Thia may 

also explain why oats did not show more predatory play with rata than with 

■toe aa Blben’s (1979) data showed; her eats had previously had aaple 

opportunity for hunting.

Pish were not predated more by experimental oats than by oontrol eata, 

In feet few were taken out of the water by either group (see 3aerends-»van 

Roon d Baerends 1979)« Individual differences emerged In whether eats 

would wet their paws. Although domestic oats have been seen to angle fish 

from streams, experlenoe of mioe or bird predation did not help them to 

do this*

Experlenoe of birds did not Improve eats* ability to deal with mioe. 

Mice are more difficult and dangerous prey than birds. These oats did 

not Improve very much In the way they handled mioe ae the tests progressed 

(Chapter 4). So more adult experlenoe la probably required for adept 

mouse killing.

Experlenoe of mioe however improved predation of birds to a degree. 

Come motor patterns were employed et higher rates and more birds were 

completely eaten. It la probably more difficult to oatoh birds than other
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prey, refleeted In the similar latencies to that of oontrola, but 

once caught they ere relatively easy to handle.

The Inability of early experience to affeot subsequent general 

predatory behaviour nay have advantages. In an area where one prey 

type Is more ooenon than others it nay pay oats to continue to exploit 

items that they are skilled in predating. Unsuccessful hunts are costly 

in tine and energy and several sucoes&ftil ones nay be required before 

the eat becomes aa skilled on the new prey items as it was on the old 

(Partridge 1978). There night even be some kind of confusion effect 

operating across speeles (see Bertram 1978). Running after everything 

that moves, although important for kittens in learning about their 

environment, nay be energy wasting for adults and unrewarding in terns of 

food. Wild dogs appear to ’’decide” on whioh prey species they are going 

to pursue at the beginning of a hunt. Nevertheless a balance will be 

struck in how many different species are exploited according to the 

temporal and spatial availability of prey in the habitat. In a temperate 

region, where prey species might be subject to population crashes then it 

would be advantageous to exploit several prey items. In areas where prey 

have no set breeding seasons, selection might favour restriction of food 

preferences .

In practioe however, kittens are likely to be brought a variety of 

prey by their mother and will learn prey characteristics and will build 

up skills with all of these. So they will not have to learn how to deal 

with many new prey items aa adults.

(IV) DO DIFFERENT KINDS OF EXPERIENCE AFFECT GENERAL PREDATORY 

BEHAVIOUR IN DIFFERENT WAYS?

Although it might be concluded that mouse experience had a beneficial 

effect on the way eats predated rats, as compared to bird expert mice, the
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results do not show unequivocally that mouse exposed oats improved 

on rats more than bird exposed ones* It oould simply be that the latter 

group were worse at dealing with rats* Reference to the data showed 

that the mouse exposed group had higher medians than the control group 

on all measures whioh reached significance in this experiment, and that 

the bird exposed group had lower medians than the controls on these rat 

tests (Table 3*1)* With the exoeptlon of the crouoh:move ratio, they 

were not significantly lower* Thus the signifloant difference between 

Groups M2 and BE on this measure was beoause bird exposed oata had 

narrowed their abilities* Differences between groups on the three other 

measures on rat testa were due to mouse experience conferring an advantage 

on oats when they were presented with rets*

Predatory patterns nearer the beginning of the predatory sequence and 

not olosely associated with tho killing bite (Biben 1979) occurred at a 

higher rate in response to the rat, if eats had had prior experience of 

mice* Laboratory rats resemble laboratory mioe in a number of ways o*g* 

general shape, colour and to some extant behaviour* Stimulus generalisation 

had therefore allowed some early motor patterns to be expressed; hsnoe 

visual interest in the prey, approaohing and crouohing* Pawing, holding 

and biting were unaffected*

Fish seemed too dislmilar from the original prey item for stimulus 

generalisation to occur* Thus effects of experience in oat predation depend 

on tho original stimuli, on the test stimuli and the relation between 

the two* Cats are therefore more likely to switch to prey species which 

are similar to the ones that they are currently predating. This will be 

important in areas that support more than one speoiea of rodent such as 

a farmyard (Elton 1953) and will allow oats to exploit variability within 

the prey*
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(V) THE EFFECT 0? EXPERIENCE ON SPECIFIC PREFERENCES AND SKILLS:

MICE AND BIRDS

Although similar techniques are required for dealing with mioe 

and birds, experience had had speoiflo effects on eats* prefeneneesyand y 

skills. Significant differences on latency measures between mouse 

exposed and bird exposed groups showed that developmental experience had 

decreased the oats* willingness to contact novel prey, Differences in 

frequency measures reflected an unwillingness or inability to handle 

mice or birds* Different prey have different characteristics and will 

require different predatory tactics* although the range of behaviour items 

may be the same in eaoh case* For instance* birds escape by flying and 

mice get into inaccessible comers. Previous experience had made individuals 

competent at dealing with one of these raechanisma but not both. New 

techniques will be quickly acquired but four tests were not sufficient for 

this to occur. For example* bird exposed.cats did not bite mice more in 

later than in earlier tests (Chapter 4).

If the mother brings kittens the prey that is most representative 

of the habitat kittens will beeome expert at exploiting the most common 

food type (see Krebs 1973). If female offspring move to home ranges 

near their mother* they may enoounter similar prey distributions. For 

males* a degree of plastioity might be more advantageous as they will 

probably move further away. However when males and females were tested far 

differences on their mousesblrd ratios* only one significant difference 

was found* and this showed that males bed narrowed their preferences more 

than females.

The degree to which preferences are narrowed will be related to ecology. 

If changes in prey availability are short term and ooincide with the birth 

of kittens (e.g. fledgling birds) then it would be disadvantageous to 

specialise aa this prey would soon be difficult to find. Studies of feeding
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habits of eats in ths wild have show low percentages of songbirds

in the diet (e.g. rrington 1935, Eberhard 19%) but of course samples 

pooled from a population of eats reweal nothing about Individual 

differences. In a aore stable habitat, pressures from minor fluctuations 

in prey species may be overshadowed by pressure from competition with 

other predators and it might be advantageous to have speoifio preferences 

and skills.
the

Finally, specialisation oould simply be due to/Inability of oats to 

master nore than a few predatory skills at the same time.

(VI) THE EFFECT OF EXPERIENCE ON SPECIFIC PREFERENCES AND SKILLS:

RATS AND FISH

This last analysis showed that experienee of prey in development had 

caused oate to acquire speoifio preferences and to some extent skills in 

relation to other prey species, namely rats and flah. However there were 

differences in the comparisons made on these prey and those made on birds 

and mice. Croups MB and BE killed, ate and finished relatively aore 

familiar prey than rata or fish compared to oontrol subjects, whereas 

no differences were found with birds or mioe. Latency measures showed that 

both groups of oats had aoquired speoifio preferences in relation to all 

types of prey. Experience had narrowed cats* skills in relation to mioe 

and birds, a little in relation to rata, and not at all relative to fish.

In other words, interactions with prey had altered as a result of experience, 

but this was dependent on the prey considered and also on the nature of the 

developmental experience. For example, differences were found between 

mouse and bird exposed oats on their latencies to handle rats and flah.

Bird experience caused eats to specialise slightly more at pawing and holding 

than at biting and carzying, whereas mouse experienced oats showed the 

reverse. Pawing and holding are used to atop birds esoaping, whereas biting 

and carrying are important for immobilising dangerous mice.
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In oonolusion, this chapter has demonstrated that experience of prey 

as a kitten Improved predatory behaviour of a&ilts* Experience however, Is 

probably not a prerequisite for predatory behaviour In cats* For example 

genetle determinants Influence predatory behaviour In other speoiea 

(aloe, Butler 1973; hamsters, Polsky 1978) and may do so In oats* 

Experience also oaused eats to narrow their preferences and skills but 

had little effect on general predatory behaviour* The expression of these 

effects will depend on a number of other faotors* Eberhard (195k) showed 

that town living oats ate lees wild prey than feral oats which were 

presumably more hungry* Hunger hee been shorn to affect the probability 

of killing In oats (Biben 1979; but see Poleky 1975b) end speolfio hungers 

oould modify predatory preferences* However the most Important faotor 

In determining diet dll probably be the relative abundance of prey In 

the habitat*

SUWA&Y

This chapter examined the effeota of experience on the predatory 

behaviour of six month old oata* Experience of a particular prsy item In 

development Improved predation on the same prey item when Individuals 

were tested aa adults* Experienced oats had similar techniques for dealing 

with mioe and birds* operience of a particular prey item had little 

effect on general predatory behaviour when eats were tested on other prey 

apeolee, except In the case of mouse exposed oata tested on birds* There 

was a greater degree of generalisation from mioe to rate than from birds 

to rats* Kxperienoe of prey as a kitten ohanged oats1 epeoiflo preferences 

and skills with regard to other prey, when oompared to inexperlenoed 

oats, oata exposed to birds or mice killed and ate proportionately more 

of these prey than rate or fish* Experienced eate were alow to contact
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novel prey on a variety of measures, Finally eats experienced with 

alee or birds narrowed their skills in relation to birds or nice 

respectively* a little with regard to rats, but did not in relation 

to fish. Explanations as to how these changes arise and their possible

functions were discussed,



CHAPTER 4

EFFECTS QP THE MOTHER, OBJECT PLAY AND

ADULT KKPEBIKHCB OH PREDATION IN CATS
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter 5 demonstrated that domestic cats O') better able to 

oatoh prey as adults if they hare had experlenoe of prey as kittens,

(ii) specialise on the typo of prey with whioh they have had prior

experlenoe and (Hi) ’Uv-tj little generalisation to other prey types occurs 

In oats with experience of one prey type®

Several other faotors stand out as candidates for determining how 

competent predatory behavibur arises® Two of these are developmental 

determinants occurring while the oat is young® They are the role of the 

mother in encouraging kittens to oatoh prey, and object ploy in kittens.

Both take up a lot of time for the participants involved and for that 

reason are likely to be important® The third oandidate is the oat’s 

apparent ability to beeome a competent predator later on in life, namely 

the effeot of adult experlenoe on adult predatory behaviour®

It is a common observation to see domestic oats and other carnivores 

bring prsy to their young (domsstio oats, Ewer 1969} lions, Schenkel 1966} 

ohsetah, Kruuk A Turner 1967} tiger, Sshaller 1967} meerkat, Ewer 1963 

and otter, Llers 1951). Domestic oat mothers have a characteristic sequence 

of exposing their kittens to prey® Firstly they bring deed prsy to the 

kittens and eat it in front of them® Then they bring in prey but do not 

eat it® Next they bring live prey to the kittens and allow thee to play 

with it, but recapture it if it escapes® Finally they take little part 

in the prey oatohing process at all, merely moving towards the prey initially 

while their now experienced young diapatoh it efficiently (Leyhauaen 1965* 

Ewer 1969, Baerends-van Roon A Baerends 1979). Primarily mothers seem 

to focus kittens* attention on the prey item (Chapter 6), bringing it to 

them dead, recapturing it when alive, going to it and calling them when they 

lose Interest in it and playing with the prey in front of the kittens®
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In addition it ia known that domestio cats are capable of observational 

learning froo other oats on a conditioned avoidanoe task (John et al 

1968) and on acquisition of a lever pressing response (Chealer 196 9).

These facts suggest that enoouragemant by the Bother oould play a large 

part in the development of predation in oats*

Kuo (1930) showed that 85/ of kittens able to watch thdr Bother 

kill rats beoaBC rat killers, whereas only 45 of those raised in isolation 

froa rats or rat killing became rat killers* Unfortunately his data were 

oonfounded by other variables* Experimental eats were exposed to prey 

longer than isolates, and Polsky (1978) has shown this to be an iaportant 

factor in predation* experimental cats viewed rats in the presence of 

lltternates whioh is likely to enhanoe prey capture through competition 

(Berry 1908, Leyhausen 1965 , Baerends-van Roon A Baerends 1979). This 

group were tested immediately after watching their Bother kill prey whioh 

nay have increased their "arousal", a factor Leyhausen (1965) oonsiders 

important for prey oapture* Finally it is not clear whether the experimental 

oats were raised with other kittens or alone, and rearing experience has 

been shown to affect predation (Kibl-nlbesfeldt 1963, Johnson, DeSisto A 

Koenig 1972). Baerends-van Roon A Baerends (1979) however, found that 

kittens were successful mouse killers independently of whether they had 

been trained in the presenoe or absenoe of the mother.

The first set of experiments in this paper was therefore designed 

to test tbs effect of the Bother on adult predatory behaviour in oats*

The hypothesis tested was that the presenoe of the Bother in a prpy oatehing 

situation would have a positive effect on the oats* subsequent predatory 

skills.

Cats play with objeots (Egan 1972, Barrett A Bateson 1979) and they 

also manipulate prey (Leyhausen 1965, Chapter 3)* Itens of behaviour 

involved In both of these systems are remarkably similar in appearance
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and are likely to be causally oonneoted. This Is partly because both 

are affected la similar says by food deprivation and the presence of 

social companions (Egan 1972, 1976)* However It has not been demonstrated 

that they are functionally linked* In other words, does object play 

enhance prey catching skills, or Is It Indeed necessary for these skills?

The function of play is of course a thorny problem; Baldwin A 

Baldwin (1977) described thirty functions that have been put forward for 

primates alone* Pew of these have been tested and those that have provide 

conflicting evidence* Sylva, Bruner A Genova (1976) demonstrated that 

ohlldren could solve a task faster If they had played with the problem 

materials beforehand* Baldwin A Baldwin (1973, 1976) oould find no 

differences In social Interaction patterns or group cohesion in groups 

of squirrel monkeys that had or had not played* Vincent A Bekoff (1978) 

failed to show prior play had any effect on later predatory success In 

opyotes*

Object play oould affect prey catching skills either through praotloe 

of motor skills (e*g* 'ilbl-Sibesfeldt 1963) or through the effects of 

exerolse (Brownlee 195U, Pagan 1976)* The seoond set of experiments was 

therefore designed to test whether eats that had had an opportunity to play 

with objects as kittens behaved differently towards prey than those that 

had had only llttermatea with which to play* Because oats may have to use 

different predatory techniques on different prey Items (Baerends-van Boon 

A Beerenda 1979» Curio 1976 for a review), several prey types were used In 

thia experiment* Specifically It was expected that If object play aided 

the development of motor skills, kittens that had played with objects would 

be better able to handle prey such as mice or birds that require a high 

degree of motor coordination, than cate that had not had this opportunity*
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Percent tests Percent tests Percent tests
prey killed cats started prey finished

to chew prey attended to

Figure 4.1 Median scores and inter-quartile ranges of the percent of mice 
killed, chewed and finished, the time spent eating mice in 10 second units, 
and the percent of time prey were attented to, over the 4 tests. From left 
to right for each measure: Group WM (’with mother1, N=9), Group NM 
(’no mother’, N=14) and Group C (control, N=8). Significant differences 
are shown between Groups WM and NM, and between NM and C where they occur. 
They are represented thus: p^O.l*, p^0.05*, p^0.02**, pCO.Ol***. All tests 
are Mann-Whitney U, two-tailed.
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Adult eats sees to be able to switch to new prey lteas, often 

after they hare been moved to a new area, and to acquire prey oatehing 

skills as adults. Although Kuo (1930) showed that sone oats beooiae 

rodent killers as they grow older, the effects were oonfounded by the 

amount of experience of prey in the experimental design. However one of 

his subjects started to kill as late as 120 days implying that there was no 

sensitive period for the acquisition of prsy catching skills when kittens 

were young. Poleky (1977b) was able to demonstrate separately that both 

age end experience improved hamsters* abilities to oapture locusts and 

their readiness to oapture them. Chapter 3 had shown how inexperlenoed 

6 month old oata behaved towards prsy and how oats experienced with one 

prey type generalise to an extent from some prey types to otheirs. However 

it did not examine how the behaviour of those eats ohanged towards prey 

that they first encountered as adults. Bata concerning adult mouse and 

bird predation were therefore re-examined. The third set of experiments 

therefore set out to determine (l) how the behaviour of adult oata 

expert co cod with one prey type changed towards novel prey and (ll) how 

inexperlenoed cate* behaviour ohanged towards prey when they first 

encountered it as adults.

RESULTS

(a) THIS EFFECT OF THE MOTHER

Mothers had an influence on the speed st which oats are willing to 

employ more dangerous motor patterns, on the ways in whioh they handled 

mice and on the efficiency with which they dispatched them.

(1) Hucbr of pr«Y tilled ani e»t«

Figure 4.1 shows that kittens that had experienced mice with their 

mother present did not kill, start to eat or finish more mice than those
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Figure 4,2 Median scores and inter-quartile ranges of latency measures 
(in 10 second units) for Groups WM, NM and C. Notation as in Figure 4.1.
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that had experienced pray on their own* It should however be noted 

that the median scores on these measures of the control and ’no mother* 

groups were the same, and these groups did not differ significantly from 

eaeh other* whereas the ’with mother* group differed significantly from 

the control group•

There was a trend (p<O.t) for *no mother* oats to watch prey less 

than ’with mother* oats. However it was found that the *no mother* litters 

were independent of esoh other on this measure and the trend was not upheld 

when litter medians were compared.

(11) L«t«ncy to patch prey

There were no significant differences between groups in the speed 

at which they first behaved towards prey, nor the speed at which they 

crouched at mice (figure 4.2). ’With mother* and *no mother* groups 

pswed the prey at similar latencies and the latter group was significantly 

quicker than the control group.

•With mother* subjects bit and carried prey significantly faster than 

the *no mother* subjects. However litters behaved independently of esoh 

other and significance was not achieved when litter medians wars compared.

Thus the latencies with whiah oats cawed, held or had rolled contact 

with mice were not affeoted by the presence of the mother but by whether the 

oats had experienced mice at all before. These three motor patterns do not 

involve close proximity of sensitive faoial regions to the prey and so can 

be employed with greater impunity than biting or oarrying . Cn these 

latter two measures, considered by Blbsn (1979) to be osusally linked to 

killing pray* the ’no mother* group was significantly slower than the 

•with mother* group when individual oats wars compared.



patterns

Figure 4*3 Median scores and inter-quartile ranges of frequency measures 
for Groups WM, NM and C. Rates are measured as the number of times a 
behaviour occurred in 10 seconds* For ratio measures, see text* Notation 
as in Figure 4.1.
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(111) Frequency of aotor pattern!

Cats In the ’no mother* group approached the nd.ee significantly 

more frequently than the ’with mother* eats, (figure 4.3) • As the rate 

of approach seemed to be somewhat dependent on the number of times the 

prey moved away from the oat, the number of 30 second one-sero samples 

that the prey moved In was noted. The frequency of approaches was then 

divided by this figure on each test and this was called the approach: 

move ratio. Bvwn thio measure showed that *no mother* oata approached 

prey significantly more than ’with mother* oata. The letter group behaved 

like oontrol oats. Observation revealed that cate in the ’no mother* 

group chased mioe a great deal. *Vith mother* oats let prsy get away 

from them lees, end oontrol aubjeets aotually approached prey leas, hence 

the depressed scores for these two groups.

There was a trend for the ’no mother’ group to orouch at prey more 

than the ’with mother* groupj Inexperienced oats tend to use this item 

of behaviour more than experienced ones (Chapter 3)« However thia result 

was not upheld when litter medians were compared. There was a trend for 

'with mother* oata to hold prey more than ’no mother* oats. Although there 

were no signifloant differences between these two groups on rates of pawing, 

biting or oarrylng ados, figure 4.3 reveals that median frequencies were 

higher for the 'with mother* oats. Also, ’with mother* subjects differed 

significantly from control subjects whereas ’no mother* subjeots did not.

Cats bit or attempted to bite different regions of the mouse's 

body and these were divided into five areast nape, back, head, tail and 

other parts such aa the legs and ventral surface etc. The ratio of bites 

delivered to one region divided by bites delivered to all regions was 

oaloulated for each teat and the median waa taken for each eat in Croups 

WM and NM over the four testa. Using a Vann- liitney U test to compare
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the two groups (Table 4,1), It was found that ’with mother* oats only 

differed significantly from ’no mother* oats on the rate at which they 

bit or attempted to bite the nape* As cats dispatch rodent prey with 

bites to the nape (Leyhauaen 1965) it is particularly pertinent that oats 

that had experienced mice with their mother present, bit this region more 

than those that had not had their mother with them*

Finally, when the ratio of attempted bites to bites was considered, 

a measure which provided an index of the oat*a wariness of the prey,

•no mother* cate gave significantly more attempted bites than bites to 

the pray than did the ’with mother* group,

(b) OBJECT PLAT

There were very faw differenoea between control and objeot playing 

oats when tested aa adults,

(i) •<wb«r of pray killed apd oaten

No differences were found between Groups C and OP on the number of 

times oats killed, ate or finished any of the four prey items, (Table 4,Il)« 

Objeot players spent as much time watching prey aa did control subjects, 

except In the case of mice where they spent significantly less time watching 

prey. However object playing litters were heterogeneous on this measure 

for mice, and when medians were compared no difference was found between 

them,

(11) batangy to patch pr»y

Control oats first employed a behaviour towards mice earlier than did 

objeot playing oats. Groups did not differ significantly on the speed 

at whloh they first crouched at prey, but control animals were quicker 

on rata and birds. They were also quicker to paw rata, mice and birds,

significantly faster on rat teats as objeot players pawed pats very little.
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Number of tests prey finished

30

★
Time spent chewing prey

Figure 4.4 Median scores and inter-quartile ranges of the number of prey 
killed, chewed and finished, the time spent eating prey in 10 second units, 
paid the percent of time prey were attended to® Each measure has 4 pairs of 
histograms, and the histogram on the left of each pair represents the 
median of tests 1 and 2. The median of tests 3 and 4 are shown on the 
right* Across each measure, pairs of histograms from left to right: Group 
ME (mouse experienced, N=9) tested on birds, Group BE (bird experienced, 
N-10) tested on mice, Group C (control, N=8) tested on mice and Group C 
tested on birds. Significant differences between early and late tests are 
shown below the histograms. They are represented thus: p^O.l®, p^0.05*, 
p^O.02**, p^O.Ol***. When N<5 the Wilcoxon matched-pairs test could not 
be applied and these histograms are underlined.
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There were no significant differences between the two groups on the 

latencies which subjects held, bit, oarried or had rolled oontaot 

with any prey species; maximal latencies were obtained by both groups 

on rat and fish tests• No differences were found on latencies to kill 

or eat prqjr.

(ill) Fr«au<inoY of notor oattama

Control oats employed motor patterns at similar frequencies to object 

playing cats exoept on rat teats where they showed significantly higher 

rates* They approached rate more than Croup OP even when prey movement was 

taken into aceount* Litters were heterogeneous on thia latter measure 

but even when litter medians were oompared, the trend was upheld*

No differences were found between the groups on any other frequency 

measures, exoept there was a trend for control cats to pew rate more 

frequently than objeot playing oats* Thus the former seem to haws sone 

sort of ’lowered threshold• for investigating rats* This was surprising 

since objeot playing oats were more experienced in contacting a moving 

objeot (the bell) than were oontrol eats, although of oourse both groups 

interacted with llttermatea* It could have boon that Croup C were 

responding to rate as playing companions, rats resemble kittens to some 

extent In else end shape, while group OP did not as they were experienced 

in responding to smaller items then oonspeeifiee*

(e) THE KFPECT OF ADULT EXPERIENCE

(1) Nwrtwr of prey killed «na eafn

Figure 4.4 shows that although there were no significant differences

between early and late adult teats, more birds were killed and eaten an 

later teste* The mouse experienced group chewed birds for a significantly 

longer time in total on later than on earlier tests because they started
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Latency to bit*

Figure 4»5 Median scores and 
measures (in 10 second units) 
and late tests. Notation as ii

inter-quartile ranges of latency 
for Groups ME, BE and C on early 

. Figure 4.4.
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to oat more birds earlier* For the mouse testa there appeared to be no 

differ eno ea between early and late tests an any of the measures, numbers 

were too small to test statisticAlly* This reflects the difficulty in 

dispatching mice for both bird experienced and oontrol oats*

(II) prxt
No differences were found between teats in the time it took for

eats to interact with the prey because all latenoiea were so short

(figure 4*5) • There was a trend for Group BE to crouoh at mice earlier 

in later tests* Other groups showed no differences. All oats were 

quicker to paw prey on later teats and for groups tested on raiee, this 

was significant* This was also true for how fast bird experienced eats 

were to hold mice* Most groups had shorter latenoiea to bite and carry prey 

on later tests, sl^iifloantly so for oontrol eats biting birds* Bird 

experienced oats were quicker to have rolled oontaot with alee on later 

tests* Finally, mouse experienced subjects started to eat birds algnlfiamntly 

earlier on the later tests*

(III) yrootiaaey of w>tor wtt.rai

There was little difference between early and late tests in the amount 

of behaviour directed towards prey that the oats wens not familiar with, 

(figare 4.6)* however there was a trend for oontrol oats to interest more 

towards birds as the tests advanced, as well as how often they approached 

birds on these tests*

Few differences were found in how often eats orouohed at prey, except 

for the bird exposed eats* This group orouohed at mioe at a higher rate 

In later tests than in earlier ones* Most groups pawed, held, bit and 

carried prey at a slightly higher rate in tests 3 and 4 than in tests 1 and 2; 

significantly more in the ease of control cats biting and carrying birds*
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Pirqrssxow

(a) EFFECT OF WE MOTHER

Adult oats were more ooi^etent prey ©atchera If, aa kittens, they had 

had their Bother with them when exposed to prey. How does thia arise?

At the age of 3 months when exposure to prey had ended, there were more 

kittens that had killed mice over five tinea In the *with mother* group 

than in the *no mother* group (Fisher exact probability test p<0,05).

Thia group had killed more mice In total by thia time (Mann <hitney U teat 

f.’«23, U«25.5, p<0.02) and killed their first mouse earlier (Mann Whitewy 

U teat K«23, U«21, p<0,02), Thia result differs from that of Baerends—van 

Roon A Baerends (5979) who stress that kittens killed earlier without their 

mother being present, as the latter Interfered with kittens that did not 

manage to kill prey quickly, When only mouse killers in the two groups 

were considered at 3 months, no differences were found in the time that 

kittens first killed, which contrasts with the results of Kuo (1930),

Yet there was a trend for the ’with mother’ mouse killing kittens to have 

killed more prey by the age of 3 months (Kann-tfhitney U test N»9, U»0, 

pt=O,O52), So mother*s presence did not encourage kittens to kill earlier, 

but it encouraged more to kill and once killers, to kill more mice,

Oily one litter without their mother killed as kittens. This was 

brought about by one animal persistently cornering and biting the mouse and 

then growling at approaching siblings. Once thia animal had killed, one 

of Ita siblings followed suit three exposure sessions later. The third 

animal never killed aa a kitten nor aa an adult. Another litter whloh 

played roughly with prey towards the end of their exposure later became 

adult killers. The fbet that individuals In these two litters handled 

mice skillfully when adult accounted for the heterogeneity of litters in 

this group on many measures of behaviour, Mother* a presence abolished
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these differences by helping kittens to beooiae adept prey oatchers.

Kittens in the ’no mother’ group seemed to spend much of their time

chasing and paving the prey and bit and oarried it little. They appeared 

not to recognise the mouse as prey (Leyhausen 1965)* These observations 

were similar to those made by Kuo (19305 <** his Isolate group, namely 

that they showed high percentages of orienting and playful responses.

From the third week onwards kittens are constantly being brought 

Into contact with first dead, and then live prey (Baerends-van Roon &

Baerends 1979)* This gives the kitten an opportunity to practice prey 

handling skills and to develop the nape bite. After only a few tries 

kittens became skilled killers approaohing, biting and dispa telling prey 

with alacrity.

Clearly mothers are pear forming an important funetion for their 

offspring in encouraging them to oatoh prey. Without this help some 

kittens might not learn the skills involved in predation and oould be 

injured through inoompetent handling. This oould lead to a high mortality 

during weaning. If by oatehing prey, offspring require less milk to reach 

a given weight, selection will favour mothers that encourage their offspring 

to catch prey as early as possible (see Davies 1978). This will allow 

her future offspring to accrue more parental resources and will ensure 

that kittens do not oompete suooeasfully for milk with neonates (pers 

observation). Provided energy costs or costs from injury are not severe, 

it will also be in the offspring’s interests to become a ooapetent predator 

as soon as possible, in case lactation ceases or the mother deserts it.

This may aooount for the similarities in the time that the ’would be killers’ 

started to kill prey in groups exposed to prey with and without their 

mothers. Kittens appeared to kill at about 6 weeks, as soon aa their 

strength and motor control were sufficient to enable them to handle prey.
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(b) OBJECT PLAY

There are at least five possible reasons why object playing oats a*ul 

^should behave similarly towards prey, (i) The

design of the experincnt failed to produce a real difference In experience 

between the two groups. Both groups were confined to their hone pens

out of test hours and had opportunities to play with both llttamates and 

mother. The amount of social play was not recorded. They also could 

play and Interact with adults and peers from 3 to 6 months. Moreover 

both groups could climb the bars of their cages, jvaap onto shelves and 

contact nestboxea and Utterboxes etc. Occasionally shavings of wood from 

the Utterboxes would be manipulated by the kittens. However the significant 

differences shown by the two groups on the rat testa Implies that there 

were some real differences between groups, presumably due to their object 

playing experience, (ii) It could have been that both groups Interacted 

so little with prey that any differences between Croups C and OP would 

have been masked. Although this argument Is applicable to several measures 

made on the rats and fish, It does not apply to mouse or bird tests. 

Nevertheless some sffeots could have been masked even In tests on these 

prey Items and more sensitive experiments, such as allowing the groups 

a little but equal aooess to prey when young and giving them differential 

access to objects, might reveal differences between object players and 

control oats In their adult predatory behaviour. (Ill) It could have been 

that there were not enough tests to show up differences between groups. 

However it Is more likely that frequent testing would only mask differences 

as the eats improved in their predatory skills, (iv) Perhaps the objects 

given to Croup OP were of insufficient stimulus value to facilitate prey 

oatching skills. Either the object stimuli were similar to that of prey 

but were not as intense, e.g. the ball moved but not at the same speed as
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mice, or it oould have been that the relevant stimuli were absent, 

e.g. the smell of the rat (aee Egan 1972 for a thorough discussion of 

these points) • However the differences between the groups on the rat 

tests point to some offsets of the objects on subsequmt predation.

(▼) finally It oould be that object play In kittens did Indeed have no 

effect on the oats1 abilities to handle and dispatch prey. Predatory motor 

coordination in adults oould simply be brought about by Interacting with 

the prey Item itaelf. It oould be that object play Is only functionally 

Important for predation when It occurs st the same time as the kittens* 

normal experience of prey or in the context of the mother encouraging 

them to catch prey (see Bruner 1975).

Ac neither the exercise hypothesis nor the praotloe hypothesis were 

supported by these results, It Is worth examining why. The exerolse 

hypothesis would predict that oats which played would be exercising their 

muscles near fatigue and so maintain their strength and endurance (Pagen 

1976). However, object playing oats did not seem to be more active than 

oontrol Individuals, nor did they interact with prey at a higher rate or 

eren approach It more often. Of course the oontrol group spent much time 

playing vigorously with llttermatea in their home pens, which might have 

provided sufficient exerolse for museles. Recently NeOonald (1977) tested 

the exercise model using the lengths of bouts In the play of California 

ground squirrels. His data did not support the hypothesis either.

The praotloe hypothesis would predict that certain motor skills 

would be affeoted by object play. No differences between males and females 

were found an any measure of pray catching behaviour. However Barrett A 

Bateson (1978) and Bateson A Young (1979) showed that there was a clear sex 

difference in the frequency of object contacts in kittens from day 90 

onwards. Malce played more than females. Functional explanations might
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predlot that If object play waa important for some adult behaviour, a 

sex difference might occur in that behaviour too. Agonlstlo behaviour 

in oats compiles with this. Of course sex differences in two systems 

may only reflect a causal link between those systems (Egsn 1972), or 

they might be completely unrelated. In addition to the sex difference, 

predatory behaviour has started to develop prior to the onset of object 

play in many kittens. These results together with the growing evidenoe 

that many developmental routes oan lead to the same end point (Dunn 1976) 

demand that functional ideas about play should be reformulated to include 

short term as well as long term functions (see Chapter 8).

(c) the effect of adult experience
Adult experience of prey has different effects on subsequent predatory 

behaviour according to the amount of experience and the type of experience 

the cat has already had, as well as the prey item on which it is being 

tested.

Cats that had had no experience of prey as kittens showed an 

improvement in their ability to handle birds. They approached and Interacted 

with prey more, as well as biting and carrying these prey more on later 

tests. These latter patterns are associated with killing (Biden 1979) and 

together with the Increase in kills made by these anlaals indicate that 

control oats were getting better at dispatching birds.

No such improvement was seen on the souse teats. The only slgilfloant 

change was in the time it took to paw mioe, an item of behaviour ooourring 

relatively early in the predatory sequenoe. Mioe are more dangerous than 

birds and appear to require more experience before they oan be dispatched 

efficiently.
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Cats that had experienced birds as kittens showed a greeter 

Improvement on nouse prey over the four tests than did oontrol eats, 

especially In their readiness to use patterns occurring early on In 

predation, such as crouching, pawing and holding. F&perienoe gained In 

the first two adult tests was therefore Interacting with experience 

gained as a kitten In asking cats leas fearful of novel prey.

The effect of prior experience as a kitten was highlighted by the 

nouse experienced group tested on birds. The only effect of adult 

experience of birds was to nake these oats start to eat birds quicker 

on later teats and to chew then for longer, beoauae they ate nor© of than. 

They appeared to reoognlse birds as food Items In later tests. No other 

slgnlfloant differences were found on any other measures probably beoauae 

their aouse experience enabled then to deal with birds quickly and employ 

motor patterns frequently (Chapter 3). Thus any improvement across the 

four tests would hove been masked by their Initial ooopetenoe.

Adult experience of prey oan therefore affect predation after only 

40 minutes exposure, these effeots differing aooordlng to the amount and 

type of predatory experience the subjeota have at the start. No doubt 

more tests would have revealed greater lnoreases on some measures for the 

oontrol subjeota.

The advantages of this ability to develop predatory skills with 

novel prey as an adult are that oats will be able to utilise several prey 

species living In one region. They will also be able to continue to obtain 

food If the population of their main prey speelea suddenly decreases, or 

If the prey that they were experienced with as young temporarily disappears 

from the habitat. Thus a relatively snail amount of experience of novel 

prey In adulthood will ensure that oats oontinue to exploit prey 

populations efficiently.
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To summarise, two of the three candidates for determinants of 

predatory behaviour were aotually seen to have an effect on predation, 

under the conditions of the experiments* These faotors do not affect 

predation in isolation from other factors. Interactions take place 

between the determinants presented here and in Chapter 3. For example, 

experience of prey by kittens has a marked effect on adult predation but 

only If it ocours in the presenoe of the mother. Also, experience of one 

type of prey in development means that oats generalise to a oertain extent 

to some prey species but are able to improve in their predatory competence 

as adults, when they encounter new prey.

Certainly there are other interactive effeota that have not been 

taken into aooount in these experiments, Por instanoe, object play might 

be Important only if it ocours during the same period aa exposure to prey.

In addition, there are a number of other possible determinants that have 

not been considered such aa the effeota of social play or the influence of 

llttermates on kitten and adult predation ihioh might interact with the 

faotors considered above.

Three factors afaich are possible oandi dates in influencing the 

development of predatory behaviour In oata were exemined, These are the 

role of the mother, object play in kittens and tho effect of adult 

experience of prsy on adult predation. It waa shorn that experience of 

mioe as a kitten in the presenoe of the mother decreased the latency at which 

adult oats were willing to employ more dangerous motor patterns towards mioe, 

influenced tho way in whioh they handled mioe, end increased the efficiency 

with whioh they dispatched these prey, Objeot play in kittens had no
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influence on the wey In which adult oats interacted with a number of 

prey items. Thia result failed to support functional explanationa of 

play concerned with exerolse or practice of motor skills. Finally, 

experience of prey as an adult had differing effects on adult predation 

depending on whether eats had experienced prey as kittens, the nature of 

this experience and the type of prey cn which they were tested as adults.



CHAPTER 5

PRXDATCKT BhHATIOPR AND SOCIAL PUY

IN KTTT^r
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INTRODUCTION

The development of predation in the domestic eat has been subject 

to extensive observation (e.g. Lsyhaueen 1965, Baerends-van Roon d 

Baerenda 1979) • These workers have reported on how the killing bite emerges 

and on how predatory sequences become progressively more organised as 

kittens grow older. Recently other aspects of behavioural development 

have been examined with increasing rigour (e»g. Owens 1975, Bekoff 1977) 

demanding that sound qualitative descriptions be extended to a quantitative 

level. This chapter therefore sets out to quantify the development of 

predatory behaviour In kittens, as Blben (1979) has done for adult eats, in 

order that questions concerning processes in development oan be related

to the ontogeny of predatory behaviour.

Racial play la kittens is sms mb process. Cm tbs aarfaas, plsy bpptmrs 
ts eartala smsmbsr «t pasaaaaaaa at mdslt ■otivity amt aa spsslstls or
repeated with respsot ta •^^"setMt^ttliiToS^ JmsS5bss*ctbsr 

obsrsstsrlstles that are pearlier ta play. To data* lamps snsbsrs at can sal 
aad fbmstloaal speculations bsrs beam aada sheet play (aaa bOdwto d bsldsii 
1977)* snppcrtsd by tea data* Batter tter reiterate anob visme (bent, dally 
d tt&w 1976), It aaaaa mart paadaatlw ta both feoss attention an tte nest 
lapartaat selective prsaewrea ttat baas shaped play la the part (tttanam 1960) 
aad ta disease play ably adtb safer aaa a ta count quantitative data. Specific 
pa eat laa a aaa than ba eebed ebeat tta relationship at pUy ta babarlaar la 
development aad ta edalt activity* Yravtaaaly eooiel play
in kittens had been studied by best (1974) who focussed on the position 

of elements within the play sequence, and by Barrett d Bateson (1978) 

who described the change in association between those elements aa the eats 

grew older. Analyses of social play in this study attempt to confirm the 

result that play patterns become increasingly dissociated as kittens

develop; a result obtained by complex statistical analysis. More Importantly 

having quantified play and predatory behaviour, the s tudy goes on to relate 

thia differentiation in the elements of play to the changes seen in
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Figure 5,1 From top to bottom: median time that 7 litters spent 
interacting with prey expressed in minutes plotted against 
increasing kitten age. Median number of bouts litters spent on 
prey. Litter scores showed a significant decrease when the 
periods before and after 7^- weeks were compared, however mouse 
exposed litters had fewer bouts on their prey both before and 
after 74 vzeeks (U=0, p<0.05) as birds escaped more easily.
Median mean bout length in minutes that litters spent on prey 
as they grew older. Litters showed significantly longer bouts 
after 7-J weeks than before.
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Figure 5.2 From top to bottom (lefthand side): the percent of sessions that 
litters killed prey; the percent of sessions where a litter ate prey before 
the mother; and the median percent of time that the 7 litters attended to 
prey plotted against increasing age* All show significant increases between 
the period before and the period after 74 weeks. (Righthand side): the 
median latency with which kittens killed prey, and the median latency with 
which they ate prey before their mothers. Both show significant decreases. 
The bottom righthand graph shows the median duration of time that litters 
spent eating prey expressed in minutes plotted against increasing age. 
Litters spent significantly more time eating prey after 7-J weeks.
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predatory behaviour, thus providing an explanation for the age changes 

In social play. Finally the timing of the onset of both predatory 

behaviour and social play In kittens are quantified, in relation to eaeh 

other. These results, together with information collected on object 

play (Barrett & Bateson 1978) documented the timing of in^ortant develop

mental stages in the behaviour of young oats.

RStVLIS

1. THE DmXCPMEWT OF PREDATORY BUUVIOUR

(1) aouta. killing and aatlng

Figure 5»t shows that the median time that litters spent interacting 

with prey increased from week 4 to week 6 and then remained relatively 

oenstant. The slight decline after week 8 may have been due to kittens 

finishing prey earlier, as they got better st dealing with prey. The 

median number of bouts litters spent cn prey increased from 4 to 5 weeks 

and than declined from weeks 6 to 9. Early on there were many short 

attempts to interact with prey but later, interactions with prey were 

longer and leas numerous. Finally, the moan bout length that litters 

spent on prey was found to increase with age. The value on the ordinate 

was low on thia measure as some individuals made numerous unsuccessful 

approaches towards prey while their sibling was interacting with it.

Figure 5.2 shows the percent of sessions in which litters made a kill. 

Kittens in some litters started to kill prey at 5j weeks. This was 

reflected in the median latency with which litters killed prey, it showed 

a sudden decrease in the seventh week. The percent of sessions in whloh 

kittens ate prey before the mother showed a rise from the fourth to eighth 

week} the increase occurred earlier than the percentage kills, aa kittens 

were presented with dead prey by their mothers. The median latency with
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Figure 5,3 Frequency per minute per litter of 5 motor patterns used in 
predatory behaviour. Median frequencies of the 7 litters are plotted against 
increasing age. Prey was sniffed significantly more before 7-1- weeks than 
afterwards. Although birds were sniffed significantly more than mice in 
the first period (U=0, p<0.05), both groups showed significant negative 
correlations with age over the period of observation on this measure (N=i7, 
r =-0*59, p<0.01 for both groups). Contact patterns showed a significant 
increase after 7% weeks.
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Figure 5.4 Frequency per minute per litter of 4 contact motor patterns 
used in predatory behaviour. Median frequencies of the 7 litters are 
plotted against increasing age. Litters showed significantly higher 
rates of pawing, holding and carrying after 74- weeks. Mice were 
carried significantly more than birds (U=0, p<0.05) after week 7-J, but 
both groups were positively correlated with age, (N=17, r =0.87, 
pCO.OOl; r =0.62, p 0.01 respectively). The sane was true for the 
frequency of biting, (N=17, r5=0.79, p<0.001 for nice; r5=0.54, p<0.02 
for bird exposed litters).

U1
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which the first kitten in a litter ate prey declined In the fifth 

week, although sons litters ate prey earlier than this. Litters showed 

a narked Increase in the duration of eating prey after week 6, but 

after week 10 the duration of chewing declined from about 10 Minutes 

per session; kittens were becoming sore accomplished at eating prey. 

Litters spent an increasing amount of time attending to prey as they grew 

older, although one litter spent of its time watohing a Mouse st 4 

weeks of age*

To suamarise, under the conditions of the experiment, the Major 

changes in measures osourred before 8 weeks although sone measures 

started to increase well before this time. After weak 8 there was little 

change although the number of bouts spent on prey declined*

(li) S’redatory notor patterns

Figure 5*5 shows the changes in frequency per Minute with whloh 

litters directed behaviour towards prey. Litters showed an lnorease in the 

rate of approaching prey from 4 to 6 weeks. Prey was sniffed significantly 

nors often before 7& weeks than afterwards. The rats of rolled contact 

increased after 6 weeks but was not significantly higher after 7i weeks 

than before. The frequency with which litters reared at prey showed a 

rise and than a fall, peaking at 7i weeks. Contest behaviour patterns 

increased throughout the observation period, litters older than 10 weeks 

exhibited frequencies of over 10 oontaot patterns per Minute, hen these 

contact motor patterns were broken down into their components (figure 5»4), 

all were found to increase. Biting increased rapidly from weeks 6 to 8 

corresponding to the decreased latency to kill prey.

In summary, approaching and sniffing prey showed increases in weeks

4 and 5> the latter subsequently declined. Rearing showed a rise to 7i
&

weeks and then fell off. All the other predatory patterns showed steady
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Figure 5,5 Representation of significant Spearman correlation 
coefficients between measures of predatory behaviour. Litters’ mean 
scores over sessions in the 4 to 74- week period (top diagram) were 
ranked on each measure and correlated with such ranks on other 
measures. The same was done in the 8 to 12 week period (bottom 
diagram) (N=7). Measures that showed significant changes in variance 
between the two periods are underlined at 8 to 12 vzeeks.
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Increases from 4 to 12 weeks of kitten age. The changes In association 

between all these measures as kittens grew older are discussed in 

Appendix A.

(Ill) A«»od«tlong betwxm maasurgg a pro»a llttgrg

Litters ranked differently on different measures of behaviour, in 

other words one litter exhibited high rates of one behaviour but showed 

another pattern infrequently. The oonslatenoy with which different litters 

exhibited different motor patterns showed up in correlation coefficients 

between moasures of behaviour.

Figure 5*5 shows the correlations between measures of predatory 

behaviour when litters were renk ordered an each measure. Litters were 

rank ordered at two time periods in order to determine whether there were 

any changes in the consistency with which they exhibited behaviour 

patterns as they grew older. During the first period in development,

4 to 7j weeks, renk order of litters on one predatory motor pattern wee 

highly correlated with rank order on another. For example, litters that 

held prey frequently would rear at it often. These patterns were correlated 

with the time spent an the prey. Litters that pawed or held prey often 

were slow to eat it. Approaching prey was negatively correlated with 

many predatory patterns.

During the second period, 8 to 12 weeks, many of these correlations 

between litters broke down. Correlations on oontaot measures remained 

positive but many felled to reach algnifloanoe. Taking oontaot measures, 

rolled contact and rearing, the average correlation coefficient wee 

♦0.83 in the first period and 40.53 in the second; 13 coefficients 

decreased, 2 increased. This decrease was refleeted in the table as a 

whole; 39 coefficients increased, 81 decreased. Sons new correlations 

were found: litters that sniffed prey often were slow to eat it, those



Figure 5,6 Frequency per minute per litter of 8 motor patterns used in 
social play after prey had been eaten. Median frequencies of ’running means 
of the 7 litters are plotted against increasing age. Initial rises in the 
frequencies of motor patterns appeared earlier in the approach, paw, arch, 
rear and chase measures. Kittens, unsteady on their feet, performed few 
contact patterns at this age. After week 7, hold, bite and rolled contact 
all rose but the latter two subsequently declined. Kittens showed
increasingly higher rates of chasing and fleeing.
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that showed high rates of carrying or haring rolled oontaot with prey 

ha^lcng bout lengths, and hoarier litters bit pray more often. However 

new correlations in these last two measures probably reflect the 

significant increases in variance, (end are shown in figure 5.5) • The 

change in variance is also likely to aooount for the breakdown in 

correlations with ties spent on pray. However the loes of correlations 

over the figure aa a whole cannot be accounted for in this way. Thia 

breakdown was reinforced when rank order of litters on one measure at A 

to 7i weeks was ooaipared to that on the sane measure at 8 to 12 weeks, 

rignlfioant correlations were found for no measure. In ether words, 

litters9 performance at one age was not predictive of its performance 

later on.

In addition, ae aa to provide a cheek for the results using litters, 

kittens that monopolised pray more than others were ranked on the sane 

predatory motor patterns. Correlations between nsaeuree for these 

individuals broke down at 8 to 12 weeks aa they did when litters were used.

2. SOCIAL PUT

Kittens play with each other end with objects C<gsn 1972, v<est 1^74, 

Barrett d Bateson 1578, Chapter A). Objects were net provided for kittens 

during these observation periods and the results presented below refer 

to only behaviour patterns directed by kittens to their nether or siblings. 

Appendix B shows the amount of tine kittens spent on the mother’s nipple.

With the exception of arching, ell measures of social play increased 

from the fifth to eighth week (figure 5.6 )• At thia point measures fell 

into two categories, those that remained relatively high or continued to 

increase and those that showed deereaees in frequency after 8 weeks.
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Figure 5.7 Representation of significant Spearman correlation coefficients 
between measures of social play. Litters* mean scores over sessions in the 
4 to 7 J week period were ranked on each measure and correlated with such 
ranks on other measures. The same was done in the 8 to 12 week period (N=7). 
Arrows in the 8 to 12 week period denote measures showing significant 
increases in variance from the first to second period.
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Former measures were approach, hold, rear, ohase and being chased which 

were combined together* Litter means taken from the seoond period were 

significantly greater than those from the 4 to 7^ week period for these 

measures* The seoond oategory, bite, paw and rolled oontaot were not 

slgnifioantly different between periods* Arching showed a marked lnorease 

in the fifth week but thereafter showed low frequencies*

(11) Aggoelitlom amurw aoro»a Ultra

In order to determine association between measures, litter frequencies 

were ranked cn eaeh measure and correlated with each other* Figure 5*7 

shows that many of the items of behaviour seen in social play at 4 to 7b 

weeks were slgnifioantly positively eorrelated with eaeh other* Litters 

showed similar rank orders on pawing, biting, rearing and rolled oontaot*

They also correlated on rolled oontaot, ehasing and arching, and on rearing 

and arching* The mean correlation coefficient wee *0*46. At 8 to 12 weeks 

many correlations broke dom; 27 decreased, 6 increased* The mean 

correlation coefficient was now >0*15* In addition, rank order of litters 

on one measure in the first period was not predictive of rank order on the 

same measure in the seoond period, some were even negatively correlated*

Specifically, at 8 to 12 weeks, oat oontaot patterns and rolled 

oontaot remained highly ooxrelated with eaeh other, new correlations with hold 

were probably due to the significant lnorease in variance on thia measure* 

Correlations between these measures and arching and chasing were lost 

although these latter two measures remained associated with each other*

Rearing became negatively correlated with two social oontaot patterns*

In summary, oat oontaot patterns were closely associated with eaeh 

other at both ages, but other measures, rear, arch and chase became 

dissociated from oontaot patterns later on in development*
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Figure 5.8 Representation of significant Spearman correlation coefficients 
between measures of predatory behaviour and social play. Litters1 mean 
scores over sessions in the 4 to 7-J- vzeek period were ranked on predatory 
measures and correlated with such ranks on measures of social play. The same 
was done in the 8 to 12 week period (N=7). Arrows in the 8 to 12 week 
period denote measures showing significant changes in variance between the 
two periods.
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3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL PLAY AM) PREDATORY BEHAVIOUR

Thus far, It has been found that correlations between measures of 

both predatory behaviour and social play broke down as kittens grew 

older• The neoct question to ask was whether the loss of correlations in 

the two groups of behaviour were associated with each other. It had 

been suggested that lack of correlation in sooial play measures in the 

seoond part of development could arise if different measures of play 

came increasingly under separate types of control (Barrett 4 Bateson 

1978). Sons types of oontrol oould be influencing adult systems of 

behaviour suoh as predatory behaviour. The ward system is used to refer 

to underlying mechanisms controlling a group of behaviour patterns (sea 

Hogan 4 Roper 1978). If some items of social play were differentiating 

and coming under the sane control as predatory behaviour, than correlations 

between some measures of play and predatory measures ought to increase 

with developmental age. Other measures of play should correlate lees well 

with predation if they were becoming associated with other systems.

Litters were therefore ranked with respect to 8 predatory and 9 play 

measures before and after 7r weeks, figure 5*8 shows that during the 

4 to H week period there were few sijptlfleant correlations between sooial 

and predatory measures, however 68^ of the correlations were positive. 

Litter rank order on sooial pawing was negatively correlated with predatory 

sniffing but positively with biting and carrying prey. Correlations between 

sooial holding and other patterns are likely to be unimportant as most 

litters held eaoh other so little during this period. In general litters 

that played a lot contacted prey relatively frequently.

Correlations over the 8 to 12 week period were again mostly positive 

(5$0» Considering all the correlation coefficients, rank order between 

litters on all measures was very similar to the 4 to week period)



TABLE 5al

DIFFERENCE' BETWEEN SPEARMAN CORRELATION COBFFICIhNTS CF PREDATORY

BEHAVIOUR AND PLAY AT ly-Ti AND 8-12 7/KEFS

SOCIAL PLAY
A 8 P H B R R A c
P N A 0 I 0 K R H
P I V L T L A C A

APPROACH .22

F
F

aZl

D

-2L .25

8

JB

L

aJ£

R

.15

H S
8

all a&
SNIFF all a& all a3t aSl .05 .09
PAW a^ .59 .22 1.16 a£l .26 .80 .71 M
HOLD a2L .70 -521-2& a°® 0 .61 .59 .56
BITE alZ .20 .10 1-03 .31 .18 .39 .34 .12
CARRY al2 .07 -121*12 .02 0 .58 .60 .JO
ROLL a22 .51 -°6 1*26 all a25 .64 .63 .61
REAR .23 a*3 -2i .18 all .78 .07

MEAN
CHANGE alfi .05 -25 -22 a!2 a2L .28 A4 .22
NUMBERI 
INCREASING 6 3 5 7 5 3 2 1 1
DECREASING 2 5 3 1 3 5 6 7 7

Figures underlined denote increases between the two age periods* 

Average ohanges between the time periods over all the predatory 

asoaures are shown for each measure of sooial play below the matrix, 

together with the number of correlations that increase and decrease• 

Although ohanges in correlations are not independent of each other,

a large ohange in one direction will be indicative of a change in 

association with age.
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51 correlations increased, 59 fell* Significant correlations were 

found between approaohing and predatory biting, cat sniffing and rearing 

at prey, and cat pawing and carrying prey. The Increase in variance may 

account for the association between holding and predatory sniffing. In 

sub, there were few differences in association between the two age 

periods.

More detailed examination of the correlation matrix at 8 to 12 

weeks however, revealed that some social play patterns were ouch acre 

negatively eorrelated with predatory measures than others. These were 

rearing, arohing and chasing. If the change in correlation coefficients 

between the two periods is calculated (Table 5»l)> it can be seen that 

changea in correlation between social play measures and predatory behaviour 

were not distributed randomly. For example, rearing, arching, chasing, 

sniffing and to some extent rolled oontaot showed many more decreases 

than increases. For the first 5 patterns, decreases were greater than 

inoreaaea. Other patterns such as approaohing and biting showed average 

increases (shown below the matrix) over all the predatory measures between 

the time periods.

These results using litter frequencies were checked by performing the 

analysis an individual kittens. Results were remarkably similar, once 

changes in social play variance had been taken into account, for example, 

rearing and chasing correlations decreased despite expected rises due to 

increased variance. Approaehlng increased whereas rolled oontaot showed 

little change with respect to predation. Holding increased and sniffing 

and arching decreased aa in the litter analysis, but pawing and biting 

decreased more than expected from the litter; analysis; litter

results on these measures should thus be treated with more caution.

In sum, some items of play were becoming more closely associated with 

predatory behaviour aa the kittens grew older, others were becoming leas 

associated.



Figure 5.9 Median ratio of motor patterns directed towards prey to those
directed towards siblings or mother while prey was present, for 7
litters plotted against increasing kitten age. Points below the 0.5 line
indicate litters played more with each other than prey, points above 0,5
indicate more of that behaviour was prey directed. Significance levels
refer to matched-pairs comparisons made between litter means before and
after 7-1 weeks of age. On rolled contact, pawing and biting, ratios were
significantly higher after 7l- weeks. Although mouse and bird litter bite
ratios behaved differently, they were combined together as both correlated
positively with age (N=17, r =0.80, p^O.OOl; r =0.43, p'xO.l respectively). S -S
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4. THE TIKILC 0? PLAY AND PREDATORY BiHAVIOUR

It was previously stated (Chapter 2) that the presenoe of prey 

had an inhibiting effect on sooial play. Frequency of all play patterns 

was significantly higher after prey had been consumed; kittens showed 

little oat directed behaviour if prey was present. However the relation

ship between these two aetivltles altered as kittens grew older. By 

plotting the ratio of predatory behaviour to sooial play while prey was 

present for eaoh measure, the change oould be examined in detail.

Figure $.9 shows that after the seventh week most behaviour patterns 

were prey dlreeted. However approaohing showed no trend from the fourth 

to twelvth week, kittens approaohed eaoh other slightly more often than 

prey. Litters sniffed oats little and they sniffed prey more In the early 

part of development. On the oontaot measures a dear pattern was seen. 

Ratios inoreased from sero in the ease of pawing and holding, to unity 

between weeks 4 and 7. Kittens played more with eaoh other at the start 

of this period, more with prey at the and. Thereafter litters played with 

prey almost exclusively. Rolled oontaot was exhibited little in the first 

two weeks of observation but waa dlreeted at kittens in the sixth weak.

Thereafter it was used towards prey to a varying degree. Rearing was only 

sporadically dlreeted at prey.

In short, kittens approaohed, pawed and held eaoh other at 4 weeks.

By 5 weeks they were beginning to in terse t with prey, in about equal 

proportion to interacting with eaoh other. During weeks f> nnd 7, predatory 

behaviour had inoreased enormously oomoared to sooial play. From than on 

little social play was witnessed in the presenoe of prey.

These results in di oa ted that kittens' behaviour waa first direoted 

towards each other and then switched to prey. Evidenoe of suoh a switch 

in interest came from the amount of attention that one litter paid to oata
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Figure 5,10 Ratio of the percentage time that kittens B, C and D watched 
prey to the percentage time they watched each other or their mother summed 
for the 3 kittens. This ratio was positively correlated with kitten age 
(N=17, r =0.74, p<0.00l). Points less than 0.5 indicate that attention 
was focussed more on cats than on prey.
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and to prey. In this litter both attention paid to prey and to Bother 

and siblings was scored on a JO seoond point saaple basis, while the 

prey was present. FigureSlO shows that during weeks 4 to 6, attention 

was focussed more on lltteraates than on prey. Although this result 

ooms from one litter only, taken together with data showing that the 

sane motor patterns were directed towards different recipients as kittens 

grew older, suggested that predatory behaviour develops later than aoolal 

pity*

piacoaaiat

1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PREDATORY BEHAVIOUR

This study and that of Baerends-van Roon A Baerends (1979) showed 

that kittens spent longer interacting with prey as they developed, though 

the nuaber of bouts on prey decreased. Although there was variation between 

litters, they started to kill prey from weeks onwards; the majority of 

3aerenda~van Roon and Baerends* kittens first killed in their sixth week. 

Kittens ate prey earlier than killing it, as the Bother actively participated 

in bringing food to her offspring (Leyhauaen 1965, -wer 1969, Chapters 4 

and 6).

Most individual notor patterns involved in predatory behaviour showed 

slow increases from about the fifth week onwards, niffing and approaohing 

prey showed slightly earlier rises. Biting increased sharply after week 6 

corresponding to Leyhauaen* s (1965) emergence of the killing bite. Rearing 

increased end then fell after weeks corresponding to the rise and fall 

in rearing that Barrett A Bateson (1978) found; they combined rearing 

at objeets with that directed at kittens. Of oourse the changes observed

in all these measures oannot be treated as definitive for two reasons.

Firstly, several factors may affect predatory development, for example
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litter else could affect predation through competition (leyhauaen 1965, 

Basrenda-van Roon A Baerenda 1979* Chapter 6), priy else is known to 

influenoe predatory behaviour in adults (Blben 1979) and aa Koepke &

Pribram (1971) have shown, the amount of milk intake can have consequences 

for developmental prooeaaea* Secondly, these results do not attempt to 

separate the effeots of age end experience (Polaky 1977b for an example). 

Changes in motor coordination aa well as body size could give rise to 

increased rates of predatory behaviour. Adult eats show increased rates 

of predatory behaviour with increasing experience (Chapter 4) and this 

would presumably apply to kittens as well. Moreover age related and 

experiental factors are likely to have interactive effeots. Thus ohanges 

in predatory behaviour will to some extent depend on experimental design.

During the 4 to week period, moat predatory measures were found 

to be well correlated with eeoh other but correlations broke down at

8 to 12 weeks. This break down oould not be attributed to significant 

changes in variance between the time periods. One explanation for this 

breakdown oould be that litters were performing certain predatory patterns 

at very low frequencies (Bateson 1978), however this would only apply to 

one or two measures such as rearing or perhaps sniffing prey. Alternatively, 

some measures were reaching a kind of behavioural * ceiling*, all the 

litters were performing a motor pattern as fast as they could, bcamination 

of the data showed this to be unlikely; litters showed quite different 

scores on all predatory measures.

A more likely explanation for the breakdown in correlation is that 

litters were specialising in their predatory skills. Certainly some 

litters employed motor patterns at much higher rates than others later 

on In development, for example in the rate they pawed mioe. Variance
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between litters waa large on thia measure in older kittens. If one

or two litters A owed high frequencies of oertain motor patterns,

correlations would break do*. Apparent specialisation oould also arise 

if some litters were not catching prey. In these litters, approaohing 

and sniffing night inorease in relation to pawing, or rolled oontaot might 

decline. If these litters had previously caught prey using oontaot 

patterns, the correlations between, for instance, sniffing and pawing 

would now disappear. One litter did fail to eatoh prey in the last two 

weeks of observation and would provide a souroe of variation in the data.

Finally, the breakdown oould reflect a reorganisation of behaviour, 

for example, the lowered frequency with which kittens rear at prey aa 

they grow older could be beoause this behaviour was becoming increasingly 

under the oontrol of a system other than that controlling predatory behaviour. 

This idea of several types of oontrol will be returned to later.

In short, the breakdown in the 8 to 12 week period reflects a number 

of possibilities suoh as lowered rates of oertain behavioural items, 

apparent specialisation and reorganisation of predatory behaviour with 

age.

2. SOCIAL PMY

Unfortunately definitions of sooial play in this study do not 

completely overlap those of West (1974) or Barrett A Bateson (1978).

’.feat did not record ohanges in frequency of individual play patterns with 

time, making comparisons difficult. Although the rate of arohing per 

kitten was about half that In Barrett A Bateson’s study, arohing peaked at 

about 6 weeks in both oases. Rearing at oats continued to rise after 

7 weeks, whereas rearing at eats and objects declined in their study; 

rates were similar. Wrestling in Barrett A Bateson’s study oould not be
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compared with rolled oontaot In thia study aa their definition included 

"kioking with hindlegs another oat or objeot”. Cat oontaot In their 

study lnoluded the paw, hold and bite definitions of the study, and when 

these three patterns were combined the curves In the two studies had 

similar height and form. However no significant decrease was found 

after 7i weeks as Barrett d Bateson had found. This was probably because 

oat oontaot patterns In this study were relatively low in early weeks, 

obscuring s statistical difference between the two time periods. West 

noted a decrease in the number of play sequences containing three kittens 

after week 7« finally, chasing and being ehased showed a steady lnorease 

over time corresponding to the Increased representation of ohase In 

West*a play sequences at 12 weeks.

In summary than, most social play patterns recorded in thia study 

corresponded to those In other studies, In frequency end in the way they 

changed with age. Thus soolal play appears to be relatively unaffected by 

the faot that kittens had recently been exposed to prey.

Most measures of soolal play at 4 to 7^ weeks were highly correlated 

with eaeh other. At 8 to 12 weeks several correlations broke down; these 

were not correlations between oat contact measures. This result is similar 

to that of Barrett d Bateson, and as In their study, rank order on one 

measure at 4 to 7^ weeks was not predictive of rank order at 8 to 12 

weeks. Their only exception to this rule was oat oontaot, measures of 

Which were well correlated at both tinea in this study. The loss of 

oorrelatlona between measures of oat contact and rearing, arching and 

chasing as litters aged was not attributable to ohanges in variance, to 

specialisation or to very low frequencies of behaviour; litters employed 

play patterns st similar frequencies. Methodological Interpretations 

failed to aeoouht for thia change. It seems likely therefore that a 

reorganisation of behaviour had ooeurred between these two time periods.
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Thia hypothesis was strongly supported when associations between play 

and predatory behaviour were made over the two time periods.

3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETAKEN SOCIAL PLAT AND PREDATORY BEHAVIOUR

A hen litters were rank ordered on play and predatory measures, the 

wean ohanges in correlation coefficients as the animals grew older was 

revealing. Arohing showed a mean decrease of OJA In correlations with 

predatory measures. In kittens over 10 weeks old, it becomes increasingly 

difficult to separate arohing from dorsal piloereetlon (pers obs); these 

patterns tend to merge together. Piloereetlon is seen in adult agonlstlo 

encounters and arohing la never seen in predatory behaviour. It therefore 

Meme likely that arohing la becoming increasingly under oontrol of the 

same factors that oontrol agonlstlo behaviour. Chasing which showed a 

mean decrease of 0.22 Is probably under the asms influence: It waa still 

correlated with arohing at 8 to 12 weeks. Many adult agonlstlo encounters 

terminate In a chase. Social rearing too becomes dissociated from predatory 

behaviour (mean doorcase 0.26). However it Is not seen in agonlstlo 

behaviour and did not significantly oorrelate with arch and chase at 8 to 

12 weeks. This pattern is probably used in communicating play intention, 

West (1974) found it was used in 24% of play Initiations at 12 weeks.

Approaohing and biting siblings showed mean increases in their 

correlations with sooial play implying that they were ooaing under the 

oontrol of the same system as predatory behaviour. However the mean 

decrease in correlations of 0.01 when kittens were used in analysis implies 

that biting may have bean under the influence of another system to some 

extent. It is of oourse found in agonlstlo behaviour.

Correlational ohanges for holding and sniffing siblings must be 

disregarded. Holding siblings showed a significant inorease in varianoe 

(F«7.5k, p<0.05) in the 8 to 12 week period; correlations might be



expeoted to increase. The decrease in variance in social sniffing

was probably instrumental in reducing the average correlation in the 

seoond period. Sooial sniffing was rare after 8 weeks.

Finally even though sooial pawing was correlated with prey 

carrying, both it and rolled contact showed only marginal ohanges between 

the two tine periods. Although both are seen in predation, the former 

when delivering a blow to prey (Leyhauaen 1965) and the latter when 

reking large prey with the beck legs, these patterns are also seen in 

adult agonistic behaviour. Attacking oats will strike opponents with 

their forepaws. Cate in defensive posture roll over with their paws 

facing their adversary. Indeed, occasionally only kitterib shoulders 

oontactei the ground when playing, whioh was particularly reminiscent 

of the adult defensive posture. It seems likely therefore that these 

two items of play were ooming under the oontrol of two systems, hence the 

lack of ohange In their mean correlations with predatory behaviour.

To summarise, the breakdown in correlations between some measures of 

sooial play suggested reorganisation of behaviour with age. The differential 

association of these patterns with predatory behaviour showed why this 

reorganisation occurs. »*oae items of play were becoming increasingly 

dissociated from predation, others were becoming associated. ”uch

differentiation la likely to refb ot the fact that different play patterns 

were increasingly coming under separate types of control.

4. THE TIMING OP PLAT AND PRSDATORY BEHAVIOUR

To conolude, the timing of the onset of sooial play and predatory 

behaviour was examined. The results olearly demonstrated that under the 

experimental conditions, some measures of social play started before 

predatory play. Only during the fifth week did predatory behaviour start. 

This is not beoauae strength is required to handle prey aa the prey was,
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with one exception, dispatched by the Bother during the first four 

test sessions* Approaching, pawing, holding and rolled contact with 

dead prey do not require more strength than doing the same with siblings* 

Prey availability was as great as sibling availability, prey was brought 

to kittens by the mother who would oall them to it (Chapter 6). It was 

often left with them in the neatbox. Prey could have been less available 

in that it did not move and so attracted less attention than a moving 

sibling; however prey were eaten by kittens during the first four tests; 

they were not unaware of its presence. A more likely explanation of the 

discrepancy in onset of social and predatory play is that the latter 

system has not matured by four weeks, and aa the onealitter showed, 

kittens* attention is focussed on each other not on prey during this 

time. It appears then, that although motor patterns are the same in form, 

recipients of these patterns change with age* Using this as a criterion, 

predation develops later than social play in kittens* This result 

together with the knowledge that objeot play shows a large increase between 

the seventh and eighth week (Barrett d Bateson 1978) highlights the timing 

of stages in kitten development.

SUMMARY

This chapter related ohanges in soolal play of kittens to the 

development of predatory behaviour* Firstly, it documented the develop

ment of predatory motor patterns in young oats between the age of 4 and 12 

weeks* Correlations between measures of predatory behaviour were found 

to break down in the 8 to 12 week period of development. Secondly, it 

examined the development of social play over the same time oourse.

Correlations between some measures of play were also found to break down
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between 6 and 12 weeks of age. Finally, measures of social play

were correlated with measures of predatory behaviour before and after 

8 weeks of age. Some measures of play were found to show Increased 

correlations with predatory behaviour as kittens grew older, others 

were found to show less association with age. It was concluded that these 

changes in association between measures of play and predation probably 

reflect a reorganisation of play behaviour. Different play patterns 

appeared to increasingly come under separate types of control as the 

kittens developed. one patterns were becoming controlled by the same 

factors as those controlling predatory behaviour, others by those factors 

that oontrol agonistic behaviour.

In addition, the relationship between the timing of the onset

of sooial play and predatory behaviour was examined.



CHAPTER 6

PREDATORY BEHAVIOUR Di SCHSSTIC CAT MOTORS
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Past research on asternal behaviour In domestic eats has provided 

quantitative descriptions of the part that Bothers play In the nalntenanee 

of suckling behaviour (e«g» Rosenblatt, Turkewlts A Sohnelrla 1959) and 

In the decline of maternal care (Rosenblatt A Sohnelrla 1962). An important 

e hares t eristic of asternal behaviour In felids, namely the change In 

mother's predatory behaviour as her offspring develop (e«g. Sohenkel 1966, 

Schaller 1967) has never been given such a quantitative base although 

good descriptions for doacstle eats can be found In leyhauaen (1965), Ewer 

(1969) end Baersnda-van Roon A Baerends (1979). The Introduction of prey 

to offspring by Bother oats appears to Involve a fora of satemal encourage

ment (Ewer 1969), As such encouragement Is seldom seen In lower mammals 

and has never been examined quantitatively, It eeeas particularly important 

that attention be foouesed on the ohanges In predatory behaviour of mother 

oats as their kittens grow older.

Previous studies had found that kittens that were exposed to prey 

In the presence of their mother showed Increased rates of killing and other 

predatory behaviour when they were tested both as kittens (Kuo 1950) and 

aa adults (Chapter 4). However the mechanism by whloh mother eats were 

able to bring about such an improvement remain unknown. Although oata 

arc known to be capable of observational learning (John et a^ 1968,

Chealer 1969), this faot sheds no light on how mothers might be able to 

exploit such a oharaoterlatle of their kittens. Descriptions of mothers 

bringing live prey to their offspring and reoapturlng it If It esoapea 

do however suggest that kittens* attention might be increasingly drawn 

towards prqy. This study then, relates ohanges In maternal predatoxy 

behaviour to that of the kittens. peoiflcally it shows how mother’s 

predatory behaviour la associated with and is affected by the predatory
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Figure G.l From top to bottom: median time that 7 mothers spent 
interacting with prey expressed in minutes, median number of bouts 
spent on prey, and median mean bout length that mothers spent on 
prey as their kittens grew older* Time spent on prey was • . "
significantly lower after 7-2' vzeeks*
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behaviour of her kittens, end how her presence effeots their predatory 

motor patterns. More importantly it demonstrates the significance of 

the mother’s behaviour for her litter.

Competition between siblings is also discussed.

RESULTS

1. MOTHERS’ PREDATORY BEHAVIOUR

(i) Bouts, killing aad eating pr^r

Figure 6.1 shows that the median time that mothers spent Interacting 

with prey decreased sharply between weeks 4 and 5 and remained low there

after. Mothers showed a decreasing number of bouts interacting with prey 

as the kittens grew older? this reached a low but oonstant level at 7 

weeks. Mean bout length showed a slight decline with age remaining at 

about 20 scocnda moat of the time.

Using the definition of a bout as e stream of behaviour directed 

towards the pray, the number of mother’s bouts that were started while a 

kitten was on the prey or started in less than 10 seoonds of the termination 

of a kitten bout was calculated. Table 6.1 shows that In 6 out of 7 litters, 

across the 4 to 12 week age span, mothers were more likely to Initiate a 

bout on the prey when no animal was interacting with It then when a kitten 

wsa on the prey. Thia was slgnlfloant for 4 of them. One litter, FG-H, 

showed the reverse? however data were only taken from the seventh week 

onwards for this litter. Indeed, examination of the data revealed that mother 

bouts were more likely to start after no oat had been on the prey in the 

previous 10 seconds than if a kitten had been on the prey in that time, 

but thia wee true only for the 4 to 7i week period not between 8 and 12 

weeks. These results indicate that when kittens were young, mothers 

interacted with prey when their offspring were not interacting with it.

whereas later on mothers were aa likely to interact with prey whether or



Fimre 6,2 From top to bottom (lefthand side): the percent of sessions that 
mothers killed prey, the percent of sessions that mothers ate prey at all, 
and the median percent of time that the 7 mothers attended to prey with 
respect to increasing kitten age. (Righthand side): the median latency with 
which mothers killed prey, the median latency with which they ate prey 
before their kittens did, and the median duration of time mothers ate prey, 
plotted against increasing kitten age. Mothers killed prey significantly 
less often after 7^ weeks.



ZABLE.

SESSIONS IN h!HCH MOTHERS SPENT SOME (F THE TIME IN EATING PREY

N means that prey was not killed during this session

SESSION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 1} 14 15 16 17 Total
week 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

LITTER

FGH z z z N N 3
out z z z z z 5
HCL z z z z z z 6

FES z z z z 4
BFL z z z z N N N N 4
BCD z z 2

CSF z z z z z z z z z z z z z z 14
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not a kitten was on the prey® The nature of thia interaction ia

oonaidered below®

Figure 6®2 shows that eothers killed prey progressively leas often 

after week 5® Thia decrease was reflected in the latency with which 

mothera killed pray® It rose to maximal level* during weak 6 whan Boat 

mothers did not kill® The rise in latency corses after the fhll in percent 

kills aa prey waa still killed quickly by those mothers that did kill 

in weeks 5 and 6® Little change was seen In the percent of sessions that 

mothers ate prey although there was a alight fall in the first week® 

Latencies to eat prey before kittens did were lower in the first week too® 

Individual differences between mothera were marked® Table 6®II shows that 

in sone litters, mothers ate prey little in early weeks and left it for 

their kittens even though the latter mi^it not eat it® This was true for 

7SS and BCD litters, who interestingly had the sane mother. Other mothers 

ate prey early on even though they Bight leave some for kittens® Finally, 

some mothers ate prpy in later testa (CSP), usually after kittens had 

finished with it® In sub, figure 6.2 shows that the duration of eating prey 

decreased at 5 weeks, after whioh most mothers ate little® Vothers attended 

to prey about !»O or 5<# cf the time in each session®

Figure 6.3 shows that the rate of vocalising by Bothers in the 

presence of prey decreased with kitten age (Spearman correlation N*17, 

rg»-O®5k» p<0®03) • However aean vocalisations before 7? weeks were not 

signiflosntly greater than after this period® But in the main, mothera 

called kittens towards prey raorc in early weeks than in later weeks®

To sum up, using a number of measures, It was apparent that Bothers* 

involvement in predatory behaviour decreased between the fourth and sixth 

week of her offspring*! life®



Figure G,5 Median frequency per minute of vocalizations made by 7 mothers 
in the presence of prey, plotted against increasing kitten age* Sird 
exposed mothers called significantly more often than their mouse exposed 
counterparts in the 8 to 12 week period (U=0, p<0.05).
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Figure G»4 Frequency per minute of 5 motor patterns used by 
mothers on prey. Median frequency of the 7 mothers is plotted 
against increasing kitten age* There was a trend (p<0.1) to 
sniff prey more often before 7-jjr weeks than after it* Mothers 
bit prey significantly less often after 74- weeks of kitten age*
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(ii) Predatoxy aotor patterns

Only 5 motor patterns ware shorn at relatively high frequencies 

by mothers towards prey. These are shown in figure 6.4, Mother's approached 

pray at similar rates throughout kitten development, however sniffing pray 

deoliamd with kitten age. The rate of pawing prey fell during the fifth 

week and remained at low levels. Biting prey also declined in frequency 

from week 4 to 7. Little change was noted In the frequency with whloh prey 

was earxded, usually towards kittens, over the period of observation.

In sue, 3 of the mother’s predatoxy measures decreased in rate with 

kittens* age; mothers performed all 5 motor patterns at low frequencies 

after kittens were 7 weeks old.

2. THE EFFECT OF MOTHER'S PREDATORY BEHAVIOUR ON KITTEN PREDATION

(i) t-nrfiiBTwft —» **m
Changes in mothers’ behaviour dearly occurred with increasing kitten 

age. Kittens* behaviour towards prey also changed as they grew older 

(Chapter 5). In order to determine whether these changea were associated 

with each other, mothers’ behaviour was correlated with that of litters* 

across the 4 to 12 week pexdod. Median scores at eaeh age were uaed in 

Spearman rank order correlations for all measures, Figure 6,5 shows the 

significant correlation coefficients between mothers* and litters* behaviour 

over the 17 sessions.

Mothers’ measures oan be viewed as belonging to 2 groups: those 

associated with killing prey, including sniffing, and those associated with 

the time mothers spent interacting with prey, Taking the first group, the 

measures of sniffing, biting and percent sessions that mothers killed prey 

correlated significantly negatively with the motor patterns that litters 

directed towards prey, with the percentage of sessions that litters killed 

and ate prqy, with the aaount of attention paid to prey and with the mean
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Figure 6,5 Spearman rank order correlation matrix of mother’s 
predatory behaviour ranked against litter predatory measures over 
the 4 to 12 week period. Median scores for the 7 mothers were 
obtained for each session and were ranked against median litter 
scores on the same session. This was repeated for each measure 
on every session (N=17). Significant correlations at the p^O.OOl 
level are shown. Even though bird exposed mothers called more 
than mouse exposed mothers, scores have been combined because 
they were positively correlated with each other (N=17, rs=0„G4, 
p<0.001).
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bout length litters spent on prey. The latency with whioh mothers

killed prey showed significant positive correlations with these neasurea 

of kitten behaviour. The seoond group of Bothers* neasurea, number of 

bouts, tine spent on prey and mean bout length showed significant negative 

correlations with litter oontaot patterns, attention paid to prey, litter 

mean bout length and the percent of sessions that litters killed and ate 

prey. Positive oorrelatlons were found on the latencies with whioh litters 

killed and ate prey.

In addition, litters had longer mean bout lengths on prey the less 

tines mothers ate It. The more raothers pawed prey, the less time thdr 

offspring spent eating It. The mother attention and litter sniff correlation 

waa probably spurious, finally, although mouse and bird litters behaved 

Independently (Chapter 5), Utters had more bouts interacting with prey, 

the more often their Bothers oarried it; mothers usually oarried prey to

their kittens.

In summary, litters showed higher frequencies of motor patterns 

and Inoreased levels of killing and eating prey ae nothers spent less time 

on the prey and made fewer kills.

(li) r-ff»ot of the ara»«nc« of the eothw

Although oorrelatlons showed that the predatory behaviour of kittens 

Inoreased as that of the nothers decreased, the association oould have been 

related to other variables. Far example, the change In kitten predatory 

behaviour oould have been primarily affeoted by age-related faotors, while 

that of the mother dependent an changing hormone levels following 

parturition. In order to test this, predatory behaviour of kittens In the 

presenoe of their Bother was oompared to the 30 minute sessions when the

mother waa absent. Data ware split into sessions occurring before and♦ <
those ooourring after 7y weeks. Bird and nouae exposed litters were



TABLS^III

L OT THE MOBUat OK THL BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS OP KITTENS FOR
MOUSE AND BIRD LITTERS

Figures refer to significant inoreases in rates of behaviour 
between sessions with, and sessions without the mother. Signifi
cant deoreases are underlined. Numbers too snail to test beeause 
of ties are denoted by XXXX. All tests are tlloaxon two-tailed.

MOUSE EXPOSED LITTERS BIRD EXPOSED LITTERS
BEHAVIOUR JcZi £12 6-12 *Mfcs

Approach <0.02
Sniff <0.01 <0.02
Paw <0.02
Hold XXXX <0,0]. <0.05
Bite <0.02
Cany XXXX XXXX
Roll XXXX <0.05
Rear XXXX XXXX
Attention <0.05
Kill latency XXXX XXXX
Eat latency <0.05 <0.05 <0.1
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separated for this analysis because young kittens found it difficult to 

climb trees in order to catch birds. Using data taken from focal animals, 

the median mouse exposed litters' soore while mother was present waa 

compared to that when the mother was absent on each day of testing; the 

same was done for bird exposed litters. This Is shown in Table 6 .ITT for

measures of behaviour.

Many comparisons in the mouse exposed litters before 7i weeks 

oould not be tested because of the large number of seros producing ties, 

however it oan be seen that mothers* presence had little effect on those 

predatory measures that oould be tested. Nevertheless when data were

inad over the first 4 test sessions, frequencies were higher in the 

mother's presence. Comparing sessions with and without mother on 6 measures, 

approaeh, sniff, paw, hold, bite and oarry, all showed higher mean rates 

over these early sessions when the mother was present (Wilsaxon two-tailed 

test N«6, TwO, p(O.O5). Mother's presenoe therefore had an effect on the 

predatory patterns of their kittens in dealing with mioe early on in 

development.

In the seoond period, from 8 to 12 weeks, mother's presenoe had 

little effect, although mioe were held less and eaten earlier. Kittens took 

longer to eat mice in their mother's absence although this result eannot be 

tested statistically as sessions with the mother were longer than those 

without her; this measure is not shorn In Table 6.ITT.

In oontrast to the mouse exposed litters, bird exposed litters 

were substantially affected by tte presence of the mother early on. All 

motor patterns ttat oould be tested showed significant Increases In rate 

in tte presenoe of the mother. Sating started earlier and continued for 

longer. In tte 8 to 12 week period, the mother had little effect on kitten
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predatory behaviour although kittens sniffed birds more often and there 

was a trend to start eating earlier*

In sumriary, kittens* predatory behaviour towards nice was 

influenced by their mother’s presence in the first 2 weeks of exposure to 

prey, while that of bird exposed kittens in the first 4 weeks of exposure*

(111) MechanlBM by which moth«r» niter kitten tlxafeL.

Thus fhr the presence of the mother has been shown to affect kitten 

predatory behaviour, at least initially* Also, adult predatory behaviour 

had been shown to lnorease If the nother was present when Individuals were 

expoeed to prey ae kittens (Chapter 4)* Evidence for one of the ways In 

which mothers eight bring about such ohanges oomes fron the order in which

■others and kittens were seen to Interact with prey* The number of tines 

that a kitten bout cn the prey followed another kitten was compared to the 

number of tines It followed its nether* Following here means within lees 

than 10 seoonds of the previous bout’s termination, or while that bout 

was occurring. By adding up the number of times that kittens followed 

either their Bothers or their siblings, at every age, and correcting for the 

nuaber of siblings or nether bouts that were available for then to follow, 

kittens in every litter followed their Bothers acre often than they did 

their siblings (Table 6*17)* The differences were significant for 6 out of 

7 litters* This result indicated that kittens were more likely to follow 

or interrupt their mother’s bouts than they were their siblings* bouts*

In addition, the mean bout length of kittens following other bouts 

in lees than 10 seconds was determined; those following mother and those 

following siblings were separated* Table 6»V shows that In all litters 

exoept one, mean bout length of kittens on prey was greater If the bout 

followed their mother in less than 10 seoonds than if it followed their 

sibling* This was significant for 5 out of 7 litters and a trend (p<0*1)
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was seen for one of them. Thio indicated that kitten bouts on the prey 

were longer when they followed their mother.

The role of the mother was further highlighted when the number of 

kitten bouts following other bouts in less than 10 seconds was considered* 

Most kittens were more likely to have a bout on the prey within less then 

10 seconds of the previous bout (be It mother’s or siblings'), than in more 

than 10 seconds after it (mean of median number of bouts following 7»82, 

not following in leas than 10 seconds 6.18, Wllooxon two-tailed test N«15, 

T«18, p<0.02). Although this was not true for all litters when analysed 

independently, indeed 2 litters showed the reverse, most kittens appeared 

to interact with prey soon after another animal. However, when mother 

bouts were removed from this analysis, and the number of kitten bouts 

following a sibling in less than 10 seconds and those following no sibling 

in less then 10 seconds ware compared, it was found that kittens were 

significantly less likely to interact with prey in the 10 seconds after a 

sibling bad been on it, (mean of median number of bouts following 3 >94, 

not following in less than 10 seconds 6.18, Vllooxon two-tailed test N«*11, 

T«8, p<0.05). In short, kittens were more likely to interact with prey 

after a oat had been on it if the mother was included in the analysis, but 

less likely If she was eoroluded. Mothers dearly had an important role in 

getting kittens to interact with prey.

3. COMPETITION BETWEEN siblings and attention paid TO PREY

This last result also points to the role of competition between 

siblings in preventing llttermates from interacting with prey. Kittens 

were less likely to interact with prey Just after, or while their siblings 

were on it. Further evidenoe for suoh competition ooaes from the attention 

that siblings paid to prey. The amount of attention that an animal paid 

to prey oould of oourse include time interacting with it, and this had
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Figure 6.6 Attention that kittens in 4 bird and 3 mouse exposed litters 
paid to prey. The ordinate shows the value of the G-statistic obtained 
by comparing the observed distribution of how litters attended to prey 
against the expected binomial distribution. This is plotted against 
increasing kitten age for each litter. Points below the p^O.05 level 
indicate that kittens were attending to prey independently of each other. 
Those above the line and surrounded by a square indicate that kittens were 
attending to prey alone, more often than expected by chance; those without 
squares, more often together than expected by chance. The bottom righthand 
graph shows the percentage of litters in which kittens were attending to 
prey (a) more often together (o—) and (b) more often alone than
expected by chance (□-- D)t plotted against increasing kitten age. (a) is
significantly greater before 7^ weeks, (b) shows a trend to be greater 
after 7X weeks.
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been shown to increase significantly with age (Chapter 5). -Very JO 

seconds the attention of all kittens was point sampled with respect to 

prey and the percent of time that one, two, three or no kittens watched 

prey was calculated* The aaount of attention that kittens paid to prey 

was found not to be independent of how many other kittens were attending 

to the prey. This is shown in figure 6*6, A G-statistio ("okal & RMf 

1969) was used to test whether kittens were watohing prey independently 

of each other on sessions when the nother was absent* ibqpeeted values of 

the nuaber of kittens that watched prey simultaneously were calculated 

using a binomial distribution* In figure 6.6, pointe above the line on 

the ordinate are significant st the 0.05 level* Points inside a square 

indicate that kittens were watohing prey by themselves eore often than 

would be expected by chance. These tend to be found later on in kitten 

development. Points not surrounded by a square indicate that kittens 

eere watehing prey together acre often than would be expected. These tend 

to be found in earlier weeks. In faot kittens that watched prey more whan 

other kittens paid attention to it, did so slgnifioantly more often before

weeks of age than after It, when the percent of sessions kittens in 

7 litters watched prey together over the 2 tire periods was compared 

(’ ileoxon two-tailed test N®6, Trf), p<0.05). This is shorn in the bottom 

righthand comer of figure 6.6. There was also a trend for prey to be 

watched by single kittens more often than expected by chance after 7| 

weeks T«O, p<O.i). Litters BCD and HCL show this clearly.

To summarise, in the early part of development, in weeks 4 and 5, prey 

was attended to little by kittens and they watched prey independently of 

each other. In weeks 6, 7 and 8, kittens attended to prey simultaneously, 

more than would be expected by chance. Finally, fro® week R onwards 

kittens watched prey alone sore than expected. The exception, litter BFL, 

failed to eatoh prey in any observation period.
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Figure G.7 The mother’s influence on kittens’ attention. The ordinate 
shows the percent time that any kitten attended to prey at the same time 
as its mother over the percent time it attended to prey at all, expressed 
as a ratio. The median ratio of the 7 litters was then plotted against 
increasing kitten age and was found to be significantly negatively 
correlated with age (N=17, r =-0.57, p<0.02). Inter-quartile ranges 
are shown.
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Finally, io return to the role of the mother in influencing kittens* 

interest in the prey, the percent of time that litters watched prey while 

their mother watched it was calculated. As before, the attention that 

both mother and kittens gave to prey was point sampled every 30 seconds 

in tests when the mother waa present, and the percent of tine that any 

kitten watched prey while the mother was watching it was determined. The 

percent time that kittens watched prey alone or with their siblings was 

also calculated. These scores were then expressed as a ratio of each other 

for ell 7 litters. The median ratio was then found for each session.

This is shown in figure 6.7; scores greater than 0.5 indicate that kittens 

watohed prey more while their mothers attended to it, those at the 0.5 level 

indicate that the mother had no effect on how much kittens watched prey.

The figure shows that in the first 2 weeks of exposure to prey, kittens 

watched prey more while their mothers watched it. ^fter week 6, mothers* 

attention made little impact on them.

DISCUSSION

The sequence with which domestic oat mothers introduce their kittens 

to prey has been described by Leyhauaen (1965)> Ewer (1965) and Baerenda- 

van Boon A Baerenda (1979)♦ During the fourth week of kitten life 

mothers bring deed prey to their kittens and eat it in their presmoe.

Later they bring back dead prey but fail to eat it. Later still, live 

prey is brought to the kittens who manipulate it; mothers are instrumental 

in recapturing it if it escapes. Finally mothers play little part in prey 

oatching at all; their offspring have become efficient predators.

Data presented in this study have shown these observations to ba 

particularly insightful. Mothers ware first to eat prey only in the first 

week of exposure, then eating latency inoreaeed and the time spent eating
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prey declined quickly* Although there were Individual diffeivnoea 

between nothers, they ate little prey after week 5 and spent little tine 

on It. As kittens grew older nothers ate less prey; the percent sessions 

nothers killed prey declined and the latency to kill rose. Pawing, biting 

and sniffing prey, patterns associated with its dispatch, dropped to low 

levels. The number of bouts on the prey showed a slow decline over this 

period. During this tine and up to week 8, mothers interacted with prey 

if their kittens had not been interacting with it for a tine. In other 

words, they might retrieve live prey for their kittens or interact with 

prey after their kittens had left it. They did not interrupt kitten 

bouts. This, together with the relatively high rates of vocalising and 

carrying prey to kittens served to reawaken kittens* interest in it. 

later on, as kittens becaae better prey oatchers there was less need or 

ooportunity to oall kittens to prey, they were already on it. Vocalising 

declined with kitten age end after 8 weeks nothers did not wait more than 

10 seconds before they followed a kitten bout. Indeed sone mothers ate 

prey in later sessions and all continued to pay attention to prey up 

until week 12.

The change in mothers* predatory behaviour appeared to correspond 

to kittens* increasing predatory skills. Firstly, many of mothers* 

nredatory neasurea were negatively correlated with the increasing skills 

of their offspring, for example in the rate that mothers and littore bit 

prey. Secondly, the interdiHtation of her bouts on the prey with those of 

her kittens and the attention that nothers paid to prey indicated that 

mothers were aware of the results of their kittens* shortcomings. They 

interacted with prey when kittens had lost it. Finally there were 

differences in the rates at which kittens became competent predators and

mothers too showed variation in the deeline of their predatory behaviour.
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However 41 haa yet to be shorn that individual mothers oan respond 

differentially to differences In kittens’ prey catching skills*

Previous work had shorn that mothers have a long term effeet on 

their offspring’s predatory skills (Chapter 4). Kittens which had been 

exposed to mioe with their mother present were better at eatohlng mice 

when tested as adults, than kittens that had experienced mice only in their 

mother’s aba eno e» This study showed that mothers have a short term effect 

on their offspring’s predatory skills too* Even among those kittens that 

experienced prey with their mothers, such animals were less adept at prey 

oatohing when their mother was absent. This was not attributable to 

subjects being appreciably more distressed in their anther’s absenee; 

kittens frequently attempted to interact with prey. The effect was found 

in the first 2 weeks for mouse exposed subjects and during the first 4 

weeks of exposure when bird exposed kittens were considered. Although this 

latter result was due to experimental design, mothers were able to retrieve 

birds after they had flown into the branches of trees, it is likely that 

young kittens in the wild will find it comparatively difficult to pursue 

avian prey* These results support the notion that the mother’s predatory 

behaviour directly affeoted that of her kittens*

One of th© ways in whloh mothers might influenoe the predatory

behaviour of their kittens was found from the order in whloh kittens

interacted with prey* Kittens were more likely directly to follow or

interrupt their mothers* bouts than they were their siblings** This was 
two

probably due to / factors. Firstly, mothers encouraged their kittens to 

interact with prey during their bouts on it by vocalising (see Baerends- 

van Roon d Baerends 1979) and carrying prey to them, than leaving the 

prey when kittens started to interact with it* The onset of kitten bouts

was thereby often aseooiated with the termination of mothers’ bouts*
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Secondly, kittens would often growl when their siblings approached 

the prey and an agonistic enoounter would usually occur if the approach 

continued (Berry 1906 , Le/hausen 1965# Baerenda-van Koon & Baerends 1979). 

Kittens were therefore deterred by their littermates and siblings* 

approaches were not associated with the termination of a kitten’s bout 

on the prey. For both these reasons fewer kitten bouts were interrupted 

or followed by other kitten bouts than were those of the mother.

Kitten bouts that directly followed mothers* were longer than those 

that followed sibling bouts* Mothers appeared to have a greater effect 

than siblings on the interest or persist cnee with which their offspring 

interacted with prey. In early sessions kittens’ interest in prey was 

weak and mean bout length was short (Chapter 5) but both were increased 

by mother’s interaction with prey* Later on, one kitten frequently 

monopolised the prey after the mother had contacted it*

Kittens were more likely directly to follow a oonspeoiflc’s bout 

than allow more than K> seconds to elapse before interacting with prey; 

however they were less likely directly to follow a sibling’s bout. Again 

this highlighted the mother’s influence in attracting kittens to prey* 

Indeed, during the first 2 weeks of exposure to prey, kittens paid more 

attention to it if their mother waa also attending to prey. This measure 

of attention also Included interaction with prey, so kittens were either 

watching or interacting with prey more while their mother watched it or 

were watching prey more while she interacted with it. In some cages 

kittens may have watched prey because their mother was watching it, an 

effect similar to that seen in young children when attending to objects 

(roaife d Bruner 1975). Admittedly the noise oroduoed by live prey might 

simultaneously attract all the eats* attention, but during the first 5 

sessions when the effect was seen, prey was usually dead, having been 

dispatched by the mother.
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In addition to the mother’s effect on kittens* attention to prey, 

sibling# were also fcund to Influence eaoh other. Karly on few kittens 

paid much attention to prsy, but as tine progressed kittens watched it 

simultaneously. One kitten would manipulate prey while others watched It 

quietly. Later still, after week 8, one kitten would monopolise prey 

while the others slept, or more rarely, played with eaoh other. It scene 

then, that kittens were focussing on prey from 6 to 8 weeks of age perhaps 

benefit ting from watching their siblings manipulate prey. Later, Interest 

In prey waned if kittens were not dlreotly Involved with it. It romaine 

to be seen whether kittens are able to learn predatory skills simply by 

watching their siblings deal with prey.

Taken together these results showed that, at first, kittens attended 

to prey if their mother was attending to it, and later on, if thedr 

siblings were attending to it. In subsequent weeks they were not 

influenced by their mother and showed less interest in prey when their 

siblings paid it attention. These results were not confounded by eaoh 

other as data from sibling interactions were only taken from the JO minute 

sessions when the mother was absent.

SUMMARY

Chapter 6 documented quantitatively the change In predatory behaviour 

of domestio oat mothers as their kittens develop. Predatory behaviour in 

mother oats was found to decline as that of their offspring increased. 

Before kittens were 8 weeks old, mothers were sore likely to interact with 

prey if their kittens had not beer, on the prey for a timaj they led in 

interactions with prey, Kittens were found to show Increased rates of 

predatory behaviour patterns in the presenoe of their mother, -'his 

chapter then went on to examine some of the mechanism^ by whioh others
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are able to bring about such an improvement In their kittens* 

predatory behaviour. It was found that kittens interested sore 

frequently and for longer with prey following the mother’s bouts. 

Kittens were more likely to quickly follow another cat on the prey 

than wait more than 10 seconds. However when siblings only were 

considered, they were less likely to follow a sibling in less than 

10 seoonds of it having been on the prey. After the eighth week, 

kittens attended to prey by them: elves more often thnn would be 

expected by ohance, whereas in the early weeks of exposure to prey, 

they were more likely to attend to prey while their siblings or their 

mother was watehing prey.
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xmoCTJCTipn

Moat studios concerned with the effeota of experience In development 

oonpare one group of subjeots that have been exposed to a given stimulus 

with another group that have had no suoh exposure. Assuming that the 

groups lived under identical conditions, differences between groups are 

attributed to differences in experience. Differences between individuals 

within the experienced group, however, are often igiored yet they oan 

throw additional light on the effects of a given experience. Previous 

studies on the development of predatory behaviour in oats had shown that 

experience of prey in kittens improved adult predatory ability (Kuo 1930, 

Leyhausen 1965, Baerends-van Roon d Baerends 1979, Chapter 3) hut these 

studies felled to examine differences between experienced individuals.

As the amount of predatory experience that eaoh kitten reosivsd during 

development had been reoorded (Chapter 5), it was possible to oonpare 

predatory abilities of kittens with those of adults, using suoh measures 

as the rats st whioh they employed predatory motor patterns and the speed 

with whioh they killed prey. This type of comparison is particularly 

iaportant beoause olassioal notions of dsvslopment, whioh assume that the 

behaviour of young animals is predictive of adults' behaviour, have recently 

been called into question (Kagan 1978). For example, traumatic sxperienoes 

in childhood have lasting effects in children from some sooial classes 

but not from others (Clarke A Clarice 1976) and some patterns of behaviour 

may be specific to oertain stages in development, e.g. the rooting response 

in newborn ohildren (Preohtl A Bienteaa 1964) or filial imprinting in birds 

(Bateson 1979). This chapter then, sets out to -determine whether predatory 

behaviour of young oata predicts adult predatory oharaoteristioa and if 

not, examines the faotors responsible for the lack of continuity between 

the top periods.
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Figure 7,1 Significant Spearman rank order correlation 
coefficients between measures of kitten predatory behaviour 
and adult predation. Scores for each kitten were obtained by 
talcing mean frequencies in both test weeks with, and without 
the mother present over the 4 to 12 week period. Adult scores 
were obtained from the mean of the first two adult tests.
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In addition, another faoet of kitten behaviour, social play, is 

examined with respect to adult predation. Soolal play in kittens 

appears to oontain a number of precursors of adult behaviour and some 

of its components might therefore be expected to correlate with adult 

activity. Past work (Barrett A Bateson 1978, Chapter 5) has indicated 

that play became increasingly differentiated as kittens grew older, 

some play patterns became more associated with predatory behaviour in 

kittens, others less so. In this secticn, social play and adult predatoxy 

behaviour are correlated in order to establish whether some play patterns 

are more closely associated with adult predation than others, and to verify 

the results that oon^pared kitten play to kitten predatory activity.

RESULTS

PREDATORY BEHAVIOUR

Mean kitten scores on each measure of predatoxy behaviour were rank 

ordered and correlated with the rank order on similar measures of behaviour

when the same individuals were tested as adults. These correlation matrices 

are shown in figire 7»1* Mouse and bird exposed litters were separated 

as the former showed significantly greater soores on the rates at vhloh 

kittens reared and pawed prey and the amount of attention they paid to it, 

when mean soores were compax*ed (see also Chapters 3 and 5)» Adult rank 

order was derived by taking the mean of the first two tests only. This 

was done because cats had been found to improve in their predatoxy skills 

with novel prey items over these 4 tests (Chapter 4) and this effect would 

be likely to mask correlations between kitten and adult behaviour. Figi re 

7.1 shows that for mouse exposed kittens, several measures of kitten 

predatoxy behaviour correlated with those of adults. Kittens, that were

used to killing, ate prey in the first two adult tests and paid a lot of
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attention to it. Those that ate prey often aa kittens spent tine

eating It aa adults. The percent of tine that kittens paid attention 

to prey was significantly positively oorrelate! with eating and finishing 

pray and negatively correlated with the ratio of attempted bites to bites, 

a measure of how timid oats were of prey. Several kitten predatory 

motor patterns oorrtlated with adult measures of sating and finishing 

prey, the most important of these being the rate at whioh kittens carried 

mice. Kitten approaches to prey were negatively correlated with adult 

measures. Individuals that held, bit and had rolled oontaot with adoe 

often aa kittens paid a lot of attention to mice aa adults. These first 

two measures correlated with adult rolled contact and oarxylng respectively. 

Kittens that exhibited high rotes of motor patteme towards prey were 

those that bit prey rather than attaopted to bite It as adults.

Bird exposed kittens' behaviour almost completely failed to oorrelate 

significantly with adult predation. Kittens that ate prey often and spent 

a long time eating prey had high frequencies of rolled oontaot as adults.

So too did kittens that paid prey attention and sniffed at It often.

In short, some aspects of kitten predatory behaviour correlated with 

adult predatory measures. at least In mouse exposed subjects.

The lack of signifloant oorrelatlons on some comparisons between adult 

and kitten behaviour especially In the bird group, oould be attributable 

to sources of variance suoh as also or sex of the subjects. However there 

were no differences between males and females on any measure of adult or 

kitten predatory behaviour when Mann-Witney U teats were applied between 

the sexes. Although adult weight showed a ai&ilfleant negative correlation 

with the rate at which adults approaohed od.ee (N«9. r8« -0.69, p<0.05) and 

was significantly correlated with rolled oontaot In adult bird testa 

(N«10. r8> 0.70. p<0.05), these results failed to show that adult weight

had much effect on adult predatory behaviour.



TABU. 7.1

Variance of standardised scores for 13 measures of predatory 
behaviour obtained by dividing eaoh Individual's soore by the mean 
soore on eaoh measure. F-ratioa with algnifloanoe levels are shown 
on the right (•p<0.05, •*p<OtO1, ••*p<O.OOl).

BrHAVIOUR KITTEN ADULT F-RATIO

Number of kills 0.552 0.521 1.06

Latenoy to kill 0.016 0.391 24.A3***

Number eaten 0.326 0.649 1.99

Latenoy to eat 0.021 0.132 6.22***

Duration of eating 0.381 0.957 2.51 •

Peroent attention 0.099 0.043 2.35*

Approaeh 0.134 0.533 3.99**

Paw 0.532 0.244 2.18

Hold 0.619 0.373 1.66

Bite 0.658 0.374 1.76

Carry 1.057 0.364 2.90*

Rolled oontaot 1.213 1.423 1.17

Prey contact 0.525 0.173 3.04*
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Nevertheless considerable ohanges in variance between kitten and 

adult behaviour were found on those measures that oould be eompared.

Kitten and adult variances were determined using standardised soores 

and were oompared using an P-test (Sokal A Rohlf 1969), Scores were 

standardised by dividing eaeh oat* a soore by the aeon soore on that 

measure. This was beeause frequencies were measured In slightly different 

ways during the two tine periods and beoause adult mean frequencies tended 

to be higher than those of kittens. Table 7*1 shows that adult varlanow 

was significantly greater cn latency measures, the tins spent sating prey 

and the rate at whloh prey wore approaohed, Changea In the first three 

measures probably arose beoause sone adults failed to kill or oat pray 

at all In the first two teste whereas sons did In both, thus producing 

a large variance and beeause kitten soores were ealeulsted over a large 

number of teste, Aa a given kitten killed and ate prey on only some of 

the testa, thia bad the effeet of railing Individual scores near to the 

maximum latency) thia produeed a small variance. Adult variance was 

greater on the rote of approaehlng; prey wes often ohased by seam oats 

when tested singly. In kitten testa, individuals were quick to o&pture 

prey and hold cn to It) siblings oompoted for possession.

Hors Interestingly, Table 7.1 shows that variance In the amount 

of attention paid to prey end the rate of oarrying and prey oontaot were 

slgnifioantly lower In adults. On these measures Individuals that had 

shown relatively low soores eompared to their siblings as kittens showed 

muoh more similar soores to their siblings as adults, although their 

absolute scores were still lower. In other words, subjects that had, 

for example, oarried prey Infrequently whan young, carried It more often 

as adults in comparison to their llttermatea, This finding suggested 

that low ranking kittens were contributing to the lack of correlation

between some kitten and adult predatoxy measures.



TABLE 7-II

Table shewing whether (a) on 4 dlffermt kitten neasurea, top ranking Individuals within each Uttar showed 
significantly higher scores as adults on 5 measures of predatory behaviour and (b) the sane, but for botton 
ranking kittens* Kitten motor patterns were combined rates of approach, sniff, paw, hold, bite, carry, rolled 
oontaot and rear* Adult notor patterns were approach, paw, hold, bite, oarxy, rolled oontaot and orouch. 
Kitten ranks on killing and eating were determined by examining kitten secret on the percent of sessions 
they killed or ate prey respectively* If ties occurred within a litter, the latencies were examined to 
determine rank order* All tests were Rarsi-..hltney U two-tailed*

KITTO; BEHAVIOUR

(a) TOP RANKING (b) BOTTOM RANKING

ADULT BEHAVIOUR PERCENT
KILLS

PERCENT
EATEN

PERCENT MOTOR 
ATTENTION PATTERNS

PERCENT
KILLS

PERCENT PERCENT 
EATEN ATTENTION

MOTCR
PATTERNS

NUMBER OP KILLS <0.1

NUMBER EATEN <0.05 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

PERCENT ATTENTION

RATE OP MOTOR PATTERNS <0.05 <0.05

ATTEMPTED BITS RATIO
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A more sensitive method of determining what ohanges occurred 

between kitten and adult testing was to separate the individuals that 

ranked highest on a particular measure of kitten behaviour eo^ared 

to their siblings and compare their scores to those of their litter- 

oatea* soares on a variety of adult predatory measures* The same was 

done for bottom ranking kittens* individuals that ranked lowest on a 

particular measure of kitten behaviour. Mouse and bird exposed litters 

were oonaidered together end Mann-'liitney U tests were used to determine 

differences between adult scores* Table 7*11 shows whether (a) top 

ranking kittens on a given measure seored significantly higher than 

their littermates on five adult measures and (b) whether bottom ranking 

kittens showed significantly lower soares as adults on these measures* 

Individuals that killed most aa kittens* killed and ate moat aa adults* 

Kittens that ate prey nore showed a trend to eat more in adult teats* 

Otherwise top ranking kittens did not soore significantly higher than 

their littermates when tested as adults*

Cats that ate least when young* ate least when adult and performed 

adult motor patterns towards prey leas often thru their littermates* The 

asms was true of eats that showed the lowest frequency of motor patterns 

when young* they ate little when adult and directed motor patterns towards 

prey at lower rates than their siblings* When motor patterns were examined 

individually* it waa found that subjects that approached pray infrequently 

aa kittens did so aa adults (N»5&8* U»7»5, p<0*l) and oats that held* bit 

and oarried prey least when young oarried prey least when adult (N«7<H2* 

U«21* p(0*1j UM7* p<0*05j andNa&fcH* U«15* p<0*1 respectively)*

In summary* these results showed that* in comparison to siblings* 

high and low ranking kittens maintained their high and low ranks aa adults 

on some measures of predatory behaviour*



TABLE 7,rn

Spssnwn rank order oorrelatlon coefficients between 9 measures of 
kitten social play, derived from mean frequencies over 4 to 12 weeks 
of age, and 6 measures of adult predation derived from mean frequencies 
over 4 adult teats. ignifleant correlations are underlined ( 0.05). i-’ean 
correlation coefficients for eaoh measure of soolal play with adult 
predation are shown below the matrix, together with the number of 
positive and negative correlations. Correlation coefficients with 
attention paid to prey are also shown*

KITTEN SOCIAL PLAY
ft
0
L

A
P
P
ft
0

s
N H B

L
E
D

C R
C

A H
A I P 0 I 0 E ft A
C P A L T K A C S
H P W D B T ft H E

APPROACH .01 -.22 .25 .26 .26 -.3U -.02 -.07

PAW A5 A5 - .26 -.01 .06 -.19 .34 .08 .07

HOLD .39 .15 •.18 -.11 -.25 -A4 .32 -.03 .03

BITE •H -.25 .01 .» •15 -.25 -.31 -.15-.25

CARRY .06 .15 .13 .17 A3 .21 -.10 -.15 .02

ROLLED
CONTACT

.18 .35 .05 .03 .19 .15 -.05

MEAN .26 .08 .14 .16 .12 ..04 .06 -.02 -.04

POSITIVE 6 4 5 4 5 3 3 2 3

NEGATIVE 0 2 1 2 1 3 3 4 3

ATTENTION •35 .31 J# .26 A3 .05-.07 -.09 -.19
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Another Important feature of kitten behaviour, sooial play, was 

also examined In relation to adult predatory behaviour* Nine measures 

of eat direoted behaviour taken from the time after prsy was finished 

were recorded in sessions when the mother aas present* Mean frequencies 

over the 4 to 12 week period were oaloulated for eaoh kitten* These 

scores were rank ordered and correlated with rank order on 6 adult 

predatory measures* Table 7.III shows that only three correlation 

ooefflolmits were significant: social approaching and rolled oontaot 

with prey, holding oats and approaohing prey, and rearing at oonspeolflea 

and rolled oontaot with prey* Average correlation ooefflolmits over all 

predatory measures were oaloulated for eaoh measure of sodal play and 

are shorn below the matrix, together with the number of positive and 

negative correlations. They reveal that some measures of play were more 

oorrelated with adult predatory behaviour than others, for example, 

approaohing, pawing, holding and biting other eats* Other measures suoh 

aa rolled oontaot, arohing and ohaslng were less oorrelated with adult 

predation* Those results were confirmed by the number of positive 

correlations eaoh measure of play made with adult predatory measures*

They were also reinforced when the oorrelatlons between sooial play 

measures and the amount of attention adults paid to prey were considered* 

Approaohing, pawing and biting oorrelated well, almost reaohlng signifloanee, 

whereas rearing, arehlng and ohaslng showed negative correlations with 

attention paid to prey* Clearly then, some measures of play were better 

oorrelated with adult predatory activity than were others*

Ihmhb
Previous work had demonstrated that domestio oata were better able

to oatoh prey ae adults If they had had experience of prey aa kittens, 

when they were oompared with animals that had had no suoh experience
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(Chapter 3)* Thia study examined the effeots ef that experience In detail* 

If soores on predatory measures regressed towards the assn as oats grew 

older* few correlations between kitten and adult predatory behaviour 

would be expeoted* However many correlations were found In the mouse

killingexposed group;

with the sane adult measures* So too were some kitten predatory motor 

patterns* These patterns were also positively correlated with the number 

of times prey was finished* with the amount of attention paid to It and 

were negatively correlated with degree of adult timidity* In addition* 

individuals that auproaohed prey often as kittens* killed and ate few 

prey as adults* approaching indicated a degree of ambivalence towards 

prey* In the bird exposed group several measures of kitten predation 

were correlated with rolled oontaot in adults* a behaviour pattern Egan 

(1972) oonaidered indicative of a "relaxed attitude"* In addition to 

these correlations, oats that scored lowest on various measures of kitten 

predation compared to their siblings* ranked lowest on several adult 

measurea* Low ranking kittens were low ranking adults on sating and 

predatory motor patterns* Although these animals had improved between 

kitten end adulthood with respect to their littermates* as show by the 

decrease in variance on sone measures of behaviour* they were still 

producing the lowest soores in each litter* They had not oos^letely 

'oaught up* by the end of the seoond adult test* High ranking kittens 

too* predicted high ranks In adults on some measures such as killing and 

sating* Interestingly* kittens that ate prey most often did not kill 

more often as adults* supporting the view that feeding does not enhance 

killing in experienced predators (Polsky 1975b).

In sunn ary, those results showed that despite a possible regression 

to the mean* many kitten measures of predatory behaviour were associated
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with adult predation. Not all kit tan measures correlated with those 

of adults though. ignifioant oorrelatlona in the nouse exposed 

group were olustered and bird exposed subjects showed few slgnlfhoant 

correlations. Lack of significant correlations was not due to very low 

scares In either time period* Clearly some source of variation as well 

as kittens* predatory experience was influencing predation in 6 rat nth 

old oats* This variation wes not attributable to either sex or weight 

of the adult animals. Observation, however, revealed that within most 

litters, one kitten would fall to gain possession of the prey in most 

test sessions* Its two lltteraates monopolised the prey Item In either 

the test with the mother present or In the test when she was absent*

Yet low ranking kittens were not inept as adults* "hen ooapotition was 

removed In the adult teat situation, they performed behaviour patterns 

at relatively high rates, and this was shown up by the significant 

decreases In variance on some measures. Personal manipulation of prey when 

young seemed therefore to be only one of the factors influencing adult 

ability; kittens benefltted from being In a prey oatohing situation 

perhaps because It reduoed any effeots of novelty on the first adult test* 

Oata are known to be capable of observational learning (John 1968,

Chealer 1969) and It seemed possible that kittens were learning pray handling 

skills from their lltteraates, although this has yet to be proved 

experimentally. Xn addition, one particular oat performed very little 

prey directed behaviour as either a kitten or as an adult, suggesting 

that a certain aaount of prey oontaot may be necessary before kittens oan 

benefit from their siblings* experience. These results reemphasise the 

point that predatory behaviour In oats la multiply determined (Kuo 1990, 

Chapter 4)<
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Tho inability of individuals ranking highest on kitten measures 

to attain tho highest seores as adults oan bo explained in two ways,

Firstly, these kittens oould have been behaving at sone kind of maximum 

level so that as adults, their scores did not show proportionate increases 

and were therefore subject to displacement froa the top ranking position 

by individuals that had previously been intermediate in rank. Secondly, 

certain aspeots of kitten behaviour nay have been unrelated to subsequent 

adult activity, borne out by sone of the correlations that failed to reach 

si&iifioGnce, It ia possible that oata needed only to aanlpulate prey 

for a certain period of tine in order to reach a threshold of predatory 

competence. This would have the effeot of reducing correlations ,

Indeed kittens ranking botton on prey oontaot compared to siblings, 

showed naan frequenolea of prey oontaot 3 tinea aa high aa other oata 

when they were tested as adults; socres were standardised by dividing 

by the proportion of prey oontaota kittens showed within eaoh of their 

litters (mean soore of botton rankers 0,33 per minute, others 0,11 per 

minute). Low ranking kittens any have been compensating for their lack 

of predatory experienoe in adult testa, suggesting that one of the 

functional consequences of predatory manipulation ia to get the oat to a 

oertain level of predatory ooopetenoe, Predatory manipulation ia of 

oourse likely to have other effeota aa well, suoh ea familiarising 

predators with the oharasterlstios of novel prey*

A separate issue oonoems the underlying relationship between 

behaviour aeon in development and that seen in older animals. Kitten 

social play and adult predatory behaviour were oorrelated across 

Individual kittens. Although the number of sl&iifleant oorrelatlons 

between play and predatory behaviour were few, mean correlation coefficients

showed that sone measures of kitten play were more associated with adult
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predation than other* , Previously it had been shown that certain 

aspects of play became increasingly associated with kitten predation 

as oats grew older (Chapter $)• Speoifioally these were approaching, 

biting and to a lesser extent pawing and rolled oontaot* Rearing, 

arching and chasing became less assooiated. As mean sooial play soores 

were most influenced by high rates of behaviour after 8 weeks of age, It 

night be expeoted that correlations with adult predation would be similar 

to ecrrelations between play and predatory behaviour in the 8 to 12 week 

period of kitten development (see Chapter 5) • Results presented here do 

Indeed reinforce these data. Approaching, pawing, holding and biting 

other oats showed relatively high positive correlations with mean adult 

predatozy behaviour and attention paid to prey. It la likely that these 

patterns were under the oontrol of the same factors controlling predatory 

behaviour. Rolled oontaot showed no dear swing towards or away from 

adult predation. Rearing, arching and ebasing wars negatively correlated 

with predatory behaviour or attention given to prey, itiioh could of 

course include interaction with prey. It has been suggested that these 

letter two patterns ere under the oontrol of the asms faotore that control 

agonistio behaviour.

3UJ0£ARX

This chapter examined the relationship between predatozy behaviour 

in kittens and their subsequent predatozy behaviour as adults. Many 

nsaeuree of kitten predation were correlated with adult predatory 

behaviour when alee were used a* prey, fewer were found for bird pxwy. 

In addition, individuals that ranked higher or lower than their litter* 

metes on some measures of kitten behaviour soared higher end lower
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respectively, when they were tested as adults. Soae predatory 

measures in young oats were not correlated with those of adults. 

This was not due to differences In weight or sew of the subjeets, 

but beeause individuals that were poor predators as kittens caught 

up with their llttermatea as adults•

Some patterns of soolal play in kittens were fcvnd to be more

highly eorrelated with adult predatory behaviour than others.



CHAPTER 8
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■BasogassB

This ohapter la oonoemed with highlighting the most Interesting 

end Important aspects of predatory behaviour and play presented In the 

study. It brings together results presented in the preceding chapters end 

results froa other studies and usee these data to model various aspects 

ot development In eats. These models are In no wey Intended to provide 

a ooeplete picture of kitten development but are simply used to summarise 

the available evidence, to spotlight gape In the knowledge and to suggest 

relevant avenues for future research work. If any models manage to 

achieve such alas they have been useful. The chapter Is divided Into 

three sections, the first of which is concerned with predatoxy development, 

the second with soolal play. Play and predatoxy behaviour In young eats 

are brought together In the final aeetlon whloh examinee the timing of 

events In development,

PREDATORY BEHAVIOUR

Predatory b«h«Tiour la nwlt.InlY fUitomrtraifl

All of the data ehapters In this thesis exoept Chapter 5 were 

oonoemed with the environmental determinants of predatory behaviour. Each 

chapter either directly established the effeet of some determinant, 

implicated other factors whloh were not direotly investigated or suggested 

interactions between different factors. These are summarised In figure 6,1 

whloh shows some of the environmental determinants that are thought to 

affeet the development of predatoxy behaviour In oata. Dotted lines 

indicate that the effect is still speculative; It has yet to be proved 

by direct experiment. The effects fall Into three main groups, those 

oonoemed with the individual itaelf, those to do with the mother and those 

to do with siblings, factors that have been found not to affect the 

development of predatoxy behaviour, such as sex of the individual, have



Kitten effects Mother effects Sibling effects
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COMPETENT ADULT PREDATOR

Figure 8,1 Environmental determinants of predatory behaviour in cats,
(—--- -—) Effects found in this study or other studies, (----) effects
that are likely to occur. Numbers refer to explanation in the text, 
’’Observe mother” is continued until at least 12 weeks as Chesler’s (1969) 
experiments occurred at this time.
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not boon inoludod. One striking feature of the model is the number 

of interactions seen between the determinants of predation. Only 

interactions between two variables are inoluded, although it Is almost 

certain that interactional effeots will include many more factors.

Most of the factors shown in figure 8.1 are environmental 

determinants that have specific effeots on the development of predatory 

ooapetanoe. However, the line between specific and general is difficult 

to draw (Bateson 1576a) and some footers sueh as predatory manipulation 

may have acre general effects than others. Predatozy behaviour in oats 

does not seen to require specific experience for its appearance and all 

thenfactors discussed below facilitate the development of predatory 

behaviour, although genetic determinants are likely to have initiating 

effeots as well. furthermore, as stated in Chapter 1, not all of these 

faetors are necessary for the hastening or Improvement of predatozy 

oonq>«tence, predatory behaviour nay be overdetemined or there nay be 

several ways of becoming a competent predator, nevertheless all of the 

factors presented might determine whether a oat becomes an adept predator. 

The effeota are disoussed below, numbers refer to those in figure 8.1.

1. Manipulation of prey without the mother present affects predatozy 

behaviour in adult oats (Chapter 4). Cate that had experience of mioe as 

kittens were quicker to employ several motor patterns eooy>ared to 

inexperienced an Inals, when they were tested on aloe as adults. 2. This 

shows the effect of adult experience on the development of predatory 

behaviour (Chapter 4). Cats that had no experience of prey as kittens 

were found to improve in their ability to handle birds the aore they 

interacted with them as adults. This shews that oats are able to develop 

predatory skills outside the so called sensitive period (4 to 20 weeks) 

(Leyhauaen 1965). 3. This refers to the interaction between the predatozy
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manipulation of one prey type while a kitten and experience of another 

prey type as an adult, in other words the effect of experienoe on 

general predatory behaviour. Evidence for this effect ookmb froa two 

souroee. Mouse exposed oata started to eat birds more often than oats 

with no experienoe and they showed inoreased frequenolea of several 

motor patterns with thia prey (Chapter 3). It la likely that inert using 

experienoe of the novel prey helped in producing the difference between 

experimental and oontrol oata, results were taken over 4 adult teats. 

Secondly, oats that had experienced birds when young showed Inoreased 

rates of oertain motor patterns aa the tests with aloe progressed (Chapter 

4). 4. Other sources of variation, possibly genetic determinants, appear 

to affect predatory behaviour. Some oats in the oontrol group in thio 

study showed ooapetent predatory ability on the first adult mouse test 

(Chapter 3) and several of Kuo1 a (1930) isolate group were able to kill 

rodents. The result that one experienoe Is not required for a behaviour 

to develop does not assn that experienoe is not necessary for that 

behaviour to occur. Nevertheless it Is possible that genetio effeota 

are iaportant for the developnoat of predation in eats, as they are for 

example in hamsters (Polsky 1978). Breeding "killing" and "non-killing" 

oata would shed further light on the genetio determinants of predatory 

behaviour. Other sources of variation might inolude the effeota of 

handling kittens, sooial play or litter else. Their effeota on predatory 

development have never been Investigated. Nevertheless it ia likely that 

(5.) any one of these factors would interact with the effeota of predatory 

manipulation In kittens. Thia la beoause oats that were able to 

manipulate prqy as kittens showed variation In their adult predatory 

abilities (Chapter 7). Individuals in the soeperionoed groups were not 

genetically identical, did not all oone from the same sised litters and
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there were probably differences in the quality and quantity of their 

soolal play. It ia therefore likely that souroes of variation such ae 

these were interacting with the effects of predatoxy manipulation to 

produoe differences between adults. Although object play (6.) was 

found to have little effect on the predatoxy behaviour of adults (Chapter 

4) it noy be that it only exerts an effect when it ooours in conjunction 

with predatoxy manipulation. In other words, there oould be a threshold 

of predatoxy competence to overcome before object play oan be effective. 

Certainly object play inoreaaea as the stimuli eliciting it become more 

prey like in appearance (Sgsn 1972), which Implies a causal link between 

objeot play and predatoxy behaviour. Thia might suggest a functional 

link as well (see Bateson I960). uch a possibility oould be investigated 

by oosqparlng two groups of kittens that had been given a oertain amount 

of predatoxy experience, only one of which however, was allowed aooees to 

objeota. Alternatively, (7<) such a threshold effect might ocour in 

conjunction with observing the nother oatch or eat prey. Ia thia ease, 

one group of adult eats that had played with objects as kittens and that 

had observed their mothers predate would be ooqpared to a group that had 

only watched their mothers interaot with prey. Threshold effects should 

always be oonaidered in the ease of negative results.

8. Thia Shows that th© presence of the nother in combination with 

manipulation of prey influenced the speed at whloh oata were willing to 

employ dangerous motor patterns and the way they dispatched mioe aa adults 

(Chapter 4). The preeenee of the mother than, has an effect over and 

above that of predatoxy manipulation (l). Thia effect ia achieved in a 

number of ways. Primarily it appears to be through the mother’s behaviour 

of bringing prey to her offspring and in the manner in whloh she 

alternates her interactions on the prey with those of her kittens.
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However the mother any also influence the amount kittens attend to

trey by attending to prey herself, at least In the early weeks of kitten 

development (9.). Although cirouaatantial evidence has been provided 

(Chapter 6), It would be difficult to test such a hypothesis, "irstly,

It Is hard to be sure that an animal’s gase Is focussed on an object and 

secondly, It might be difficult to include predatory manipulation by the 

kitten In the experimental design. ?or example, mother and kitten could 

be separated by a one wcy soreen In whioh the kitten could see Its mother 

and both oats could see dead prey In a third comportment. In the oontrol 

group, mothers would be unable to view prey. The percent of time that 

eats in both groups watched both prey and mother would be recorded.

However If there was a threshold effect, kittens might have to be allowed 

access to prey at the seme time. They would then be unlikely to attend 

to mother or to the original prey. Of oourse predatory manipulation 

oould take place away from the experimental apparatus. A similar type of 

experimental desi^i has been used to show that oats are able to learn by 

observation (Chesler 1969) but this he< not been established In connection 

with predatory behaviour. However (10.) Kuo (1930) showed that 85T of 

oats that had seen their mothers kill rodents and that had had experience 

of prey did appear to become competent predators (some oats were exposed 

to prey between 10 and 26 times In this experiment). It has yet to 

be shown conclusively that the high percentage of rodent killers was 

affected by watching the mothers dispatch prey. One of the ways In whioh 

this could be tested would be to allow mothers In the control group no 

access to prey. However In order to establish any effect with certainty, 

a number of experiments will be needed to get over the problem of confounding 

variables. In this ease, one sueh variable might be the dtfferenoe In 

mother’s behaviour in the presenoe of prey.
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The final set of factors affecting the development of predatory 

behaviour concerns siblings* Kittens are likely to be able to learn 

from siblings as well as from their mother. Por example, cats oan learn a 

passive avoidanoe task from noav-relatives (John et al 1?68). Chapter 7 

shoved that individuals that ranked low relative to their llttermates as 

kittens were fairly ooapetent adult predators. Observational learning 

together with a certain amount of manipulation of prey aa a kitten nay be 

sufficient for the establishment of predatory oonptenoe (11.). Kittens’ 

attention ia simultaneously focussed on prey during early weeks of exposure 

(Chapter 6), and in one litter that experienced prey without its mother 

(Chapter 4) tho ability to kill appeared to spread to a litteraate once 

one individual had mastered the teolmique. Such circumstantial evidence 

requires experimentation for oonfinaation. Allowing some members of a 

litter the opportunity to aee their sibling kill while allowing others 

equal exposure to prey but no opportunity to witness killing, would be 

the first way of approaohing tho problem. Kittens or adults oould then 

be compared on their ability to deal with prey. Unfortunately results 

from one litter suggest that a degree of predatory manipulation ia also 

necessary. One oat that had shown very little predatory behaviour when 

young appeared to have benefitted little froo watolling its siblings, it 

showed little predatory behaviour when adult (Chapter 7). Again access to 

prey would have to occur outside the training situation.

Aggressive encounters between siblings over prey were quite frequent 

as kittens grew older. Berry (1908) «d Leyhausen (1965) among others 

have suggested that such competition facilitates the development of 

predatory behaviour (12.)> the latter has suggested that this is mediated 

through increased ’arousal*. After week 8 kittens were found to attend 

to prey singly, more often than expected by chance (Chapter 6). Kittens
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in possession of prqy discouraged their siblings from interacting

with it* In doing so, they may have bitten prey larder or contacted 

It more frequently than they otherwise would have* The oritiefcl 

experiment would be to determine whether the presence of siblings 

influenced the predatory behaviour of the kitten in possession of the 

prey.

To conclude, this model of the development of predatory behaviour does 

not cover all the possible determinants of adult predation, other* may be 

found to be important in the future, War does it attempt to deal with the 

factors affecting predatory behaviour once it has appeared in adult cats 

(see Blben 1979). However it does suggest future experiments In areas 

where only circumstantial evidence currently exists*

The »ff«ota of experience

One important factor affecting predatory development was experience 

of prey* Experience in this stuty ranged from manipulation of prey at 

very least to killing and eating prey both while siblings and mother were 

present* This experience had a number of quite subtle effeots on adult 

predatory behaviour depending on what prey cats had experienced when young* 

The results are summarised in figure 8*2* Thia figure gives a broad 

outline of the way in which experienced animals differed from inexperienced 

ones In both their readiness and ability to handle prey. Cate that had 

experienced either mioe or birds aa kittens showed improved predatory 

behaviour on the same Items of prey when they were oompared to inexperienced 

individuals as adults* Only mouse experienced subjects benefltted from their 

experience when they were tested on other prey Items and this was confined 

to birds* They ate more birds and employed oertain aotor patterns at 

greater frequencies than control animals* Beth groups of experienced oats 

were slower to oontaot rats and fish and ate leas of them oompared to



Figure 8,3 Interactions between mothers and kittens over prey (see text) 
The response of one cat to another cat’s behaviour with the prey is 
indicated by an arrow from the former to the latter.
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control cats, when results had been standardised against familiar prey* 

Finally both mouse and bird experienced groups specialised in relation 

to birds and mice respectively both on latenoles and rates of prey 

manipulation• These two groups were compared to each other In this 

analysis* Thus the mouse experienced group both specialised In relation 

to birds and showed lap rowed predatory ability on this prey item eonpared 

to inexperienced oats* Predatory experience during development thus 

has a number of consequences for adult predatory behaviour.

Interaql&qiM. between S9.the.x3L

Chanter 6 outlined some of the ways In which mother oats influenced 

the predatory behaviour of their kittens* These are shorn in figure 8*3 

together with the effects of siblings on kitten predatory behaviour*

The response of one oat to another oat’s behaviour with the prey ia 

indicated by an arrow from the former to the latter* (A) shows that 

mothers were lees likely to interact with the prey within 10 seconds of 

the termination of thdr kitten’s bout* The probability of interaction was 

low while a kitten’s bout waa ooourring or soon after it, et least in tho 

early weeks of exposure (figure 8*4), The precise shape of the curve 

oould be detozvined by plotting tho number of aether’s bouts ooourring 

after varying time intervals from the end of a kitten bout* However it 

is likely to show a sharp inorease after about 10 seconds and then 

gradually fall off as time elapses since the last interaction. Mothers 

may eventually lose interest in prey altogether* (B) Mothers vooalised 

frequently In early weeks and carried prey to their kittens* Patterns 

suoh as pawing and biting prey should perhaps also be included, these 

declined as kittens* predatory skills increased* However the data did 

not establish whether mothers were sensitive to individual differences 

in their kittens' predatozy skills* Such an experiment would involve
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manipulating Individual kitten's predatory experience and then noting 

any differences in the mother'a predatory behaviour when she was given 

prey in the preeenee of eaeh of her offspring* Unfortunately kittens 

appear to develop predatory techniques so quickly (Leyhauaen 1965) that 

dif ferenoea between kittens* predatory eompetenoe would not last for 

long* (C) shows that kittens were more likely to follow their mothers 

In less than 10 seoonds of her being on the prey than wait longer* Again 

the asset shape of the curve showing the probability of kittens interaoting 

with prey oould be determined by plotting the number of kitten interactions 

following the mother against time* However the curve is likely to start 

at high levels as kittens interrupted mothers' bouts or followed them 

quickly (figure 8*4)• It will also drop quickly and reach a minimum 

earlier than the mother's curve* as kittens interest in prey was rapidly 

lost beeause of interactions with siblings* (D) shows that kittens had 

sijmifioantly longer bouts on the prey when they followed their mother 

cn it oompared to following their siblings* (s) indicates that most 

litters interacted slgnifioantly mors often with prey in the 10 seconds 

following the previous bout's termination* They ouiekly followed other 

oats cn the prey* However (?) when siblings only were oonaidered* 

kittens interseted or followed sibling bouts in lees than 10 seconds 

significantly less often than expeeted* They appeared to be intimidated 

by the llttermate in possession of the prey*

One interesting point arising froa this summary, is the question 

of whether mothers attempt to reduoe sibling competition over prey* It is 

in the mother's interest to partition limited re souroes, for example prey* 

equally among her offspring, whereas selection will favour offspring that 

oan aee rue, up to a point* more reaouroes than their siblings* Such 

resources oould either be the amount of prey eaten or the improved
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predatory skills gained fro® manipulating prey. Observation did

not suggest that mothers were reduelng sibling competition. Thia 

might be beoause there la always ample prey available for kittens In 

the wild. Thia seems unlikely however, birth rate is high and litter 

aise la large In domestic cats suggesting high infant mortality as In 

cheetah (°challer 1972), sone of whioh may be due to starvation. One 

way to test whether mothers were interfering in sibling competition 

would be to examine whether time on the prey was shared more equally 

among siblings when the mother was present, after the effects of having 

an extra partner to interaot with were taken into aooount.

PLAT

The oontrol of social play

Chapter 5 discussed the ohanges in sodal play as kittens developed. 

It was found that correlation* between measures of sooial play broke 

down a* kittens free older, a finding similar to Barrett and Bateson’s 

(1978). These correlations were based on mean play frequencies taken 

over two age periods, A to 7i weeks and 8 to 12 weeks. Unfortunately 

ohanges in the organisation of play between these two Intervals were not 

seoorded. for example, to take two extremes (figure 8.5), it oould be 

that (a) measures of play were well oorrelated for a period of development 

and then associations between them rapidly broke down, or (b) that 

associations gradually became weaker throughout development. Mors 

analyses are needed to discriminate between these two possibilities. Thia 

oan be done by taking correlations between measures of play at regular 

intervals throughout the period of sooial play. After the breakdown 

in oorrelatlons between play measures, some patterns were fcund to be 

more associated with predatory behaviour while others became less 

oorrelated, probably beoause these patterns were becoming more associated 

with agonlstlo behaviour.
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To retain to figure 8.5, even though there are no date to distinguish 

between the gradual and the sharp breakdown In correlations at present, 

there are a number of functional reasons for expecting patterns of play 

to remain well correlated for a period and then suddenly become less 

associated. firstly, it nay be that if a number of play patterns are 

under one type of control (see Whitehead d Bateson I960), called here 

the play system, they nay be organised with respect to other types of 

behaviour in a more economical way than if they were under several types 

of control, from such faetors as those controlling agonistic or predatory 

behaviour, for example, if systems are oompeting for time in the young 

animal, it may be more economical for Say, the sleep system, to compete 

with the play system than for sleep to contend with a number of control 

systems before it can be expressed (Bateson pers. eown). Secondly, if it 

is important that all patterns of play be expressed sooner or later then 

it is less likely that some will be left out if they are all under the same 

control. In other words, play patterns any compete for expression and one 

system of control might ensure that none fail to appear. Of course, 

they need not all be expressed at the same frequency. Thus the oontrol 

might be organised in a way which randomised the appearance of play 

patterns but weighted their appearance according to the amount they were 

to be used in future adult behaviour for* example. Sueh a hypothesis 

would be easily testable, by matching the freouency of occurrence of types 

of play to the rate of oooutrence of similar patterns of behaviour found 

in adults. This focusses on the idea of play being a fora of oractice 

and leads to the third point. If play is to function efficiently as a 

way of practicing adult behavioural systems, it may first have to be 

preeticed Itself. Play is fragmentary in appearance when first seen 

and play sequences or subroutines may require prior organisation before
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they can be crafted on to adult behaviour systems. In other wrd>, 

the play system may need to undergo progressive development Just as 

other behavioural systems do before It can aid in the development of 

behaviour.

These ideas are difficult to test but the first step would be to 

perform correlations between measures of play st severs! points In 

development. If this was also extended to correlations between measures 

of play and adult behaviour sueh as predatory or agonistic patterns, a 

relatively detailed picture could be built up the changes in 

association of play and adult patterns with age, Sueh a picture Is 

shown in figure R.6. Assuming that agonistic behaviiur and predatory 

behaviour are relatively unitary systems it can be seen that sows 

patterns (a) become more associated with agonistic behaviour and some 

(b) with predatory behaviour as the kitten grows elder. If the analogy 

between development of an organism and the building of a house Is made, 

then play can be likened to soaffolding aiding in its construction but 

falling away as the adult structure emerges; this is not to be confused 

with "scaffolding” applied to mother-child interactions. At once, it 

can be seen that some patterns of play will be needed to help in the 

development of some types of adult behaviour at different times from 

others* For instance, It may be important for agonistic behaviour 

to be well rehearsed earlier in tire than say sexual behaviour, young 

kittens spit in order to deter predators. It seems plausible therefore 

tint one or more play patterns (e) will become more correlated with 

agonistic behaviour early on. Indeed they may fulfill their Ainctlon 

of rehearsing some aspeet of adult behaviour relatively early on and 

subsequently drop out of the play repertoire. Numerous examplea oan be 

found of play patterns only occurring at certain tires during development.
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A morphological example might be the needle teeth of piglets used In 

agonistic encounters over mother’s teats after birth. These regress 

when teat specificity has been established (faretook, Graves A 

Baumgardt 1977)* A behavioural exaipple would be cuckoos ejecting 

the eggs from their host’s nest after hatching. It Is possible that 

certain patterns of play oan aid In the development of sore than one 

adult system (d). for ample, it mas found in this stu<ty that pawing 

and rolled contact did not beoome very suoh sore or leee associated with 

predatory behaviour as kittens grew older, Tt was hypothesised that 

these patterns were under the oontrol of the same faotors that controlled 

both agonlstlo and predatory behaviour. If these patterns oould only 

aid the development of one adult system at a tine, they sight start off 

by becoming sore associated with one adult system of behaviour and than 

later on bsooue sore associated with another (a). Suoh a situation sight 

arise if a play pattern was required to be interdigitated between other 

particular pattern in a sequence in order that a subroutine oould be 

rehearsed. It oould be that rehearsal of suoh a subroutine only contributed 

to the developssnt of one adult system, for eoonom&cal reasons it night 

be better to keep that pattern essooiated with the seouenee for a tise 

before transferring it to another seouenee or subroutine whioh would 

aid in the developssnt of another adult system.

figure 8.6 only deals with two adult behaviour systems. There are of 

course a number of possible other systems suoh as those controlling sexual 

or eosmunloatory behaviour. With this in mind, play patterns now have 

to be viewed in three dimensions, aiding the development of different 

classes of adult behaviour to differing extents. In order to determine 

how thia was occurring, correlations between measures of play and

of behaviour outside the context of play oould be made at say
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5 times during development, using * large nuriber of individual

kittens* This would give a good picture of how play associations ohange 

during ontogeny.

THE TIMING CP hWITS III KITTSK DEVELOPMENT

The timing of important stages In the ontogeny of domestic oats 

is now well documented, although there tends to he lack cf precision 

in pinpointing when stages in development start and finish* 'r7tort

fa* rvytKS /or Firstly individuals diiTer in whan they 

start to show a type of behaviour net only between experimental situations 

but within them* Certainly non-specific factors oan have a variety of 

effeota on behavioural development e*g* the effeota cf handling kittens 

(feeler 1961), and seam individuals may be more suseeptlble to these 

aourees of variation than others* The seoond point is methodological*

It is difficult to know how to doseribo the appearance of a stage* Is 

it the first appearanoe of one behaviour eharaeteristio of that stage* 

or the appearance of all its behavioural constituents? Alternatively 

it oould bo the point at whioh one or several behaviour patterns reach 

their highest level. Finally* a stage oould bo characterised by the time 

at which the rate of increase in behaviour la greatest* This oould be 

determined by performing natched^paired comparisons between eaoh 

successive point of meaaureomt and cooing at what ago the lowest *p* 

value occurred* This will be different for different behavioural measures 

and decisions as to their relative import atill have to be made*

Despite these difficulties, several workers have shown that kitten 

development ia oharaeterised by a number of stages* These are shown in 

Figaro 6*7* soon aa oats are born* their suckling, huddling behaviour 

and home orientation are mediated through thermo tactile modal! ties (see
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Figure 8.7 The timing of events in the development of cats. 
Accuracy is only approximate. Sources of information: weaning 
(eg Scott 1972, pers obs); thermotactile, olfactory and visual 
stages (Rosenblatt 1976); social play (West 1974, Barrett & 
Bateson 1978, Baerends-van Roon & Baerends 1979, Caro this 
study); predatory behaviour(Leyhausen 1965, Baerends-van Roon 
& Baerends 1979, Caro this study); object play (Egan 1972, 1976, 
Barrett & Bateson 1978, Bateson 1980).
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Rosenblatt 1976). Froo the first weak onwards olfactory stimuli 

play an Increasingly Important role In brlriglng about these kinds of 

behaviour* Kittens’ eyes open between 7 and 10 days and behaviour 

Is primarily mediated through vision froa about the seoond week onwards. 

At about 4 weeks, kittens start to play with eaoh other (see Baerends-van 

Roon * Baerends 1979 for an excellent description) but predatory 

manipulation does not start until the fifth or sixth week, ae shown 

by the results presented In Chapter 5. Although eats do wlay with 

objeots during this tine, high rates of objeot play do not appear until 

after the seventh week (Barrett 4 Bateson 1978). It la about this tine 

that oorrelatlons between measures of sooial play break down, sone of 

then become nore associated with predatory behaviour, others leas so. 

Object play and predatory manipulation continue Into adulthood (Kgan 1972, 

Chapter 3) but sooial play declines around week 14 (^est 1974, Caro . 

1980).

Causes and fUnotlons of events in kitten deyelpppefit

Two questions are 1 Mediately raised by this description of kitten

behaviour, fchat la necessary for these events to occur and seoondly, why 

do they occur when they do? The first Is concerned with causation, the 

seoond with function* Aapy studies have been concerned with both of 

these questions in relation to the thermotactile, olfactory and visual 

stages In kitten development (see Rosenblatt 1976 for a review) and they 

are not dealt with here* Nevertheless, visual aouity is a prerequisite 

for all subsequent stages in kitten development* Speculative answers 

to the questions concerning other events In the growth of kittens are 

summarised In Table 8.1. This table is by no means an exhaustive list 

of the faotors affecting development of kitten behaviour nor a list of 

all the functions of developmental stages. However gaps and queries
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Causal and functional explanationa for the timing of events In kitten 
development (see text)*

EVENT IK DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL PLAY

Onset
(differential onset of 
different patterns)

CAOSALPACTCRS

1* Advanced motor 
coordination*

FUNCTION

Brea ini own in correlations
betwcai ir.easurwof play 
and phangia In correlation 
t»tw«n play and predatory

7. Timing of weaning

8. Displacement through 
object play

2, Acquiring Information 
about siblings*

3* Play used In some 
behavioural systems 
before others*

4* Play subroutines not 
sufficiently organised 
before this tine*

5* Behavioural systems not 
sufficiently organised 
themselves to be aided 
by play.

6* Need to organise adult 
behaviour at onoe at 
expense of further play 
praotloe* .

Termination 9* Dispersal of 10. Ada It systems now
kittens* function well* costs

too great to continue*

OBJECT PLAY

11* Timing of weening

13* Stimulus objects*

14* Contingent upon 
social play 
occurring earlier*

12* Organisation of 
predatory behaviour

15» Acquiring information 
about the environment

16* Forced to play with 
objeota aa eoology 
ohanges*

PREDATORY MANIPULATION

Onset 17* Environmental
determinants with 
faollltative effeots

18* Slse and strength of 
kitten*

20* Timing of weaning

19. Leads to killing and 
ingestion of solid 
food*

21* Gets kitten to a level 
of predatory competence
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In the table should spotlight areas for future research.

i. Social play appears as soon as kitten motor coordination

becomes sufficiently advanced to allow interaction between individual 

kittens (Baerende-van Poon d Baerends 1979). Sufficient motor 

coordination might therefore be one of the major constraints on the 

appearanoe of thia activity. The early appearance of social play 

suggests that there are strong selection pressures to aecuire aa much 

information about the social environment as possible at the earliest 

opportunity (2). Thia ia likely because it will be important to be 

able to predict the outcome of competition with siblingst for example 

over food, and beoauae the time in which to eecuire such sooial information 

may be limited; kittens may disperse from the nesting area soon after 

weaning. Returning to the constraints on the onset of social play, It 

is a ooamon observation that different items of play start at different 

times in development, possibly because some patterns retire greater 

motor ooordination before they can appear. Chasing for example, probably 

requires refined vlsuo-motor skills. A Ainctional explanation for why 

patterns of play appear at different tinea eoneems the way that play 

might serve to rehearse seouenoes or subroutines of behaviour peculiar 

to other systems (3). If, early on In development, a particular item 

of play ia needed in order that say, an agonistio subroutine oan be 

rehearsed in the context of play, then the appearanoe of play patterns 

involved in helping the development of sexual behaviour may be postponed 

while agonistio subroutines are rehearsed. It nay be more efficient 

to be limited to a few play seouenoes at any one tins. These two 

explanations illustrate the difference between developmental constraints 

and functional adaptations.

The breakdown in correlations between msanures of play and the 

increased association of sone of them with prwdatopy behaviour nay occur
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at around 7 or 8 weeks for any of the following reasons* firstly 

It nay ba that the subroutines found in play before this age are not 

sufficiently organised until the oat la about 8 weeks old (4) and 

therefore they would be relatively inefficient in rehearsing adult 

behaviour* This point about play having to be practiced has been 

raised before* Seoondly, it nay be inefficient to graft components 

of play onto adult systems until those systems themselves had started 

to develop (5). Predatory behaviour does not appear until about 6 weeks 

cf a ge and until a oertain level of predatory competence is reaehed, 

rehearsal throufdi play misfit be unable to facilitate development.

Thirdly (6), it may be that selection pressures that favour play helping 

In the developosnt of other behavioural systems are stronger than those 

favouring the continuing praotiee of play* In other words, the animal 

is forced Into a nore adult like state* This Is similar to Bateson's 

<1980) growing up hypothesis. Competition between different selection 

pressures may account for the reason why the grafting of some play 

patterns on to predatory behaviour occurs after the onset of predation 

itself* Earlier grafting would be detrimental to the benefits gained 

from practicing play* Suoh a functional explanation suggests that one 

of the factors that effeota whan some play patterns beoome associated 

with predatozy behaviour may be the timing of weaning (7)* In other 

words, the time at whioh kittens start to predate may influence whan 

play becomes more associated with predatory activity* This makes good 

functional sense, if the predatory system starts early it will require 

rvhearsal through play earlier* In passing, it ia worth mentioning that 

the sudden inorease in object play at 7 to 8 weeks does not affect the 

breakdown in correlations between all measures of play (8), although it 

oould theoretically displace some forms of play giving rise to decrease 

in correlation coefficients (Bateson 1980),
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9. Soolal play terminates at about 14 wks. Ona of the factors 

bringing about ouch a change may quite simply be that the litter has 

normally dispersed by thia tine (aee Bekoff 1977^)- There Is no one 

about with whloh to play. A functional explanation might be that play 

la no longer useful, adult systems of behaviour are functioning wall 

and do not require further rehearsal (10). The costs of play now 

outweigh the benefits (aee Pager. 1977). However, it must ba said that 

neither causal nor functional explanations for the termination of play 

are well understood.

11. Object play shows a marked, increase between 7 and 8 weeks of 

age. Preliminary observation suggests that the lnorease In object play 

ia osusally linked to the time of weaning (Bateson 1980\ Kittens that 

take solid food earlier than their llttermatea show the discontinuity 

in objeot oontaot earlier than their siblings, Sueh a causal connection 

immediately suggests a functional explanation for the Increase In object 

play (12). If kittens are taking solid food, which would mean showing 

increased predatoxy activity In the wild, than the animal might need to 

rehearse predatory behaviour earlier than usual (see 6) and the timing 

of objeot play would be brought forward to help with this. Indeed It has 

been found that the stimuli moat effective In eliciting objeot play were 

those that resembled prey most closely (13) (Egon 1972). Fooial play 

early on in development might also be a factor affecting the appearance 

of objeot play (14) • Object manipulation might be contingent upon the 

skills or perceptual abilities gained In play with siblings from weeks 

4 to 7 (Bateson 19Po), although a degree of objeot play is seen during 

this time. There are two further functional escplnnatlona for the sudden 

appearance of object play at this time. The first (15) Is that there 

oomes a time when kittens must pick up Information about their

environment as well as about their siblings. If oats are to be competent
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predators, then they must be able to prediet the consequences of their 

actions In relation to the environment and predict the movements of their 

prey, Play with static and moving objects Is likely to facilitate such 

learning. Alternatively (l6), In order for the young eat to continue 

to play, it nay simply be forced Into playing with its environment ae 

it spends less time In the proximity of its Bother end siblings.

However this seems improbable as kittens still show the increase in 

objeot contacts whan they ere kept with their siblings. These two 

explanations simply serve to illustrate differences in functional 

Interpretation, The first assume that selection favoured the onset of 

object plsy at 7 or 6 weeks, the second, that there were no selective 

pressures shaping the onset of objeot play, but that in the past young 

oats came to play with objects at this time because there wee leas 

opportunity to play with other sets.

The final section of Tabic 8,1 concerns the onset of predatory 

manipulation In oats, iSome of the footers facilitating Its development 

have already been outlined In the first pert of this chapter (17),

There may be faetors that affect the timing of the onset of predatory 

behaviour as well. For example (18) a greater degree of motor ooordination 

may be required for manipulating prsy then for manipulating siblings 

beoauae prey that ia improperly handled oan be dangerous (Chapter 4), 

Inoreaeed size relative to the prey might reduce fear of novelty, 

faotore oould explain why predatozy manipulation appears later than sooial 

play, Ae one of the functions of predatozy manipulation is to lead to 

killing and eating prey (19) it would seem likely that the onset of 

predatozy manipulation is causally connected to weaning or decrease 

in mother's milk supply (20), both occur at almost the same time. If

a oonneetion beti these two events was found, it would provide a
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strong ease for mking a oausal connection between predatory behaviour 

and object play, as tfie latter Is linked to weaning. Tt night oven 

imply that object play and predatory behaviour were functionally conn acted, 

finally (2l), it ma suggested in Chapter 7 that one of the functions 

of predatory raaninukntion waa to get the animal to o oertain level of 

predatory competence, be it as a kitten or as sn adult. Tf this is so, 

then ths earlier prefatory manipulation occurs in a cat’s lifetime, 

the greater the probability that the individual would survive until 

breeding age.

The list that has been presented Is acre than just an intellectual 

sxeroise, it focusses attention an gaps in the knowledge and leads on to 

asking mors precise questions about play in development.

CVMMAET

The final chapter summarised and discussed the implications of 

ths most interesting aspects of ths study. The multiple determination 

of bctavlour was highlighted by focussing on the different faotors that 

facilitate the development of predatory behaviour, and the interaction 

between those factors. The effects of experienoe on the development of 

adult predation were summarised and interactions between mothers and 

kittens over prey were examined. Attention was then turned to the oontrol 

of sooial play in kittens and to ways of pinpointing changes in the 

oontrol of play, finally, ths timing of Important events in the develop

ment of cats was documented and a number of oausal and functional 

explanations for these events were suggested, kodels were used to 

illustrate raapy of the ideas in this chapter.
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SPEARMAN CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MEASURES OVER TIME

<0.01 0.001
® Positive V Significant change in variance
O 'ft Negative

Figure A.l Associations between predatory measures over time. 
Spearman correlation coefficients between measures of litter 
predatory behaviour over the 4 to 7-^ week period above the 
diagonal (N=8) and over the 8 to 12 week period below it (N=9). 
Median scores for the 7 litters were obtained for each session 
on one measure and were ranked against those on another measure. 
Measures that showed significant changes in variance between the 
two periods are shown on the lefthand side of the diagram.
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ASSOCIATION BKTWESK MEASURES OF PRSDAT08T BEHAVIOUR CflTJR TIME

In order to examine how neasurea of predatory behaviour aasoelated 

with eaoh other aa the kittens grew older, the median values of the 

behavioural neasurea were oorrelated with eaoh other over tine, both 

before and after 7y weeks (figure A,1), In these correlations, median 

scores for anifTing, biting and oarxylng were used aa nouae and bird 

litter medians oorrelated with eaoh other over age (N«17» r#^)»73» 

p<0.001j r8«0.62, p<0*Ol| rg«O,4A, p<0,1 respectively), although they 

had previously been found to differ front each other (Chapter 5)»

Number of bouts waa excluded from the analysis aa nouae and bird 

medians foiled to oorrelate signifloantly.

In the first period, 4 to Tt weeks (above the diagonal), a high 

number of correlations were found. More precisely, approaohing and 

sniffing did not oorrelate with oontaot patterns j these showed sharp 

inoreaaea early on while the latter were slowly rising. Contact patterns 

were slgnlfloantly correlated with each other. All showed increases from 

4 to 7| weeks, Rolled oontaot and rearing showed high positive 

correlations with these patterns too. All these measures oorrelated with 

mean bout length, with the amount of attention paid to prey and with the 

kittens* Increasing weight. Latency to kill was not correlated with any 

measure, as median latency waa maximal until the seventh week. Other 

measures involving killing and eating were highly correlated with each 

other, with nsen bout length, attention and weight. Latency to eat prey 

and time spent on ths mother’s nipple decreased while ell the other 

measures showed steady rises. Most measures of killing and sating were 

oorrelated with oontaot motor patterns.

Over the second period, 8 to 12 weeks, oorrelatlons were much 

reduced, For example, taking oorrelatlons between oontaot motor patterns,
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rolled oontaot end rear* the mean correlation coefficient at 4 to 7j 

weeks waa *0.90 as opposed to 40.22 at 6 to 12 weeks. Over the whole 

table* the mean oorrelatlon fell from 40.66 to 40.36; 42 correlation 

coefficients increased, 111 decreased. Host correlations that had 

been significant in the first period failed to reach si^iifioanee later 

on. Sone even became negatively correlated, e.g. biting, oarzying and 

weight, with the peroent sessions kittens ate prey and the duration of 

eating prqy. Changes in correlation coefficients involving time an the 

nipple probably arose beoauae so little oocurred in the seoond period.

The relationship between the number of times kittens started to eat pray 

and sniffing probably had little meaning. Although correlations between 

oontaot patterns and attention paid to prey renained high, only holding 

maintained significance. Biting and carrying were strongly correlated 

with weight.

The breakdown in correlation coefficients between the two periods 

oan be aeoounted for by the ohange in varlanoe seen in moat of the meaaures. 

Varlanoe in the 8 to 12 week period was reduced compared to the 4 to 

week period because measures showed large increases before 7| wacks but 

showed little ohange after thia time. Significant ohanges in variance are 

show on the lefthand side of figure A.1• They were calculated by taking 

the variance of the median scores before and after 7i weeks and dividing 

the larger by the smaller (P-teat). Only pawing showed a significant 

increase. These changes in variance caused correlations to break dow 

because the smaller spread of values in the 8 to 12 week period meant 

that values were more likely to be reordered (see Chapter 2).

liven among the measures that failed to show ohanges in varlanoe, 

correlations were reduced. This was because some measures such as peroent

kills reached a maziauc whereas others such as rolled oontaot or
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bout length were quite variable, (Chapter 5), Only attention paid 

to prey and weight ahowed steady increases.

To sunearlss, during the 4 to 7j week period Boat predatory 

measures were well eorrelated over tine with the exception of approaching, 

sniffing and tine spent Interacting with prey. Virtually all showed 

stellar inoreases, (decreases for latenoics) over the 4 weeks. Many 

correlations were lost in the 8 to 12 week period. However this was 

attributable to significant decreases In verlanoe as measures stopped 

rising, few conclusions oould be drawn fron a comparison between the two 

age periods.
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Figure D,1 Duration of time, in minutes, that litters spent on the
nipple as they grew older. Data are taken from the whole of the 40 minute 
session when mothers were present. Inter-quartile ranges are shown.
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TIKE SPENT ON THE NIPPLE

Figure B.1 shows the median time litters spent on their nothers* 

nipple between 4 and 12 weeks over eaoh 40 minute session* The graph 

shows a decline between weeks 4 end 5 and thereafter it rcaains at a low 

level until the eighth week when a slight inorease is observed. The 

median tins on the nipple before 7i weeks was si«pifieanlly greater than 

after this tine. Kittens spent much less tine an the nipple at 2B days 

(5* of an hour) eonpared to kittens in Rosenblatt & 3 ehne iris’s study 

(1962) or in Koepke A Pribram's (1971) group (24 of an hour of 

observation for both). The latter study animals had been stomach loaded 

prior to suokling and were tested on a oat that was not their mother, 

naking eoi^ariaons difficult. Nevertheless, kittens in this study 

showed a mush faster decline with age in the time spent on the nipple 

than kittens in ths other two studies. This wss duo to tho presenoe of 

prey. This sharp decrease in tins on the nipple was beoause kittens* 

interest became focussed on the prey (see Fig. 5*2 and Chapter 6)5 

oorrelatlons with several predatozy measures were significantly negative. 

Figure A.1 shows that during tho 4 to 7| week period, time on tho nipple 

wss negatively associated with interest in prey as measured by the 

attention paid to prey, the mean bout length on prey and rates of pawing 

and holding. When animals interacted with prey they did not attempt 

to suckle. In the seoond period, time on tho nipple and percent sessions 

that kittens started to oat prey before the mother were positively 

oorrelated. Thia was the reverse of the first period when ths percentage 

sessions kittens killed and ate prey were negatively oorrelated with time 

on the nipple. In early weeks, all kittens would attempt to eatoh and 

eat pray, later, the kittens without pray want to the mother and attempted

to nurse. Kittens would also return to their mother and nurse after
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finishing prey. Indeed in later weeks, tine spent on prey declined 

as the tine spent on the nipple showed a slight rise.

Mothers were less are liable for nursing in early sessions as they 

were catching prey (chapter 6). However in these sessions, if kittens’ 

interest was not aroused by the mother bringing prey to then, she went 

to the nestboK where they oould attach to the nipple.

The negative correlation between weight and tine spent on the 

nipple at 4 to 7| weeks is likely to be spurious, ae the latter measure 

reflects non-nutritive as well as nutritive suckling (ses Kcrrsoh d Kling 

1967)5 kittens were getting much of their food intake from eonaercial 

oat food at thia age.
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